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ABSTRACT

The problems of the introduction of Operational Research (OR) into 
developing countries was examined with particular reference to the 
Nigerian Civil Service. Following preliminary investigations on OR 
in developing countries a questionnaire was used to interview fifty- 
nine Nigerian senior civil servants including nine permanent secre
taries on the problems of the introduction of OR into government 
services in Nigeria. The interviews were conducted in thirty-five 
ministries, and in three public corporations in the Federal govern
ment, and in five State governments in Nigeria. This unique inform
ation which is the first of its kind from Nigeria was used to identify 
nine factors essential to the introduction of OR into the civil 
service in Nigeria.

In order to explore the problems of staffing, a psychometric instru
ment, the 16PF, was used to determine the personality traits which 
account for success in OR. The instrument was administered to fifty- 
six British OR scientists in order to construct a personality profile 
of OR scientists. This study represents the first attempt to under
stand using scientific method the traits which are responsible for 
success in OR, and the traits which significantly distinguish OR 
Scientists from the general adult population, the scientific community, 
and other occupational groups.

The thesis concluded by discussing a general theory on the introduction 
of Operational Research (OR) into organisations, and by making 
recommendations on the introduction of OR into the Nigerian Civil 
Service.

(OPERATIONAL RESEARCH; INTRODUCTION INTO ORGANISATIONS* DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES; NIGERIAN CIVIL SERVICE; ESSENTIAL FACTORS; PERSONALITY 
TRAITS)

( x i V )



CHAPTER ONE

THE P R O B L E M

Introduction:

How Operational Research (OR) might be started in an existing organisation 

is a problem which has been compounded by many years of ad hoc approaches 

to the problem of the introduction of OR into industrial and business 

organisations and into the Civil Service in many countries. This has 

resulted in the adoption of various modes for the introduction of OR the 

merits of which have never been adequately compared.

LJhereas in the industrialised countries how to get OR started may no longer 

be a critical problem, the question nevertheless still stares the OR 

community in the face: Is there a way, a best way of getting OR started in 

an existing organisation? In other words, are there sets of necessary 

conditions which must be satisfied before OR can be effectively started in 

an organisation? In connection with the introduction of OR into the develop

ing countries these are questions demanding careful investigation, since 

they may be critical elements in determining whether OR is used or not in 

these countries; if it is accepted that indeed OR has some important role 

to play in developing countries.

Paucity of Empirical Research:

For some time now the problem of how OR can be effectively and efficiently 

started and nourished in the developing countries of Africa, Asia, and 

Latin America has been agitating the minds of OR scientists. Nevertheless 

the problem has never been investigated in a scientific fashion; although 

much has been written, there is still paucity of empirical research on 

the subject.

That OR has world-wide application was attested to by Johnson (1966), and

1 .



that OR can in particular contribute meaningfully in finding solutions to 

the problems of development confronting the emerging economies is indis

putable as argued by flckoff (1968), Morse and Broun (1976) and Gazis (1979). 

The problem lies with how to get OR started in an efficient and effective 

manner and nourished in the environments of the developing countries. In 

other words, what does it take to persuade managers, public administrators 

and political decision makers in the developing countries that OR can help 

them find scientifically based solutions to some of the complex decision

making problems they face in order for them to start OR Groups in their 

organisations?

These are among the most daunting problems often encountered by OR 

scientists from the developing countries on returning to their home 

countries after completing their training abroad. Whereas for OR scientists 

in the industrialised nations of Europe (East and West), North America, and 

Japan, these may not pose much problems, for OR scientists in the develop

ing countries of Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the problem is enormous.

In the developed countries, OR is almost a household word among decision 

makers whether in government, industry, or business, regardless of whether 

the organisation has OR scientists working for it or not. The sources 

from which a decision maker gets to know about OR are numerous. On the 

contrary the situation in the developing countries is radically different, 

the decision maker seldom has heard about Operational Research. Almost 

always, OR has to be explained from scratch. Ignorance abounds about OR.

As Ackoff (1974) remarked, decision makers in the developing countries 

seldom know how to use the more advanced skills which their countrymen and 

countrywomen go to the developed countries to acquire. The result is that 

a number of such trained people take up employment where their skills may 

not be directly applicable, some emigrate, and others migrate to the less 

productive sectors of the economy.
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The Research Objective:

The problem of knowing what to do in order to get OR started in an 

organisation often leaves industrialists and governments in the developing 

countries who might be interested in the introduction of OR into their 

particular organisation in a dilemma. This thesis is our contribution to 

the resolution of this dilemma. Its purpose is to increase our understand

ing in general, of the problems of the introduction of OR into organisations 

in the developing countries and in particular into the civil service in 

Nigeria.

A Review of the Chapters:

In chapter two we discuss the literature on OR in developing countries.

The reviewed literature are grouped into two parts; Part A lists case 

studies on OR applications and Part B discusses literature relating to 

the problems of the introduction of OR.

Chapter three discusses the general application of OR in governments in 

the developed countries with Britain and the United States of America 

(USA) taken as examples.

The attempt to initiate a dialogue leading to the possible introduction of 

OR into the Nigerian Railways Corporation (NRC) is the subject discussed 

in chapter four.

In chapter five we discuss the methodology of identifyinn the situation 

with regards to factors which are significant and petinent to the 

problems of the introduction of OR into the civil service in 

N i g e r i a .

Chapter six deals with the problems of the customer. It is the
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CHAPTER TUG

SURVEY OF LITERATURE ON OR IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Introduction:

Having defined the research problem, a survey of literature on OR in 

developing countries was mounted in order to uncover previous ucrk done 

on the problems or a planned introduction of Operational .Research into 

organisations, in particular civil services in developing countries. 

Although literature abound on problem areas where OR has been applied 

in developing countries, there was paucity of literature on the particular 

problems of the systematic and deliberate introduction of OR into organi

sations, especially in the developing countries.

Since we believed that in trying to understand the problens of the intro

duction of OR into the government services in Nigeria, it would be vital 

to be able to identify problem, areas in the civil service where OR could 

be beneficially applied, our first task uas to amass data on problem areas 

where OR approaches have been applied in the developing countries. In 

order to make the problem manageable, six particular sectors in the civil 

service which we believed would be of major interest to the government 

in Nigeria were chosen as the areas in which to concentrate the literature 

search.

In collecting data on the problem areas where OR approaches have been 

applied in these six sectors, we started by searching literature in 

Operational Research and the management sciences using abstracts, indexes, 

and citations where appropriate. This was followed by more concentrated 

search in literature specific to the six chosen sectors and in literature 

dealing in general with the problems of developing nations. The six sec

tors on which literature was searched for the problem areas where OR 

approaches have been reported applied were:



Water Resources,(i)

(ii) Agriculture,

(iii) Health and Social Welfare,

(iv) Industry,

(v) Sectoral and National Planning, and

(vi) Transportation.

In classifying work as OR, a broad view of the subject was adopted. We 

were in particular more interested in studies dealing with problems in 

the real world in which governments function in the developing countries.

As emphasised by Rivett (1904) and by Ackoff (1974) true OR studies should 

deal with the "muddles" or "messes" of real life. In general, the follow

ing points served as guidelines in the selection of the problem areas:

(i) the use of scientific methodology,

(ii) the use of analytical and quantitative based models, and

(iii) application to real live decision making problems.

Listed in rt a are the uroolem areas in which OR approaches have been 

reported applied in the above six chosen sectors. As might be seen the 

volume of literature on problem areas where OR approaches have been applied 

in the developing countries has grown enormously in recent years although 

it is doubtful if the rate of implementation has kept this pace. Kemball- 

Cook and Uright (1961) reviewed a total of two hundred and five cases of 

□R applications to problem areas in the developing countries but expressed 

disappointment at the small proportion of cases where implementation was 

reported in the published materials. Although published materials may 

not represent the true state of the art as argued by Tomlinson (1977), 

it does provide a rough and ready guide in this particular case regarding 

problem areas where OR approaches were applied in the developing countries.

6.



Finally, literature pertaining to the particular problems of the introduc

tion of OR into organisations are discussed in Part D. A number of 

approaches suggested for the introduction of OR into organisations are 

reviewed, in particular to determine their applicability to the problems 

of a planned introduction of OR into the civil service in Nigeria. A 

summary is provided showing the diversity of approaches suggested for the 

introduction of OR into organisations, in particular in the developing 

countries.

7.



(i) Uater Resources.

"The development of water resources involves large 
investments and is critical for growth of both the 
agricultural as well as the industrial sector and, 
for that matter, the economy as a whole. The plan
ning involves a large number of choices, assumptions 
and uncertainties in both engineering and economic 
fields". (Sikka 1973).

Literature on OR applications in water resources studies have been reviewed 

in the following problem areas: irrigation intensity and feasibility study. 

Rose (1973)} national and rural water system planning, Pike (1983), 

Carrutners (1973), Roycroft and Szliowicz (1980); regional water planning, 

Kirshen (1979), Nelson (1979); fisheries development, Binnie and Finlayson 

(1982), Donaldson (1980); efficient operation of a dam, Thomas and Reveile 

(1966), Guarisco et al (1980), Oven Thompson et al (1982); crop planting 

date planning, Hazelwood and Livingstone (1978); irrigation capacity, Hang 

and Uong (1977), Sharma et al (1982), Livingstone and Hazleuocd (1979); 

choice of irrigation technology, Soitan-Mohammadi (1972), Glickman and 

Allison (1973), Hannah (1978); design and utilization of water resources; 

Sikka (1973), Lepschy et al (1973); evaluation of irrigation projects.

Smith (1973), Easter (1975), Frankel (197SJ*, water depth prediction, 

Omorinbola (19a2;; review of water supply practices, Barrett and Pescod 

(19o social and environmental effects of water development, Biswas (1980), 

Uionczek (1982), Helland (1982).

The study reported by Rose (1973) is of particular interest. It illustrates 

the application of OR in a very complex problem. The research involved 

investigating how much, if any of an area covering approximately 1,000,000 

acres of land should be irrigated for agricultural purposes and for the 

production of hydro-electricity; when it should be done; and how to use the 

land once it had been irrigated. The overall objective of the study was 

stated as follows:

PART At LIST OF L.:,,L.H i AREAS . MERE us APPRUrtCi-iES HAVE SEE . APPLIED 1
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES:
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"Choose that system of dams, reservoirs, river 
diversion points and major irrigation canals and 
determine which crops to grow, where, when and in 
what quantities in order to maximize the Internal 
Rate of Return of the project over its first 50- 
year period".

According to Rose the maximization was constrained by factors such as 

anticipated market demand for crops produced, availability of manpower, 

physical construction rates, economically justifiable canal capacity, 

availability of scarce resources including water, and cropping patterns. 

The problem was formulated as a mixed integer programme consisting of 

approximately 750 continuous variables, 50 integer variables and 250 

constraints.

A particularly interesting feature of this study is that the lack of

experience on the part of the consultants in applying the methods of 

Operational Research and Systems Analysis to complex problems of the sort

presented to them provided an opportunity for contrasting the conventional 

approaches to tackling such problems with the scientific approach. As 

Rose pointed out:

"It was...decided at the outset that both the conventional 
and the mathematical approaches should proceed simultaneously 
until it became apparent that one or the other of them 
was no longer necessary. Accordingly it was possible to 
make direct comparison between the two solution procedures 
and in this instance it was found that the advantages which 
arose from the use of a mathematical model was considerable... 
starting from precisely the same basic information, setting 
out to achieve the same objectives and judged against the 
same yardsticks, the 5ystems Analysis/Operational Research 
approach proved to be demonstrably superior to the more 
conventional methods of analysis".

Thus one finds that DR is not only applicable to tactical problems, the 

method of Operational Research is equally capable of handling complex 

policy issues; it enables decision makers to explore a wide range of 

alternatives critically before committing scarce resources along a particular 

course of action.

9



TABLE 2*1

Summary of literature reviewed on OR applications in developing countries 
in Water Resources studies showing problem area, analytical and quantita
tive model developed and country where project was undertaken.

PROBLEM AREA ANALYTICAL AND QUANTITATIVE 
MODEL DEVELOPED

COUNTRY WHERE PROJECT 
WAS UNDERTAKEN

Irrigation Studies Mixed Integer Programming, Burma,
Linear programming, Mexico,
Network flows, Taiwan,
Fletcher-Powell algorithm, India,
Heuristic mathematical Tanzania,
modelling, Dynamic Bangladesh,
programming, Stochastic Iran,
programming, Stochastic Egypt,
dynamic programming. Multi
objective programming.

Oman.

Water Planning Linear programming, Qater,
Studies Mixed integer programming, Kenya,

Heuristic mathematical Egypt,
modelling, Generalised Thailand
linear regression model, Sahel-Sudan 

Region of West 
Africa,
Latin America, 
India,
Nigeria,
Ethiopia,
Mexico.

10



Agriculture is the dominant sector in the ecfanomy of most developing 

countries. Problem areas inhere literature on the application of OR have 

been reviewed are as follows: partial or whole agricultural sector model

ling, Singh and Ahn (197d), Olayide et al (1973), Weiss et al (1973),

Penson (1yd1), F.G.A. (196b), Abkin et al (1973), Abkin and Manetsch (1972), 

Manetsch et al (1971); evaluation of new technology packages, Spencer and 

Byerlee (1976), Perrin and Winkelmann (1976), Low (1975, 1976), Bowonder 

(1979i, 1979ii, 1981); crop fertilizer use and requirements, Palmer-Jones 

(1976), Minhas et al (1974), Johnson and Charoenwatana (1981); agricultural 

mechanisation, Van Rest (1976), Wuyts (1981), Roumasset and Thapa (1983); 

evaluation of impact of transportation programme on farmer income, Conley 

and Herdy (1981); food production, Freeman and Karen (1982); farm manage

ment, Bazaraa and Bouzaher (1981), Moghadam (1982); grazing management, 

Swartzman and Singh (197a); cropping patterns, Lakshminarayana and 

Rajagopalan (1977); dairy and livestock, Kellog (1972), Barras and 

Weintraus (1979), Mellalieu (19B3i, 1983ii), Halter and Miller (1973), 

Charles et al (1a82); storage systems, Barros (1975), UJright et al (1981), 

Pruzan (1978); agricultural products' price stablization, Fajardo et al 

(1981), Hazell and Pomareda (1981); problems of drought, Mamrary (1975); 

rice buffer stocking, Dixon and Chen (1982); farm simulation, Crawford 

et al (19d2); tree crop farming, Abalu (1975), Olayide and Olowude (1972), 

Diaz and Martinez (1973), Martinez (1973), Ogunfowora and Heady (1973); 

transportation of agricultural products, Osayimwese (1973, 1974); mathe

matical models in subsistence agriculture, Montazemi and UJright (1982); 

exports and rural wages policy, Pomareda and Simmons (1977).

One particular area where considerable research efforts have been directed 

in recent years is in the assessment of risk and uncertainty in peasant 

farmer decision making. Literature reviewed in this area include; Wiens

(ii) Agriculture
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(1976), Schluter and I'lount (1976), Lou/ (1974, 1975), Barnett et al (1982), 

Tioscardi and de Janvry (1977), Gladwin (1976), Herath (1980), Herath et al 

(1982), Abalu (1975), UJolgin (1975), Benito (1976), Rosegrant and Herdt 

(1962), Rangaswamy (19o2), Feder (1980),

A particularly interesting research is Gladwin (1976). It is an example 

of the application of modern decision theory in real-world problem solving. 

In the study, Gladwin constructed models of the decision to adapt the 

recommendations of the Plan Puebla in i'lexico. The decision model was 

based on hierarchial theory of choice (Lancaster and Tversky). The model 

was designed for use in predicting farmers' decisions to increase or 

decrease fertilizer use, increase plant population, and fertilize two times 

instead of one. The aim was to use the model to identify decision factors 

which can be affected by policy variation and to make necessary recommenda

tions which will enable farmers to adopt the recommendations of the plan.

An important step in the model building process was the determination of 

the information that is actually used in farmers' decision making. Using 

a decision tree and a questionnaire, twenty-five farmers were interviewed. 

Among the factors which were actually used in the decision to increase or 

decrease fertilizer use, to use this one example, were availability of 

bank credit for more fertilizer, changes in available fertilizer technology, 

changes in the relative cost of fertilizer to corn, and changes in farmers' 

production technology.

Using the model Gladwin identified and recommended the following policy 

changes: increase in fertilizer given to farmers on credit, more explicit 

instruction on plant population, and the need to drop the recommendation 

to fertilize on type A soil at planting.

12.



A major objective of OR studies is to enable the decision maker to make 

better decisions by identifying for him critical elements in the decision 

making process and suyesting to him various courses of action which can 

be taken on those critical elements in order to achieve his desired 

objective. This is what has been done in this particular study.
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TABLE 2*2

Summary of literature reviewed on OR applications in developing countries 
in Agriculture showing problem area, analytical and quantitative model 
developed and country (or area) where project was undertaken.

PROBLEM AREA ANALYTICAL AND QUANTITATIVE 
MODEL DEVELOPED

COUNTRY WHERE PROJECT 
WAS UNDERTAKEN

Agricultural 
sector modelling

Simulation, Input-output 
model, Pert, Recursive linear 
programming, Dynamic linear 
programming, Heuristic 
mathematical modelling.

Nigeria, Brazil, 
Nepal, Syria, 
Cuba, Cameroons, 
Sudan-Sahel Region 
of West Africa.

Assessment of 
risk and 
uncertainty

Ouadratic-risk programming, 
otachastic linear programming, 
Multiobjective programming, 
Income stability model, 
Hierarchial theory of choice 
model, Safety-first decision 
rule, Neoclassical model of 
behaviour. Utility theory 
model, Multiple-attribute 
utility maximization, Single
attribute utility maximization, 
Expected profit mazimization.

Mexico,
Ghana,
Senegal,
Sri Lanka, 
Kenya,
Philippines,
Nigeria.

Evaluation of 
new technology 
package

Multivariate analysis, 
Simulation, Multiple network 
technique, Linear response and 
plateau model, Dynamic 
programming, Heuristic 
mathematical formulation, 
Graphical method, Regression 
analysis, Linear programming,

Ghana,
Sierra-Leone,
Turkey, Brazil, 
Kenya, Malawi, 
India, Thailand, 
El-Salvador, Puerto-Rico, 
Colombia, Mozambique, 
Tunisia, Nepal.

□airy and 
livestock

Linear programming. Mixed 
integer programming, 
Simulation.

Nigeria, Venezuala, 
Chile, Caribbean 
New Zealand, community.

Management of
agricultural
sector

Linear goal programming. 
Statistical modelling. 
Dynamic programming, Mixed 
integer programming, Network 
analysis. Stochastic optimal 
control technique. Linear 
programming.

Iran, Nigeria. 
Egypt,
India,
Chile,
Bangladesh,
Brazil,
Taiwan,

Socio-economic
problems

Linear programming. Price 
endogenous mathematical 
programming, Quadratic 
programming.

Thailand,
Guatemala,
Nicaragua,
Mexico.



(iii) Health ano Social uJelfare

"Health care is one of the most important of ail 
human endeavours to improve the quality of life 
and yet a larye proportion of the world's population 
has no access to health care at all, and for many 
of the rest the care they receive does not alleviate 
their problems. The spectacular advances of medical 
science have not touched the majority of people in 
the world. The majority of the developing world's 
population still suffer and die from the same 
diseases which afflicted their forefathers".
(Christian et al 1S77).

Operational Research models and methodology have been applied to problem 

solving in health care in the developing countries. Literature . iave been 

reviewed in the following problem areas: disease control, I'latzke (19o3), 

Super et al (19o1;, Frerichs (197o), Jiess (1974); health centre location, 

Bennett et al (1dd3), Gershen-Berg and Haskell (1972), Patel (1979); 

resources allocation, Goyal and Yadav (1s79), Lawrence and Mundigo (1975), 

-taran (1979), Lawrence et al (1973), Fong (19c2); sanitation planning, 

Daniel and Lloyd (I9du); utilization of health services, Benyoussef and 

..essen (1a74), Saryent (1wdu-1sol ), Odufalu (197b, 1976), Caldwell and 

Dunlop (1979), Habicht (1979), Johnson (1973), .Iburu and Smith (197d); 

nutrition planning, Popkin et el (19ou), Stickney et al (1973), Anderson 

and Earle (1ac3), Calkins (19o 1); obstetrical care decision making,

Sargent (19uz), nuerbach (1uo2;; family planning, dare and Dickert (197b), 

Goh (I9d1), would and magazine (1u71); national population control, Shaw 

(1973;, Charnes et al (197U), Dyson et al (1977), Christian et al (1977), 

Bizien (1979), Reinke ( 1 9 7 u ) ,  Patil et al (19d3), population and infra

structure development, Mickle and Vogt ( 1 9 7 j ) ,  Saeed (19o2), Frederiksen 

(19o1){ developing OR capability. Luck (197s), Hindle (1a7d).

An interesting case study is that reported by Super et al (19d1). The 

study illustrates the contribution statistical analysis can make in health 

studies. This particular research centred on the incidence of
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methaemoglobinaeinia in infants drinking well-water rich in nitrates.

The study was undertaken in a two month period after the rainy season in 

Namibia when maximum nitrate levels prevail in water in the area.

Data were collected using questionnaire on the length of the mother's 

domicile in the region; her health in general and during pregnancies; her 

obstetrical history with special reference to abortions, still-births, 

and premature deliveries; and number of infants deceased in the first 

year of life. Emphasis was particularly placed on incidents of diarrhoea, 

upper and lower respiratory tract infections and breath-holding attacks.

Data on mother's dietary history were also collected noting particularly 

daily water intake, vitamin C taken as medication or as vegetables, fruit 

or juice; milk and the type of milk used, i.e. breast, cow, goat, or 

commercially available powdered milk. A number of other related data 

including clinical tests were gathered. Four hundred and eighty infants 

(approximately 7Sp) participated in the study and water from one hundred 

and fifty-three wells used by the infants was sampled in the survey.

The data were subjected to statistical analysis as well as clinical tests. 

The results showed a strong correlation between actual nitrate intake 

and methaemoglobin levels, Mothers who lived in the high nitrate-bearing 

areas were found to have increased infant wastage. The regular administra

tion of vitamin C was recommended to lower methaemoglobin levels.

This is an example of how the use of scientific method can assist in 

solving real-live problems.
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TABLE 2-3

Summary of literature reviewed on OR applications in developing countries 
in Health and Social Welfare showing problem area, analytical and quanti
tative model constructed and, country where project was undertaken.

PROBLEM AREA ANALYTICAL AND QUATNITATIV/E 
MODEL DEVELOPED

COUNTRY WHERE PROJECT 
WAS UNDERTAKEN

Population Control Heuristic mathematical Singapore,
modellin s, probability Senegal,
theory, simulation, uoal Nigeria,
programming, matrix Turkey,
• alysis, simulation, India,
Multiple regression Pakistan,
analysis. Philippines

Hospitals and minimal spanning tree Colombia,
Health Centre algorithm, set covering Uganda,
problems algorithm, Dynamic India,

programming, Heuristic Nigeria,
mathematical jrogramming, Malaysia,
Simulation, Probability Hunduras,
theory. Dominican 

Republic, 
Tunisia,

!
Kenya, 
Guatemala, 
Tanzania, 
benin

_isease Control Simulation, Statistical Colombia,
method. Haiti, Africa,

Namibia,
Bangladesh

Nutrition planning Benefit-cost model, Philippines,
Linear programming. Kenya,
uoal programming Nigeria, 

Mexico, 
India, 
Turkey, 
Nepal.
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(iv) Industry.

One of the reasons for referring to some of the countries of Africa, Asia, 

and Latin America as "developing countries" is the low level of industrial

isation of these countries. Literature relating to the appiication of 

OR in industry in these countries were reviewed in the following problem 

areas: production planning, Bhatnagar (1981), Lingaraj (1980), Rao and 

Achanya (1975), Cabraal (19d1), I'luir et al (1964), Lietaer (1977), Davis 

(1981), Ghosal (1966); location of industries, Benkhelif et al (1973), 

Bhatia (1976); choice of production technique, Bowonder (1981), Perkins 

(1983), Hill (1983), Byerlee et al (1983), Rhel and IVestphal (1977),

Forsyth and Solomon (1977), L'inston (1976); industrial marketing, LJortzel 

(1963), Brasch (197:,), Davig (1960), Sarin (1982), Pal and Bowonder (1979), 

Jortzel and Uortzel (1981); nationalization of industries, Jones (1960); 

small scale industries, Isaac (1961), Banerjee (1973); industrial growth,

■ esarovic (1961); problems of OR in industry, Glen and James (i960),

Sagasti(1972, 1974), Clayson (1980), Vertinsky (1972), Adegbeyemi and 

Longe (1976), dandyopadhyay (1380)» Shiba (1976); appraisal and evaluation 

of industrial projects, Tang et al (1960), Oxtoby (1979), Freivalds (1973); 

exgloration-data-collection modelling, Attanasi (1961); integrated 

industrial planning, Elsnafei and Elhadid (1961); Hanayerial innovation, 

Vertinsky and Barth (1972); technology purchasing, Irvin (1981); applica

tion of space technology, Freivalds (1973), life insurance, Varde (1976).

A particularly interesting study is that reported by Jones (1980). The 

study illustrates the application of analytical and quantitative modelling 

in unusual problem situations. Jones developed a mathematical model for 

predicting expropriation (or nationalization) in some developing countries. 

Data on the political situation in twenty-one Latin American countries 

were collected, these include riots, protest demonstrations, foreign 

interests, voting records in U.N. General Assembly, and successful military

18.



coups. The countries were divided into two groups, those that nationalized 

controlling interests in foreign owned industries during the period 1960 

to 1971, and those that did not.

Using the statistical models of factor analysis and discriminant analysis, 

the data were studied in details. The results showed that riots, U.fl. 

voting on self determination issues, and repression were factors which 

identified expropriating governments very clear1 . The models were then 

applied to investigate the possible nationalization of foreign-owned 

bauxite mi.ning industries in Jamaica. The models successfully predicted 

expropriation.
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TABLE 2-A

Summary of literature reviewed on OR applications in developing countries 
in Industry showing problem area, analytical and quantitative model 
developed and, country where project was undertaken.

PRQBLEi'l AREA ANALYTICAL AND UUALITATIVE 
i-lODEL DEVELOPED.

COUNTRY WHERE 
PROJECT WAS UNDERTAKEN

Evaluation of 
industrial project

Emulation, Linear programming. 
Scenario construction, Discrete 
dynamic programming, Social 
benefit-cost analysis,
Preference theory, Domestic 
resource cost model, Game 
theory, Binomial-poisson distri
bution.

Algeria, 
India, 
ilalaysia, 
Ethiopia

.

Production
technique

Isoquant, Discri, .inant an '/sis, 
Linear regression, Inventory 
approach, Linear programming, 
simulation.

"I

Indonesia,
Ghana,
Korea,
Sierra Leone 
Tanzania,
Nigeria,
India,
Sri Lanka,
Chile,
Peru,
Latin America.

Industrial
marketing

Taiwan,
Hong Kong, 
South Korea, 
Singapore,
El Salvador, 
Brazil, 
India, 
Thailand, 
Philippines.

Expropriation 
of industry

Factory analysis, Discriminant 
analysis.

Latin America, 
Jamaica.
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(v) Sectoral and National Planning.

Literature reviewed in this section include those in the following problem 

areas: Education and manpower planning, Correa (1978), Ozoro (1978), 

Gunawardena (1981), 3all (1976), Panitchpakdi (1977), Ritzen (1976), 

Durstine and Davis (1969), Bowless (1976), Biswas (1976), Ramanujam (1973), 

Seiver (1983), Bandyopadhyay and Varde (1960); urban activity location,

Ayeni (1976); health services information systems, Bhatnagar (1982); rural- 

urban migration, Gordon (1982); banking systems, 3andyopadhyay (1976);

Steel demand, Rao (1978); general planning problems, Ackoff (1977), Saaty 

and Vargas (1979), Cornelisse and Kol (1976), Hilhorst (1931), Burkner 

(1982), Dholakia et al (1979), Feder et al (1977), Butterfield and Rubursi 

(1561), Carter et al (1973), Elshafei (1976), Venu (1972), Lloyd (1979),

Fass (1962), Chi-fa (1976), Okita (1976), Anastos et al (1980); tourism 

planning, Gearing et al (1573), Van Erden and Uarndner (1982); control 

of social unrest, Legasto (1978); food demand planning, Malik and Ahmad 

(1961); project planning, Rondinelli (1979); telecommunications planning, 

ulellenius (197S), Ualshan (1983); multi-sector investment planning, Martens 

and Pindyck (1375); lending risk assessment modelling, Feder et al (1961), 

Agtmael (1976), Thornblade (1978), Mayo and Barrett (197a), Holsen (1978), 

81ask (1578); economic modelling, Bhende (1964), Rondinelli (1978), Fei 

and Ranis (1975), ftahalanobis and Mukherjee (1961), Sparkar (1974), Slater 

and UJalsham (1975); micro-electronic revolution, Rada (1981), Nilsen (1979); 

energy planning, Sharko et al (1973), Ganzaga (1973), Patel (1983), LJadhwa 

(1980), Iwayemi (1978), Ayodele (1982), Bernard (1982), Lahiri (1977), 

Hoffman (1980), Barzelay and Pearson (1982), Anderson (1972), Smith (1960), 

Ueiss (1370), Goldberg (1382); export planning, Levary and Choi (1963), 

Picardi and Shorb (1933).

The study reported by Gearing et al (1973) is of particular interest.

It illustrates the application of a mathematical programming model in
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a soft problem area. The subject of the research mas the development 

of tourism; the researchers examined the question of how Turkey could 

best allocate its capital budget for tourism in the Third Five Year Plan.

The research team first identified seventeen criteria of "touristic 

attractiveness", numerical weightings were then assigned to each of these 

by a panel of twenty-six persons acquainted with the tourist business. 

Sixty-five touristic areas were chosen for consideration. A dynamic pro

gramming model was then developed to aid in decision making. The formula

tion consisted of three hundred and seventy-two zero-one variable problems 

subject to three hundred and eight constraints.
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TABLE 2*5

Summary of literature reviewed on OR applications in the developing 
countries in Sectoral and National Planning showing problem area, 
analytical and quantitative model developed and, country where project 
was undertaken.

PROBLEM AREA ANALYTICAL Al\lD QUANTITATIVE 
MODEL DEVELOPED

COUNTRY WHERE PROJECT 
WAS UNDERTAKEN

Manpower Linear programming, Linear Mexico,
planning regression, Quadratic pro

gramming, Heuristic mathe
matical modelling, Multiple 
channel queueing model, Open 
static Leonlief input-output

Nigeria,
Asia,
Latin America,
Bangladesh,
Colombia,

model, Simulation. India.

Sectoral Dynamic programming. Box- Turkey,
planning Jenkins Transfer Function, Puerto Rico,

| Management information Kenya,
system, Multiple regression Tunisia,
analysis, Simulation, Linear India,
goal programming, Logit South Korea,
analysis, Check list system, 
Discrimmarly analysis.

Saudi Arabia

General Simulation, Analytical Mexico,
planning hierarchy, Linear programming, Syria,

■

1

Risk aversion model. Optimum 
seeking methods, Linear 
regression analysis.

Sudan,
Iran,
Pakistan,
Turkey,
Haiti,
China,
Saudi Arabia, 
Korea,
Taiwan,
India,
Malta, 
Thailand, 
Kenya.

Energy Graph theory, Forward dynamic Brazil
planning programming, Simulation, mixed 

integer programming, Linear 
programming, Social profit
ability analysis, Multiple 
regression analysis.

India, 
Australia, 
Nigeria, 
Tunisia,
New Zealand.

Social Simulation, Confidence limits. Philippines,
Systems Beaten paths approach, Libya,
planning Entropy maximization. Nigeria.
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(vi) Transportation.

"In advanced countries, transportation development 
takes place largely because of a demand that is 
already there. In the developing countries, 
transportation acts as a catalyst in the develop
ment process. The provision of neu transportation 
services is in itself an important factor in 
increasing the demand" (Sudhu and Hobeika 1380).

A number of studies have been reported in the literature in this basic 

sector of the economy. Literature have been reviewed in the following 

problem areas in the four basic modes of transportation.

(a) Road Transportation: Truck deployment, i'lortagy and Eleithy (1380); 

fuel economy evaluation, Gandhi et al (1983); daily expenditure on 

travels, Roth and Zahavi (1981); vehicle import restrictions, i'iuase 

(1do3); urban transport, Adeniji (1983), Ogunsanya (1982), Michell 

(1982); scheduling problems, Saha (1970), Tinker (1975); problems

in transport planning; Akom (1984J, Subrarnaniam (1976), Hays (1969), 

W i j e s i n g h e ( 1976 ); inventory control, Vrat and Buba ( 1979); 

traffic conflict studies, Chang (1980).

(b) Rail Transportation: Coach utilization, Ramani (1981); scheduling 

problems, Szpigel (1973), Aoel (1981); economies of operation, Koshal 

(1970), Due (1980), Olanrewaju (1973), Johnson (1963); capacity 

expansion, Alexander (1979); planning problems, Subramaniam (1979),

Due (1978), Leung (1982), lOadeley (1981); problems of rail transport

ation in Africa, The Courie (1979), Kleenik (1971), flakoni (1972), 

Bickers (1976).

(c) Water Transportation: Containerized snipping, Al-Kazily (1983); 

scheduling problems, Cunto (1978); harbour and ports studies, Odite 

(1975), llonnanteuil (1973), Gribbin (1975), Vidali and Truesdell(1977),
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Shneerson (1981), Wood (1982); planning problems, Kumar (1976), Budhu 

and Hobeika (198G).

(d) Air Transportation: Airport site selection, Saatcioghu (1982); choice 

of aeroplane, Rasmusen (1973); air shuttle studies, Shah and Rastogi 

(1973); planning problems, Subramaniam and Sharna (1976), Filani (1975).

General Transportation Studies: Emerson et al (1973), Boyd and 

Fouracre (1973), Gupta (1932), Hahmassani and Gakenheimer (1983),

Saaty (1977i, 1977ii), Sargious and Salinas (1873), Hofneier (193D), 

Gauthier (197D), Voight (1967), Carter et al (1984).

The study reported by Shneerson (1981) is particularly interesting. It 

is concerned with the application of an analytical and quantitative model 

in solving the problems of port congestion in a developing country. 

Following the embarassing port congestion in Nigeria in 1975, a study 

was commissioned to draw up a masterplan for Nigeria's port requirements 

to the year 2GG0. The objective of the study was to determine the size, 

timing, and location of investment in the port system.

Demands were estimated for commodities, port facilities, exports and 

imports, and projections (or forecasts) were made for the period 1980 

to 2GDG. Assumptions were 'urther made about containerization, conventional 

break-bulk cargo, future port capacity, future container ship sizes, and 

costs of port construction. The problem of determining the size, staging, 

and location of ocean terminals was then formulated and solved using 

dynamic programming model.
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TABLE 2 • 6

Summary of literature reviewed on OR applications in the developing 
countires in Iransportation showing problem area, analytical and 
quantitative model developed and, country where project was undertaken.

PROBLEM AREA ANALYTICAL AND QUANTITATIVE 
MODEL DEVELOPED

COUNTRY WHERE PROJECT 
WAS UNDERTAKEN

Road Heuristic mathematical model, Egypt,
transportation Linear regression analysis, India,

Traffic conflict technique, Colombia,
Multiple regression analysis, Singapore,
R-mode factor analysis, Chile,
Inventory model, Algorithm Brazil, 

Tanzania, 
Nigeria, 
Taiwan,

1 Korea
I

Rail Computerized information India,
transportation system, Branch-and-bound Australia,

algorithm, Multiple regresión Africa,
analysis, Linear regression 
analysis.

Nigeria.

Water Heuristic scheduling Venezuela,
transportation algorithm, Dynamic programming, Nigeria,

Priority queueing theory. Algeria,
Linear programming. West Indies, 

Egypt,
India,
Guyana.

Air Integer programming, Turkey,
transportation Heuristic mathematical India,

modelling, Simulation, Slate Greenland,
programming, Scenario Nigeria,
construction, Analytical Egypt,
hierarchy. Sudan,

Algeria,
Africa.
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Worrying Questions From The Literature :

The review of the literature has left one with some worrying questions.

(i) One questions the wisdom in the use of the sophisticated and 

advanced optimisation techniques on the scale revealed in the 

literature in an area where little or nothing is known about OR.

This has led some to question the applicability of OR in the develop

ing countries (i'lcCarthy 1978). It has also given substance to the 

accusation that OR is a bundle of sophisticated advanced mathematical 

techniques which may be inappropriate for dealing with the "mess" 

confronting public administrators and managers in the developing 

countries. (Bandyopadhyay 1980). Kemball-Cook and Uright in their 

review of literature on OR in the developing countries similarly 

showed a disapproval of the preponderance of optimisation techniques 

in the literature on OR in developing countries.

(ii) Rarely is there any clear statement about client involvement, since 

this is vital to successful OR, that is, implemented OR, one is 

rather worried that little is said about the client involvement 

in most of the literature.

(iii) The academic nature of the studies is another worrying point. Often 

the reported cases were the results of studies undertaken as part 

of the requirements for the award of some academic qualifications, 

'dlhereas this is not to be condemned, one argues that more benefits 

could have been derived from the exercise if it was directed at 

solving some real-world problems which some identifiable person 

had. Since the researcher often appeared to be more interested 

in proving his point rather than solve any real world problem such 

exercises often left the impression that OR is an irrelevant 

intellectual activity rather than practical problem-solving.
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(iv) It is often not clear from the literature whether many of the problems 

investigated were those which actually confronted a decision-maker 

or just problems on which the scientist had ready-made tools which 

he wanted to test in a developing country. This theory testing 

research although it is not to be condemned, one argues should be 

designed to be beneficial.

(v) The literature is dominated by haphazard one-off application of 

□R techniques rather than systematic attempts to establish OR in 

particular organisations.

(vi) Seldom does the report give a clear picture of the state of imple

mentation or non-implementation of the study, this is perhaps the 

most worrying aspect of the literature on OR in developing countries. 

The thing which most singularly distinguished OR in the days of 

its birth was the remarkable benefits that resulted from the imple

mentation of its findings. One is persuaded that one reason why OR 

has not made the breakthrough it needs in order to become widely used 

in many developing countries is that researchers rarely cared enough 

to ensure the implementation of their findings as they often are in 

ensuring that the studies are published.

(vii) A good number of the studies were undertaken by foreign experts 

and the studies were often financed by aid organisations. Since 

these foreign experts are believed by the administrators in the 

developing countries to be the brains behind the spectacular achieve

ments of OR in the developed countries, the administrators can not 

understand why these experts fail to achieve the same spectacular 

results in the developing countries particularly when much scare 

resources are generally committed into ensuring that the expert is
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comfortable. The lack of results has led administrators in the 

developing countries to accuse the foreign experts of payiny lip 

service to problem solving in the developing countries.

Ualsam (1S78) expressed apprehension about the uncomplementary attitudes 

of expatriates (experts) working as consultants or advisers in the 

developing countries who consider the whole exercise as a holiday in 

contrast t G  the serious business of earning his living back in his home 

country. Sagasti (1973) also warned about ego satisfying trips of foreign 

researchers to the developing countries.

Speaking on the dangers of non-implementation of OR studies Ackoff (196D) 

cautioned that amassing technical successes could be counter-productive. 

Luck (1979) advocated that in doiny OR in developing countries implementa

tion rather than publishing should be the aim. Clayson (1963) emphasised 

that governments in the developing countries may not institutionalise 

the use of OR unless they see results.

The problem of non-implementation worries one very mucn because public 

administrators and managers in the developing countries, just like their 

counterparts in the developed countries are only going to be persuaded 

to use OR by the results they get from OR investigations. Unimplemented 

OR investigations make no positive contribution towards this process.
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PART B: INTRODUCTION OF OPERATIONAL RESEARCH INTO ORGANISATIONS:

Literature dealing with the particular subject of the introduction of OR 

into an organisation either in the developed or in the developing countries 

based on empirical research is relatively scarce. In the literature some 

suggestions, mostly based on the experience of individual practitioners 

have been advanced on how OR might be introduced into an organisation.

Rivett and Ackoff (1963) suggested acquainting management executives with 

what OR does, how the OR scientist does his work and what is likely to be 

involved in setting up OR as a way of introducing OR into an organisation. 

Morse (1967) suggested the use of external consulting OR teams backed by 

strong support from the administrator and his staff. Morse and Brown (1976) 

and the team appointed by the National Academy of Sciences (1976) to examine 

the relevance of SA/OR to the problems experienced in the developing 

countries recommended setting up a prototype SA/OR Group under an adminis

trator persuaded of OR and committed to its success. Luck (1979) by his 

experiment in growing ORSA in the Indonesian Health Service demonstrated 

the possible role employees of international aid organisations who act as 

consultants to public administrators in the developing countries can play 

in the introduction of OR into the developing countries. In the Luck 

experiment, executives and would-be researchers were intimated with what 

OR does, they were then given simple practical assignments in real-live 

practical problem solving using OR methodology. Based on the results of 

his experiments Luck advanced eleven propositions, for example, in 

propositions 3, A and 1, Luck declared:

" 'Managers and Researchers should train together 
from the start'. 'The ORSA approach is learnt 
through facing real problems in the field'. 'The 
ratio of foreign consultants to nationals in an 
R 4 D institute should be less than 1:10'."

Other approaches suggested for the introduction of OR into the developing 

countries in particular include making OR techniques available as common 

resources (Clayson 1980), the creation of OR centres in developing
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countries (Bandyopadhyay and Varde 1960), the mass mobilization of 

scientists in a crusade for national development (Ackoff 1968), the appli

cation of OR in solving problems with clear cut solutions (Shoba 1976,

Gupta and Krishnamorthy 1376, McCarthy 1970) the introduction of OR through 

aid organisations (Ualsham 1970), and the introduction of OR through 

ofrering OR courses in local Universities.

Some of the obstacles to the introduction of OR were suggested by Sagasti 

(1972, 1974), however the central problem facing the introduction of OR 

into the developing countries have been succintly stated by Morse and 

Brown (1975) as follows:

"All of us are persuaded that OR can be of great 
help to the less developed countries. The question 
is, how can it be introduced, fostered, and brought 
to bear on the many special problems that these 
countries contend with...A crucial part of the 
process consists in making the developing countries 
aware of OR and receptive to its application.
Every member of a national society who is here 
knows that OR did not prosper in his country until 
some administrators were persuaded to try out its 
methods and until some countrymen had learned its 
techniques. Assistance from outside can do just 
so much; full participation requires participation 
from within".

But as Ackoff (1974) pointed out, an important factor limiting the appli

cation of new skills in the developing countries is that the countrymen 

who have learned the new techniques were not being usefully employed in 

their own countries. Ackoff declared:

"Many of the students from less-developed countries 
who go abroad for education do not return to their 
countries, not so much because they are attracted 
by a higher standard of living (although this has 
its effects), but because they recognise that the 
skills they acquire are more salable in a developed 
country than in a less-developed one. Of those 
that return home many find that their skills are 
not in demand and are subject to misuse. Of these 
some emigrate and others settle into academia where 
they transmit their irrelevant skills to others in 
their country" (p.223).
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The introduction of Operational Research into the developing countries 

is a member of the family of the genetic problems of technology transfer 

to the developing countries. OR, and indeed any technology, can only 

be considered to have been successfully introduced (or transfered) if 

it is effectively integrated into the institutions of the acceptor country 

such that it comes into routine use. How this can be done is the objective 

of this research.

In summary the following approaches have been suggested in order to get 

OR started in organisations particularly in developing countries.

(i) The education of executives on what OR does, how OR can aid him 

in his work and, what is likely to be involved in setting up OR.

(ii) Setting up a prototype OR group under an administrator who is 

persuaded of OR and who is committed to its success.

(iii) Persuading administrators in developing countries to try OR methods.

(iv) Using employees of international aid organisations who act as 

consultants in the developing countries.

(v) Urging foreign aid organisations to formulate projects undertaken 

in developing countries based on OR studies.

(vi) The establishment of OR Centres in developing countries.

(vii) Use of external OR consulting firms.

(viii) Mobilization of scientists in developing countries in a crusade 

for national development.

(ix) Application of OR initially to problems with clear cut solutions.

(x) Introduction of courses in OR in local universities.
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C H A P T E R  THREE

OR IN G O V E R N M E N T  S E R V I C E S  IN D E V E L O P E D  C O U N T R I E S  

Introduction:

Following the survey of the literature on OR in developing countries, it 

was found necessary that although the circumstances which led to the 

growth of OR in the developed countries may be different from those pre

vailing in the developing countries, much useful insight can be gained 

from examining the development and practice of OR in the civil service 

in the developed countries.

In this chapter we discuss briefly the development of OR and its practice 

within the British Civil Service and the United States of America Civil 

Service. The discussion is based on literature and on interview with a 

senior OR scientist in the British Civil Service.

OR IN THE BRITISH CIVIL SERVICE:

Following the impressive success of OR during the World War II, the Advisory 

Council on Scientific Policy recommended after the war the establishment of 

OR Groups in the major government departments, to assist in peace-time 

problem solving. OR Groups were initially set up in the Home Office, the 

Board of Trade, and the Ministry of Works; later the services were extended 

to the Ministry of Housing, Local Government, and Police Service respectively. 

Following the Plowden Report of 1961, an OR Group was set up in Her Majesty's 

Treasury in 1965 (Baldwin 1978, Widdington and Crowther 1947).

The Fulton Report of 1968, to which the Operational Research Society sub

mitted a Memorandum, further emphasised the need to use scientific method 

in government (Baldwin 1978). The report was followed by a seminar at 

Oxford in 1969 at which ministers, civil servants, academics, and OR 

practitioners sought
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"to clarify what OR could do for government if 
more of it were done, where, if anywhere, it 
should be placed in government and how it should 
be organised" (Baldwin 1978).

The most important development which followed from the seminar was that 

the Head of Service, Sir UJilliam Armstrong, made recommendations to all 

permanent secretaries urging them to establish OR Groups in their depart

ments. As a result a number of additional OR Groups were established in 

departments to undertake problem solving research with the executives, 

thereby extending the use of OR in the Service (Baldwin 1978). The need 

to use more numerate abilities in decision making in the civil service 

was further emphasised by the Holdgate Report of 1900.

The use of OR is now wide-spread and well established in the British Civil 

Service. It is estimated that there are approximately two hundred OR 

scientists presently within the non-military civil service and excluding 

the large number of OR workers operating within the nationalised industries. 

The main concentration of OR scientists in the Civil Service are in Defence, 

Treasury, Health, Home Office, Inland Revenue and. Department of the 

Environment. (Baldwin 1978, Turner 1981, Biffen 1980, Bray 1968, Tomlinson 

1970).

The application of OR is strong in Local Governments and in the Regional 

Health Authorities throughout the United Kingdom. (Ward 1964, 1970, 

friend and Jessop 1969, Pinkus and Dixson 1981).

Interview With a Senior OR Scientist in the British Civil Service:

Following the brief review of literature on the history of OR in the 

British Civil Service an arrangement was made for the author to visit 

Mr. P. Turner, the head of the OR Group in Her Majesty's Treasury to hold 

informal discussion on points of particular interest. The discussion
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centred in particular on aspects of OR considered to be relevant to the 

introduction of OR into the civil service in a developing country.

Questions were asked by the author on:

(i) the organisation of OR within the British Civil Service.

(ii) the work of OR in the civil service.

(iii) the introduction of OR into a civil service particularly in a 

developing country.

The particular points made can be summarised as follows:

The organisation of OR within the British Civil Service: According to the 

Officer, "the present arrangement came about by an act of history", he 

explained that traditionally the Ministry of Defence, the Department of 

the Environment and, the Home Office each had large OR Groups. These three 

co-operate in the recruitment and training of their staff and in publications. 

In the late sixties there was an attempt to form a single OR Group in the 

Civil Service but that did not prove politically feasible, the result of 

that experiment was the formation of the large OR Group in the Treasury. 

Although the groups in the various departments and ministries co-operate, 

they are independent groups, each group reports within its ministry or 

department.

Questioned about recruitment, career planning and, management development 

of OR staff in the civil service, he replied that OR staff were generally 

recruited from the same pool as any other employers of OR in the country.

On coming into the civil service such officers were initially given short 

introductory courses in the civil service training school. In order to 

keep the OR staff abreast of developments in OR, they were often sent on 

seminars, conferences and short courses in the universities. The career 

of the scientists is designed to allow an OR worker to transfer to
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administration if the worker so desired, while those who wish to remain 

in OR may be promoted within the rank of the scientific officers.

On the future of OR in the civil service Mr. Turner expressed the belief 

that government would continue to require the assistance of OR scientists 

for as long as there were problems of decision making. But he lamented 

the absence of outstanding intellectuals such as Blackett and others during 

the war. This he attributed to tho existing set up in the government which 

does not permit the introduction of eminent scientists into OR in the 

government.

In a final reflection on the organisation of OR in the civil service in 

the U.K., Mr. Turner remarked that although there had been some talk about 

a single OR Group with one Head for the civil service, he did not believe 

that would strengthen OR in government. OR is an "assistance" and has 

to be seen as useful by those who use-it. By withdrawing it from the direct 

users more could be lost than gained.

The work of OR in the civil service: OR has made enormous contribution 

to problem-solving in the government over the years, many of the studies 

have been reported in journals. Three examples of large OR studies carried 

out in recent years which were cited during the discussion were:

(a) the development of the Lp model for the reinforcement of forces 

reserves in the Far-East - undertaken in 1960,

(b) the balance of care model developed for planning health care into the 

1990s, this model is now being used by Regional Health Authorities

in the allocation of financial resources among the Authorities and,

(c) The Financial Information Model designed for the Treasury which has 

been in use now for some years. This model enables the Treasury to
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monitor government spending and hence exercise control on government 

expenditure.

According to Mr. Turner senior civil servants and ministers often showed 

interest in major studies being undertaken for them or in their depart

ments. The police study during the time that Mr. Roy Jenkins was the 

Minister for Home Affairs, and the study of the movement of staff from 

London undertaken when Mr. Kenneth Baker was the Minister for Defence were 

quoted as examples. It would however be misleading to suggest that all or 

even a majority of administrators fully appreciated the opportunities made 

available to them through Operational Research.

The rate of implementation of OR studies within the Civil Service was 

generally satisfactory. With regard to the relevance of OR projects, it 

was stated that OR scientists always had work in hand. Priority in projects 

undertaken was generally given to officers or departments where no previous 

studies had been carried out, or where no work had been done in recent 

months. Problems were usually identified in the first place by OR 

scientists approaching heads of departments or sections to enquire about 

possible studies. If the scientists were aware of a problem that a 

particular department was grappling with they would go there and offer 

to help. In some cases some one in another ministry gets to know of a 

model that OR has developed to help solve a particular problem that another 

ministry had and invites OR people to come and help them solve a similar 

problem confronting them in their ministry.

Mr. Turner suggested that in order to get OR into government one needed 

to understand the process of decision making in the government. He 

emphasised in particular that "a persuasive ability is very important".

He noted that politicians do not usually want quantitative advice, they
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tend to take decisions on sheer political will. Hence the particular 

tendency of scientists to be easily carried au/ay with "doing science", 

to the neglect of political factors in particular during problem solv/ing, 

is something to guard against in doing OR in government.

Examples of OR Studies in the British Civil Service Relevant to Developing 
Countries:

Of the numerous OR studies undertaken in the British Civil Service since 

the 1940s, five have been selected for mentioning in this thesis primarily 

to illustrate how OR studies done in the civil service in the highly 

industrialised nations can have particular relevance to problems faced 

by public administrators in the developing countries. The studies were 

selected to particularly highlight certain problem areas in the civil 

service in Nigeria where OR might be of assistance. The studies will be 

outlined briefly without going into the model detail since that is not 

of particular interest.

(i) "Peterhead Bay Harbour - An OR Study into its Capacity for Tankers 

Traffic" (Russell 1976). This study involved determining the number 

of berths to be built to handle the expected traffic at Peterhead 

Bay harbour in Scotland.

The particular relevance of this study lies in the fact that since 

the seventies ports congestion has been a perennial problem in 

Nigeria. Given the well known contribution of OR to ports and 

harbour studies in the developed countries, one would like to suggest 

that setting up an OR Group in the Nigerian Ports Authority is some

thing that the Nigerian government administrators should think about 

more seriously.

(ii) "The Financial Information System Project" (Butler and Aldred 1977).
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This study was refered to in the discussion with Mr. Turner. It 

was a very large study which involved a large number of disciplines. 

The study was undertaken for Her Majesty's Treasury, the objective 

was to develop a standard reporting system on central government 

spending which will make it possible to monitor government spending 

through a single internally consistent flow of figures and hence 

to be able to compare them with planned estimates. The model was 

accepted and implemented by the Treasury. The system was further 

updated in 1979 (Aldred 1979).

This is a study that one believes is of relevance to Nigeria, the 

financial problems confronting the country presently (see Financial 

Times January-March 1984) shows that there is a need for the govern

ment to have a decision-aiding-model which will give it better under

standing (and hence better control) of its expenditure. This is an 

area where OR as an interdisciplinary activity can assist the govern

ment .

(iii) "The Road to Cardiff - the Development of MOD'sDispersal Network" 

(Pardoe and Williamson 1979). This particular study is one which 

may have immediate relevance to the Nigerian Civil Service, should 

the government continue its planned movement of the Federal Capital 

from Lagos to Abuja. The study illustrates ways in which OR investi

gations can assist government in undertaking such movement with 

maximum efficiency and the least disruption.

The study involved a network model developed by OR scientists which 

assisted the Ministry of Defence in determining the best ways to 

disperse some ten-thousand jobs to Cardiff and Glasgow from London. 

Using the model that complex exercise was conducted in the most
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efficient and effective manner and with minimum disruption in the 

services.

(iv) "Assessing the Effects of Mew U.K. Coins" (Maddock and Morgan 1981). 

This study was conducted at the Royal Mint. OR scientists were 

commissioned to study the effect on business of replacing the £1 

note by a £1 coin and, to examine the need for an intermediate coin 

of twenty-pence or twenty-five pence. The cost of this operation 

was also to be assessed.

Mathematical models were developed and from computer runs of various 

alternatives it was accepted that the introduction of a twenty-pence 

coin with a one pound coin offered slightly greater advantage in 

business transactions than issuing a twenty-five pence coin together 

with a one pound coin given the existing coins in circulation. The 

new twenty-pence coin and the one-pound coin are now both in circula

tion.

This interesting study illustrates how much governments in the 

developed countries value scientific investigations in every phase 

of decision making. One hopes that governments in the developing 

countries, in particular the Central Bank in Nigeria, will give more 

thought to the use of scientific method in decision making.

(v) "The Metropolitan Police M.S. Department" (Hand 1974). Although

the Police Service was one of the departments where OR was established 

soon after the War, in the early sixties consultants were requested 

to examine ways in which the Metropolitan Police can make more 

efficient use of Management Science (M.S.) in its operations. Hand 

(1974) discussed how the Metropolitan Police has been employing the



services of management scientists on a larger scale following the 

recommendations of that study.

This particular study was included because of its implications for 

the Nigerian Police Force.

OR IN AMERICAN CIVIL SERVICE:

The United States of America (USA) as a member of the Allied Forces during 

the Second World War had groups of scientists in their military doing what 

they called Operations Research (OR), a similar activity to that 

being done in the British Military at the time. After the war OR moved 

largely into industry, consultancy and the Universities. (Radnor and Neal 

1973, Radnor, Rubinstein and Tansik 1970).

Unlike the British who maintained an in-house OR Group in the Ministry 

of Defence, the American defence establishments opted largely for a 

consultancy mode. RAND, a non-profit research or advisory organisation 

was set up soon after the war to assist the U.S. defence establishments 

in analysing the complexities of modern warfare. Like war-time OR Groups, 

RAND is made up of civilian scientists who carry out extensive research 

for the military on numerous aspects of planning, operations, and weapons 

procurement and deployment policies (Smith 1966, Schlesinger 1963). RANO 

work is now mostly civilian.

In the civil sector of the American government administration, the appli

cation of OR was evolutionary. In the 1950s only a few government depart

ments had OR scientists working with them. However, by the 1960s the 

volume of demand for OR applications had grown dramatically, so that by 

late 1960s most departments had a number of OR scientists working with 

them. The departments of Commerce, Transportation, Health, Education,
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and Welfare are among the departments that greatly increased their OR 

strength during this period. (White 1975; White, Radnor and Tansik 1975).

Today in almost every department of government and at all levels of 

governmental administration - Federal, State, Local, or City, one can find 

OR scientists undertaking problem solving research with the executives.

A classical example of OR contribution to problem solving at the very 

local level was the impressive work done for the City of New York by "The 

New York City- Rand Institute" (Operations Research May-June 1972).

Examples of OR Studies in the American Civil Service:

OR penetration into American civil service is now very extensive, a number 

of successful and highly rewarding OR studies can be cited at every level 

of governmental administration. Five studies selected to illustrate areas 

where OR applications might assist in developing countries will now be 

outlined briefly.

(i) "Model for a total Criminal Justice System" (Blumstein and Larson 

(1969). In this elaborate study the criminal justice system was 

modelled so that the flow of arrested persons through the system 

can be examined and the system of apportioning costs carefully 

studied. The objective was to present in a quantitative way the 

operation of the system of criminal justice and to assess the effect 

it has on the future behaviour of criminais, the workloads, the 

resources required, and the costs inherent in the system.

(ii) "Cost-effectiveness in Urban Transportation" (Dodson 1969). This

article is a report of extensive OR investigations into the present 

and future modes of transportation within four selected cities so as



to determine how to improve the quality of urban life. The study 

mas undertaken for the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

It examined among other things, the costs of investment and operation, 

benefits and costs to users, social costs and benefits, the use of 

buses, and private cars, railway transits, stations, terminals, 

parking lots and the host of factors relevant to urban transport 

planning. A simulation model was developed in order to study the 

interaction of the various sections.

(iii) "A Black Ghetto's Research on a University" (Ackoff 197U). This

rather extra-ordinary case illustrates the power of OR to assist in 

unusual circumstances. The report is concerned with how a black 

poor community "used" a University to solve some of its problems.

The project involved largely the planning and the development of 

the community (or Ghetto) so as to improve the standard of living 

of the mainly black residents. Among the projects undertaken were 

the establishment of nine manufacturing firms, the provision of a 

number of small businesses, and the establishment of schools to cater 

for drop-outs.

(iv) "Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Civil Engineering Systems: New York 

City's Primary Water Supply" (Neufville 1970). This is a report 

of how cost-effectiveness analysis was used to relate the technical 

issues in civil engineering designs to public-policy objectives.

The differences between civil engineering standards and policy- 

objectives had created an impasse on the planning and design of New 

York City's Third Water Supply Tunnel. By applying OR approach, 

the gap was successfully bridged.

(v) "Operations Research in the Health Services" (Flagle 1962). The paper
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discussed the problems of providing health services in the areas 

of staffing, financing, management, demand for services, scope of 

services, distribution and allocation of resources and communication 

It examined the contribution OR is making in solving these problems. 

Examples of studies undertaken by OR scientists in the various 

sections of health services are cited. Areas where urgent OR assist 

ance is needed are also suggested.

MODE OF INTRODUCTION OF OR - THE POINT OF PARTICULAR INTEREST:

The objective of this phase of the research was to discover what useful 

insight can be gained from a history of the growth and practice of OR 

in the civil service and in public corporations in the developed countries. 

An important insight gained from this phase of the research was the 

complexitiy of the problem of the introduction of OR into the civil 

service in developing countries. Five basic modes can be discerned for 

the introduction of OR into the civil service, these are:

(i) The establishment of a Central OR Group to provide OR services for 

all the ministries and departments.

(ii) The establishment of a government corporation on the lines of the 

RAND Corporation in the U.S.A. to provide OR services for all 

ministries and departments.

(iii) The establishment of OR Groups in selected key government ministries 

and departments to provide OR services.

Hybrid Modes

(iv) The establishment of a government corporation on the lines of the

RAND Corporation in the U.S.A. to provide OR services for ministries 

and departments together with the location of small OR groups in



the ministries and departments to work closely with the Corporation.

(v) The use of Private Consulting Groups together with small OR Groups 

located in the ministries and departments.

It is possible that the adoption of a particular mode may be an important 

factor in the success or failure of the programme for the introduction 

of DR into a civil service in a developing country.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE TRANSPORTATION STUDY 

The Logic of the Approach:

Following the survey of literature on OR in developing countries, and the 

study of OR in government services in developed countries the preparations 

necessary in order to proceed to Nigeria were nearly completed. Since in 

general OR studies cannot be undertaken in isolation it was realised from 

the initial conceptualisation of the problem that any study must be done 

with the active participation of appopriate officials in the civil service 

in Nigeria. The immediate problem we had in this connection was hou to 

turn to the officials in the government in order to enlist their support.

Since our research was concerned with the problems of the introduction 

of OR into the civil service we thought that the best approach would be 

to try and initiate some sort of dialogue between ourselves and some 

senior officials in the government; in this way we thought also to ensure 

their active involvement in the study. Hence it was decided that in order 

to enlist the interest and support of the officials, the discussions or 

dialogue would be in terms of problems on which OR can assist and not 

on the approval or "selling" or OR. After considering carefully a number 

of possible ways to initiate such a dialogue we were convinced that the 

best approach in this particular case would be to draw up a tentative 

list of problems in some particular sectors of the civil service which 

might be perceived by senior civil servants as being of significance to 

the Nigerian government. This would be problem areas in which OR expertise 

have been well tested (see Chapter Two). This approach had the merits 

that:

(i) It would show at once that we meant business and hence could gene

rate sympathy from officials.
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request, this being particularly important in dealing with civil 

servants.

(iii) There would be minimum doubts about what our request is, why we

are making it, and what we are trying to achieve and hence minimize 

correspondence between us.

(ii) It would make plain clear who and where we were directing our

The Purpose of the Dialogue:

As might be seen from the foregoing section, the first purpose of the 

dialogue therefore was to try and find some sort of client for the study, 

and to try and ensure their active involvement in every phase of the study. 

As pointed out in Chapter Two, most of the studies reported in the litera

ture did not say much about the client and his involvei.ient. Lie believed 

that for the study to have a real chance of making an impact on the Nigerian 

Civil Service as well as make some meaningful contribution to knowledge 

in the area of the introduction of OR into developing countries it was 

essential that there should be some sort of client and that the client 

should be involved in the studies as much as possible.

The second and perhaps the more important purpose of the dialogue was to 

use it as a vehicle for studying the problems of getting OR started in 

the civil service. It uas not our intention in this respect to undertake 

any particular OR studies in the sector. Our objective was to work with 

tiie officials to identify sufficient policy, strategic and tactical problems 

which were perceived by the management as being of significance to them 

and on which OR scientists can assist. Ue believed that in this way the 

management could be persuaded that the introduction of OR into the parti

cular organisation would be a worthwhile investment, and was to be pre- 

fered to calling in external consultants for example, to study the problems.
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or to just hoping that somehow the problens uould be solved by sheer ad 

hoc decision making.

The next phase uould have been to uork with the management to develop 

a strategy for the introduction of QR and to explore the tactical problems 

involved in getting OR successfully started in the organisation. In that 

uay ue hoped to have acquired experience which could have enhanced our 

understanding of the compiexities of the introduction of OR albeit on a 

small scale. Ide hoped from that experience to have been able to generate 

some hypotheses on the introduction of OR which other researchers would 

hopefully have been able to test in larger studies elsewhere.

The Particular Sectors Chosen for the Initial Study:

In view of the importance of transportation and health services in the 

process of socio-economic development and, in view of the unsatisfactory 

state of transportation systems and health services in Nigeria, transport 

and health were initially selected as areas where dialogue may be started 

and hence the introduction of QR into the Civil Service discussed. The 

background to the choice of transportaton systems is discussed in detail 

in the text.

Following the decision to start the dialogue in the areas of transportation 

and health services, a comprehensive survey of the literature was first 

undertaken in transportation systems with particular emphasises on trans

portation systems in developing countries. The purpose of this survey was 

to acquaint oneself with problems in transportation systems in order to be 

able to draw up a sensible tentative project list for the dialogue with the 

appropriate officials. The survey crystallised in our interest centring on 

rail transportation systems for reasons discussed in detail in the text.



Hawing decided to concentrate on rail transportation system an interview 

was arranged with the Operational Researchi'lanager in British Railways 

Board to enable the author to examine OR applications in British Rail. 

Detail of the discussions are briefly outlined in the next section.

OR IN BRITISH RAILWAYS BOARD!

Just as much useful insight can be gained from a review of OR growth and 

practice in the main body of the civil service in the developed countries, 

so much can also be learnt from the application of OR in government 

corporations in the developed countries. Our particular attraction to 

this is derived from the unsatisfactory state of government corporations 

in the developing countries.

In Nigeria for example, public utility corporations constitute perennial 

sources of problems to successive governments because their operations are 

generally unsatisfactory. Believing that OR can assist some of the public 

corporation in the developing countries, we thought it would be beneficial 

to examine OR applications in one of the economic government corporations 

in the United Kingdom.

An informal interview was arranged with a senior OR scientist in the British 

Railways Board (3R) to enable the author to have a feel of OR contributions 

in this particular industry. As a follow up from that discussion another 

informal interview was arranged with a senior OR scientist at "Transmark" 

(Transportation Systems and Market Research Limited), a Consulting firm 

linked to British Railways Board. A summary of the points discussed is 

presented below.

Interview With a Senior OR Scientist in British Railways Board:

British Railways Board has a sizeable force of OR scientists. The OR Group
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in this nationalised industry is located in the Planning Division instead 

of the ilanayenent Services Division, the later being more identified with 

computer and data processing. During the informal interview with 

ilr. R. E. Peake, the Operational Research flanager, the discussion centred 

mainly on the problems OR scientists have investigated on the railways 

over the years. A sample of some of the studies cited will now be presented 

in brief outlines in order to illustrate the diversity of studies under

taken by the OR scientists in the last couple of years. These studies 

were selected "in principle" to indicate areas where OR may assist in 

railway transportation in developing countries.

(i) ilodels for planning of the Inter-City passenger traffic. These 

are a set of decision-aiding models developed to assist manage

ment in planning the Inter-City Services and the necessary 

investment needed. They are based on the so-called gravity and 

elasticity models.

(ii) ilodels for Assessing the Demand for High Speed Train Services.

These studies were undertaken to assess the effect on traffic of 

the introduction of the High Speed Train (HST) and the Advanced 

Passenger Train (APT).

(iii) Assessing the Number of HSTs and APTs Required to Run an Efficient 

and Effective Service. This study was undertaken to determine 

the number of HSTs and APTs needed in order to provide uninterrupted 

services taking into consideration maintenance and possible 

breakdown.
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undertaken in connection with the APT. It is one of a series of 

projects undertaken before the train service was introduced.

(v) Study of the llaintenance and Operation Plans for HST.

(vi) Study of the Effects on Revenue of Changes in Rail Services.

This interesting study was aimed at increasing OR revenue through 

improved time-table. A computer programme was developed to assist 

in studying the revenue changes expected from alternative time

tables.

(vii) Railway Electrification. A number of studies were undertaken in 

this area.

(viii) Railway Canteen Services. British Rail Canteens are among the 

most expensive in the country. OR scientists have conducted a 

number of studies aimed at improving the efficiency of the services 

over the last couple of years.

(ix) Train Car Seats. The effect of comfortable car seats on passenger 

traffic have also been the subject of OR investigations.

(iv) Alternative Train Length and Car Composition. This study was
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Interview With an OR Scientist at "Transmark", a Consulting Firm: 

Transportation Systems and Market Research Limited (Transmark) is a company 

linked to the British Railways Board. It was formed in 1969 to undertake 

consultancy, give technical advice and carry out market research.

Transmark has clients throughout the world, it undertakes studies for 

national and state governments, industrial and commercial organisations.

The visit to Transmark was organised to give the author opportunity to 

know more about the nature of transportation studies investigated by OR 

scientists particularly in the developing countries. A list of four 

studies recently undertaken in developing countries and one recently 

undertaken in a developed country are presented below to illustrate some 

of the work done by the company. Because of the confidentiality associated 

with the consultancy services detail of the projects were not discussed.

(i) Preparation of long-term investment programme to Bangladesh Railways 

and, assessment of a series of alternative investment strategies.

This study was conducted for the Asian Development Bank and Bangladesh.

(ii) Preparation of freight and passenger forecasts. The study was under

taken for the Ministry of Transport, Argentina and the World Bank.

(iii) Study of alternative transport routes across the Kalahari region 

and the scale of economic and financial costs entailed by their 

construction and their operation. The research was conducted for 

the Commonwealth Secretariat and Botswana/Namibia.

(iv) Cost control and pricing studies for freight and passenger traffic 

on Uicrail. This investigation was undertaken for Victoria's 

Ministry of Transport, Australia.

(v) Demand analysis and behavioural modelling for feasibility study of
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high speed passenger rail services. This study was undertaken for 

Michigan Department of Transportation, U.S.A.

Two planning models, SIGNAL and BUFFERS, developed by Transmark are avail

able real-time world-wide. SIGNAL (Strategic Intermodal Generation and 

Network Analysis System) is suitable for public transport passenger fore

casting. BUFFERS (Bulk and Unitizable Freight Forecasting and Economic 

Research Systems) is a model for forecasting freight trends.

Two particularly interesting points emerged from the visit to Transmark.

(i) As with other studies reported in the literature the implementation 

of the studies undertaken in the developing countries could not be 

vouchsafed.

(ii) The majority of the studies were financed by international agencies. 

Remembering that a good number of the studies reported in the 

literature on OR applications in developing countries originated 

from similar financial bases, one wonders whether lack of finance 

is one of the factors militating against the introduction of DR 

into the developing countries. In other words, to what extent does 

lack of fund to finance OR impede the introduction of OR into the 

developing countries?

Another point of significance in this respect is that studies commissioned 

by international agencies are generally done to determine the prospects 

for some form of investment which means that only certain types of 

operations get studied.
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THE BACKGROUND TO THE CHOICE OF THE NIGERIAN RAILWAYS CORPORATION FOR 
THE STUDY:

Considering the unsatisfactory state of transportation systems in Africa 

in general and in particular in Nigeria, and encouraged by the significant 

contributions that Operational Research has made to efficiency and effect

iveness in transportation systems in the developed countries we were per

suaded that it may be as productive and educative in attempting to under

stand the problems of the introduction of OR into developing countries if 

we could grapple with the problems of getting OR started in a transporta

tion corporation in Nigeria as Luck (1979) experimented in the Indonesian 

Health Service and as suggested by Bandyopadhyay and Verde (1980).

For example, in recognition of the enormous transportation problems facing 

the African continent, the U.N. General Assembly declared the ten year 

period 1978-1988, a Decade of Transport in Africa in order to draw world

wide attention and to call for help in solving the problem. As Hofmeier 

(1980) noted,

"Africa as a whole certainly still lags far 
behind all other continents with regard to the 
penetration of transport arteries."

In a country, and in particular in a developing country, efficient and 

civilized transportation is essential for agricultural, industrial and 

business prosperity, for opening up socio-economic centres, geo-politically 

sensitive areas and environmentally hostile areas, and for the general 

well-being of the people as argued by Rowntree (1910), Leung (1982),

Budhu and Hobeika (1980), Due (1980) and Priest (1980).

One is persuaded that although most railways particularly in the develop

ing countries do not presently make monetary profit, their contribution 

to socio-economic development can still be significant if well planned 

and efficiently managed.



Urban transportation and inter-city transportation in Nigeria is largely 

unsatisfactory (Adiniji 1983, Hays 1969, Uijesinghe 1976). High levels 

of congestion on roads both within urban areas and in between urban areas 

are common even though government has committed much resources to road 

and airport building in the past decade. High accident rates involving 

losses of lives and properties are recorded annually on urban and inter

city roads. Air pollution and urban noise levels are high. A primary 

reason for this is the concentration of urban and inter-city transport 

on automobiles due to the overt run down of the railways as pointed out 

by Due (1979, 1980).

Although the history of the railways in Nigeria dates as far back as 1898, 

its operation has been progressively unsatisfactory since the 1960s. In 

1978 the Federal Government had to call in a foreign firm to take over 

the management of the Railways Corporation due to increasing public dis

satisfaction with the railway services (Madeley 1981).

Under the Fourth National Development Plan, 1981-85, a massive amount of 

money was allocated for the rehabilitation and construction of the railways. 

Some of the large industrial projects contained in the plan depend to some 

reasonable extent on the railways for their success (Fletra Consulting 1981).

In the light of the foregoing situation we were persuaded that the rail

ways would be an interesting industry into which to consider the introduc

tion of Operational Research.

Market for Transportation Systems in Nigeria:

That there is a market for transportation which can be stimulated by pro

viding an efficient transport system offering a high quality of service 

at competitive prices is evident from the growth in private car ownership.
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long distance taxi cabs, motor coaches, and heavy-duty haulage trucks 

since the mid 1960s in spite of the high death toll on Nigerian roads.

The phenomenal growth taking place in domestic air travel despite the 

high cost and the long check-in time associated with air travel gives 

further credence to the growing market for transportation in Nigeria.

In fact it is not uncommon for air passengers to be turned back at Nigerian 

airports.

Under these circumstances, one believes that the train as a people mover 

and goods carrier, noted for safety, short check-in-time, efficient land 

use, energy savings and many other advantages over its rivals has a market 

potential both in passenger traffic and in freight operations which should 

be more carefully investigated.

In pre-independent Nigeria, when the economy was primitive and not as 

buoyant as it has been since independence, the railways made profit.

Since oil exploration started in the 1960s, massive economic development 

has been taking place. Heavy and bulky equipments and materials are being 

moved around the country. Massive movement is taking place among the popula

tion. Imports have grown astronomically. One reckons that in these cir

cumstances, if there is a satisfactory rail transportation system operating 

under an efficient and effective management it shall provide an essential 

national service and it should make monetary profit.

In order to examine these and other problems in rail transportation in 

Nigeria, a number of areas have been suggested as a possible project 

list for OR scientists and these were intended to form a basis for dis

cussion with the management on the essential value and hence the introduc

tion of Operational Research into the industry. However, before discuss

ing this list of projects, a brief discussion of the future of railway 

transportation in general is in order.
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RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.

With the advent of convenient road transportation systems in the form 

of cars, lorries, and heavy-duty trucks since the later half of the 

twentieth century many people thought the age of the train, which began 

in about 1824, was over. This view was further enhanced by the develop

ment of the aeroplane and the phenomenal growth in air transportation 

which the world has experienced in the last couple of years. However, 

the energy crisis in the sixties, combined with the revolutionary techno

logical advancements in the last few decades, have made transportation 

planners, particularly in the developed countries, to think once more on 

the potentialities of the train.

Today High Speed Trains are in operation in most of the developed countries. 

From Japan in South-East Asia through almost all the countries of Europe 

(East and West) to North America, modern efficient railway systems are 

in operation. Even in the less developed countries of South America,

Asia, and Africa, many countries now enjoy the benefits of High Speed 

Trains.

These benefits have come mainly from two developments in railway traction.

(i) Diesel Locomotives: with improved technology, diesel locomotives 

are now available which can travel at speeds of up to 200 Km/hour 

(Piper 1982). But with energy crisis still lurking overhead, 

scientists, engineers and technologists are still searching for 

more energy-efficient tractions.

(ii) Electric Locomotives: even before the dawn of the present energy

problems, many of the technologically advanced nations have started 

to convert their railway systems to the neat, clean, decent, energy- 

efficient and economical to operate electric traction.
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Deluxe high speed and efficient electric trains are in operation in many 

countries of the world today and the outlook gives the impression that 

the trend may continue because of the enormous advantages accruing from 

the use of these trains, since these electric trains are not subject to 

the same pressure of energy costs as aircraft and road vehicles which 

depend directly on oil.

There are electric trains available today which can travel at speeds of 

up to 380 Km/hour (Piper 1982). Nevertheless, research is still going 

on in many parts of the world to try to improve on this speed.

As Due (1980) rightly declared,

"A good, efficient rail system is a prestige 
symbol important to governments and community 
pride".

And according to a British Rail advertisement, "this is the age of the train."

Besides providing efficient and civilized transportation, other advantages 

of railway transportation which should be of particular interest to a 

developing country is the enormous opportunities railways offer for the 

transfer of technology? employment, and the growth of engineering 

industries. With the Nigerian Iron and Steel project nearly completed, 

we believe that railway transportation is an industry worthy of OR 

investigations.

A number of the projects suggested for consideration will now be discussed.

Projects Suggested as a Basis for a Dialogue on the Introduction of 
Operational Research into the Nigerian Railways Corporations

Listed below are suggested projects relating to the Nigerian Railways.
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The projects may imply a somewhat revolutionary approch to the problems 

of transportation planning in Nigeria.

The projects cover the three areas of decision making often encountered 

by management namely; tactics, strategy and policy. Projects in these 

three categories are refered to respectively as tactical planning, 

strategic planning, and policy planning.

THE PROJECTS:

We shall first present an outline of the suggested projects. A brief 

explanation follows later.

Tactical Planning Projects:

(i) Inventory control and stock control

(ii) Locomotive maintenance

(iii) Train scheduling

(iv) Railway signalling

Strategic Planning Projects:

(i) Passenger express train services to Abuja

(ii) Railway electrification

(iii) Inter-State railway link-up

(iv) Decision support system

Policy Planning Projects:

(i) National transportation research

Tactical Planning:

The attempt in this section is to examine the way specific tasks are 

executed in the railways so that suggestions can be made for OR studies



in specific areas or on specific aspects of operations. The objective 

is to seek improvements in productivity, efficiency and effectiveness 

in the area. Four projects were suggested for discussion in these 

operations areas.

(i) Inventory Control and Stock Control.

In developing countries where most of the locomotive^ and wagond 

parts have to be imported from overseas, one is always faced with 

the possibility of stock-outs often. As Madeley (1981) pointed 

out, lack of spare parts is one of the primary problems responsible 

for inefficiency on Nigerian railways. UJe wish to propose scientific 

investigation into the problems of inventory and stock control on 

the railways. The research will examine the list of items stocked, 

how much is stocked at any particular time, where it is stocked, 

the consumption and replenishment. The objective of the research 

will be to design and install scientifically based inventory system 

which will improve the balance between service and its inventory 

investment and replenishment costs. Such a system may be manual 

or computer-based.

(ii) Locomotive flaintenance*

A common problem with railways in the developing countries is poor 

maintenance resulting in low levels of locomotive availability.

In Nigeria, this is an acute problem as Due (1979) and Madeley (1981) 

indicated. What is intended in this case is to develop maintenance 

schedules based on scientific method, which will greatly improve 

locomotive availability.

(iii) Train Scheduling.

Scheduling of trains to maximize locomotive usage is an important



factor in improving the capacity of rail tracks. On single track 

systems such as is the case in Nigeria, this becomes even more 

critical. Using modern computers, trains are being scheduled to 

arrive within a few minutes of each other in many countries today.

Uie believe that this is an area where OR studies can yield valuable 

results on Nigerian railways.

(iv) Railway Signalling.

Efficient signalling is recognised as an important weapon in the 

fight for capacity improvements on railways as Alexander (1979) 

pointed out. A long standing problem on African railways is that 

of poor communications as mentioned by Due (1979). This is an area 

of operation where we believe OR can assist. Signalling studies 

conducted on Abidjan-Niger Railways (RAN) and another one conducted 

on Northern Irelan Railways (NIR) have both shown substantial 

improvements in railway operations, worker safety and finance as 

shown in Myers (1981), and Railway Gazette Int. (1981). It is not 

unlikely that similar benefits may result on Nigerian railways.

The study will involve detailed examination of the existing signall

ing systems, the rail route and considerations for introducing 

advanced signalling systems such as Centralised Traffic Control.

The objective will be to produce system designs which will carry 

the railways into the next age in railway operations.

Strategic Planning:

These are projects of greater complexity the investigation and implementa

tion of which may spread over a couple of years. They may require large 

initial financial investments or some re-allocation of existing resources. 

The aim is to accomplish corporate objectives more efficiently and more 

effectively.
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The creation of modern railways in Nigeria will require radical and revo

lutionary planning, it cannot be based on mere projections of estimates 

based on the existing railways. We are thinking of a railway system 

befitting the economic, social and political status of Nigeria. The four 

projects suggested for discussion in this area are briefly described below.

(i) Passenger Express Train Services to Abuja

The first phase of this project is designed to maximise the use of 

existing facilities and capacities, the second phase will involve 

the introduction of new routes. Under the first phase, the services 

to be studied using scientific method are listed below in the order 

it is suggested to be carried out, the emphasis is on passenger 

transportation.

Although there is no rail link yet to the new capital, Abuja, an 

inter-modal express train service may be operated using Minna Rail

way Station as the point of interchange (see figure 4*1).

(a) Lagos to Abuja

(b) Kano to Abuja

(c) Port Harcourt to Abuja

(f) Maiduguri to Abuja

(g) Kaura Namoda to Abuja

The purpose of this study will be to determine:

(a) the level of traffic the service will generate in the short-term 

and in the long-term,

(b) the profitability or otherwise of the service,

(c) the socio-economic benefits of the service,

(d) the developmental impacts of the service and,

(e) what additional capacities, if any, may be needed for the service 

to become operational.



FIGURE 4-1 i NIGERIAN RAILWAY SYSTEM

Source: Metra Consulting (1981), p.88
Figure 5.5

6¿a.



(ii) Railway Electrification

Since the late 1800s, the world-wide trend among the industrialised 

and technologically advanced countries have been towards railway 

electrification. For example by 1938 Switzerland had 73*8 percent 

of its railway tracks electrified and by 1961 the electrified rail 

network of the Swiss federal railways stood at 96*3 percent. In 

the less developed worlds, India had its first electrified railway 

in 1925 (Johnson 1963, Johnston 1949, See Table 4*1 and 4*1b).

Railway electrification is both for economic reasons and efficient 

energy usage as well as for pollution-free environment. For example, 

in the 1940s, when British Rail (BR) was facing very stiff competi

tion from road transport, Johnston (1949) argued with convincing 

ebullience that the road to BR's economic recovery laid in the 

electrification of the railways. Johnson (1963) forcefully advanced 

similar arguments in the 1960s for the large scale electrification 

of the Indian railways. One considers it a matter of great national 

concern that in 1984 Nigeria has no electrified rail route. As Due 

(1980) stated

"A good, efficient rail system is a prestige 
symbol important to governments and community 
pride".

Although the present state of the railways and the erratic nature 

of electricity power supply in Nigeria presently may not inspire 

transportation policy makers to be enthusiastic about this project 

now, what one has to bear in mind is that this is a long-term project 

spreading over several years of planning, designing and implementa

tion. Studying the problems of railway electrification now will 

enable the Nigerian Electricity Power Authority (NEPA) to plan to 

make the energy available when the railways will be ready to use it.
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Furthermore, this is a project which will require large financial 

investments to implement, one considers it necessary to suggest 

that detailed studies should be carried out early enough so that 

there will be sufficient time to examine critically all the techno

logical and financial options available for implementing the project 

most efficiently.

Table 4*1a Railway electrification from the 1930s.

SWEDISH ELECTRIFICATION STATISTICS IN 1938

Route miles converted ................  21*0
Track miles converted ................  42*4
Traffic electrically run ...............  84*0

ESTIMATED STATISTICS FOR FRANCE IN 1950

Route miles covered .....................  40*0
Traffic electrically run ...............  86*0

PERCENTAGE OF ELECTRIFIED TRACK, 1938

Belgium ...................................  0*0
Denmark ...................................  1*6
Hungary ...................................  3*3
Germany ...................................  5*0
Great Britain ............................  5*3
France ....................................  7*8
N o r w a y ................    9*2
Holland ...................................  15*1
I t a l y ......................................  28*2
S w e d e n ....................................  42*4
Switzerland...............................  73*8

PROPORTION OF TOTAL ROUTE MILES ELECTRIFIED UP TO 1938

Great Britain North of T h a m e s ...........  1*0
U.S.A.......................................  1*1
U.S.S.R..................................... 1*8
J a p a n ......................................  2*3
South A f r i c a .............................  3*0
F r a n c e ................      4*8
Great Britain (whole country) .......... 4*9
German Reich .............................  5*0
Sweden ....................................  21 *0
I t a l y ...................................... 29*4
England (Southern Railway only) .......  30*7
Morocco ...................................  41 *0
Switzerland............................... 50*0

(Sourcei Johnston, Kenneth H. (1949) British Reiiweys and Economic Recovery, 
pp 326 - 329)
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Table 4*1b Total railway route mileage, total electrified route mileage, 
and total electrified track mileage in 1956 for some selected 
countries.

Country
Railway
Route

Mileage

Electrified
Route

Mileage

Electrified
Track

Mileage

India ................... 240 579
U.K........................ 19,470 1 ,172 3,158

2,044 5,368
Canada .................. 31 87

3,430 N. A.
France .................. 3,090 5,881
Japan ................... 6,618 9,137
Australia ............... 398 977
Argentina ............... 88 209
West Germany ........... 1 ,326 3,501
Italy ................... 4,297 7,923
Brazil .................. 1 ,433 N. A.

(Source« Johnson, J. (1963) The Economies of Indian Rail Transport, p 366)

(iii) Inter-State Railway Link-Up

Considering the geography and population of Nigeria and the few 

areas served by the existing railways, the need to examine the case 

for railway extensions becomes irresistable. The advantages and 

benefits of vast rail extensions covering whole country areas have 

long been realised and exploited by many nations. In spite of the 

high cost of railway extensions, it has been found necessary for 

the development of nations as fiercely argued by Johnson (1963), 

Johnston (1949), Leung (1982), Priest (1980), and Rountree (1910).

With the prospects for the local production of iron and steel now 

very real, Nigeria may soon be able to extend its railways using 

indigenous materials and indigenous labours coming from the vast 

expansions now taking place in the educational system. We wish to 

suggest at this stage research projects which will examine all the 

factors involved in planning railway systems that will link-up the 

States, open-up vast areas of the country and designed to enhance
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the economic, social and political development of the nation.

(iv, Decision Support Systems (DS3)

The management of modern organisations is a complex business. We 

believe that it is appropriate to suggest that thoughts should be 

given to the introduction of modern management decision-making aids 

in the administration and management of public services and govern

ment corporations in the developing countries. It may even be 

necessary to consider redesigning the organisational structures in 

some cases to make them more responsive to the demands and challenges 

of modern management in complex institutions.

Decision Support Systems (DSS) may be thought of as information 

systems dedicated to improving the performance of organisations.

DSS is usually computer-based; they are aids which an administrator 

or a manager of a complex business organisation can use in the 

process of decision-making. (ChacKO 1y7S).

One would wish to suggest the setting-up of an interdisciplinary 

team to examine the possible introduction of DSS into the management 

of Nigerian railways.

Policy Planning:

(i) National Transportation Research

Only one large scale study is proposed in this area, - a national 

transportation research. This will be a grand transportation study 

which will examine in detail all the transportation modes available 

in Nigeria for developmental purposes. The study will concentrate 

on road, rail, air and water transports (and any others to be 

identified). The study will attempt to determine the contributions
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that investments in each of the transportation modes mill make to 

agricultural, industrial and commercial developments? politico- 

economic harmony and national integration? and the general opening- 

up of the country to cheap, efficient, safe and civilised means 

of transportation for the masses of the population.

The purpose of the research mill be to assit transportation policy 

makers in the country in the formulation in implementable terms 

of transportation and land use policies for the country taking the 

long term view. It mill be a large scale planning exercise aimed 

at designing the transportation system that is most desired by the 

nation in the years ahead. As Tomlinson (1980) declared, "If you 

mant a future you have got to make it" or as Ackoff (1901) marned,

"plan or be planned for". UJe believe that there is a need for a 

grand transportation design that mill carry Nigeria into the industrial 

age.

This is a study to mhich OR as an interdisciplinary profession mith 

the capability to organise and co-ordinate scientists and experts 

from mide disciplinary backgrounds, and mith methodology and tools 

suitable for the study of complex systems can make significant 

contributions. For example, in 1973 a team of about thirty people 

mith various expertise used the methodology and techniques of OR 

to carry out detailed studies of the transportation needs of the 

Sudan (Saaty 1977ii).

The Response to the Request for the Dialogue?

Our request mas an unusual one, the stereotype of the research student 

simply asked for government publications. In our particular case me 

requested for a dialogue and not just dumb statistical data. Ule knom
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that the introduction of OR into an organisation would require a definite 

decision by the management of the organisation. As such u/e were interested 

in working with the officials in order to identify problem areas in their 

organisation which are of significance to them and on which OR assistance 

can be arranged as a prelude to the introduction of OR.

Another important point which was stressed in our letter of request was 

the need for governments in developing countries to put more thought and 

research into how to use the skills that their students go abroad to 

acquire, li/e believe that one way to make their training more relevant 

to the needs in their country is to link the training to some specific 

problems in their home country. This was the objective we were trying 

to achieve in this particular case, that is, link the problems of the 

introduction of OR into the Civil Service in Nigeria to some specific cases.

The reply to our request took some time to come, - approximately three 

months. This caused us to develop the feeling that we may be at least 

one step ahead in our investigation into the problems of the introduction 

of OR into the Civil Service and public corporations in Nigeria. After 

weeks of intense efforts through friends of the author who lived in Lagos 

to try and understand what the difficulties were, the reply finally came.

It said:

"I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of 
your letter dated 10th August, 1982 on the above 
named subject matter and to assure you that it 
is receiving the necessary attention".

(No further communication has of course been received on the matter).

The letter confirmed our feeling that we may be at least one step ahead 

in our investigation of the process of the introduction of OR into 

organisations in developing countries. It became clear to us that a new
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approach was needed if there was to be an/ chance of understanding the 

problems of the introduction of OR into developing countries. We felt 

that at that point in time little was known about the administrator and 

their problems, and the situation regarding factors which are basic and 

pragmatically significant in the process of the introduction of OR into 

an organisation.

The new approach which followed from this realisation is the subject dis

cussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE METHODOLOGY

Introduction:

Following the collapse of the approach discussed in the preceding chapter, 

it soon became clear to us that there was need to understand the adminis

trators, and the situation with regards to factors which we believed to 

be of pragmatic importance and pertinence in the process of the introduc

tion of Operational Research (OR) into the civil service in Migeria. 

Furthermore the situation regarding the potential supply of OR scientists 

in order to meet the challenges of the introduction of OR into the civil 

service was unclear and needed to be specifically investigated.

In this chapter we discuss the methodology of the field investigations 

which was conducted in order to increase our understanding of the adminis

trators, and the situation with regards to factors uhich we believed to 

be pertinent to the process of the introduction of OR in the civil service 

in Migeria. In the next chapter (Chapter Six) we shall discuss the results 

of the field investigations. The particular problems of the potential 

supply of OR personnel in order to meet the challenges of the introduction 

of OR into the civil service is the subject discussed in Chapter Seven.

THE NEW APPROACH:

The difficulties encountered in getting effective responses to the letter 

of request to examine the problems of the introduction of Operational 

Research (OR) into the Nigerian Railways Corporation convinced us that 

it was probable that not much was known about Operational Research (OR) 

in the civil service. In which case it would be premature to investigate 

the problems of the introduction of OR into particular public corporations 

or sectors in the civil service in Nigeria then. That realisation per-
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suaded us to direct our research efforts into the larger issue of attempt

ing to understand the administrators, and the situation with regards to 

factors u/hich we believed to be of pragmatic significance and pertinence 

to the introduction of OF) into an organisation, and to examine the parti

cular problems of the potential supply of OP! personnel.

'Je believed that such study would increase our understanding of the environ

ment, the people, their work, their awareness of OR, the decision making 

aids available to them, their attitude towards the use of scientific method 

in decision making, and the difficulties and the problems in applying such 

method in their particular setting. In the sections which follow we shall 

discuss the research format, the design of the research instrument, and 

the problems of gaining access to the respondents during the field investi

gations.

THE RESEARCH FORMAT:

For a study of this nature and scope, there are two broad alternative 

research techniques available to a scientist namely; case study and survey 

method.

(i) Case Study:

The case study approach is characterised by the in-depth, intensive, 

and exhaustive study of one case or unit (e.g. person, group, or 

organisation). As argued by Forcese and Richer (1973):

"The essential feature of a case study is that the 
unit of study whether a group or an individual, is 
studied intensively as an entity" (p.B2)

Hitroff and Kilman (1978) further explained that:
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"...the case study focuses on the...in-depth detailed 
rendering of the life space of a single individual or 
social group" (p.96)

Thus we may conclude that the case study approach could be taken to 

examine the problems of the introduction of OR into specific govern

ment organisations in Nigeria; the proposed transportation study dis

cussed in Chapter Four being an example and one which clearly illus

trated the difficulties in getting cases to study.

Data collection tools used in case study include interviews, observa

tions, and documentary materials. The data is generally collected 

in the natural settings of the object being studied. As argued by 

Forcese and Richer (1973) and by Stone (1973), case study may be use

ful for generating hypotheses and insights, but it is inappropriate 

for making causal inferences or general explanatory statements about 

phenomenum, for hypotheses testing, and for generalization of the 

findings.

(ii) Survey Method:

In survey method several units (e.g. persons, groups or organisations) 

are studied, data is collected from a sample of a known universe using 

systematic techniques (e.g. questionnaire, interviews or observations). 

The data is collected directly from the respondents in their natural 

settings. Ackoff and Pritzker (1951), Forcese and Richer (1973), 

and Stone (1973) each took the view that survey method is more appro

priate for generalization, for making explanatory statements about 

phenomena, and for hypotheses testing compared with case study.

The Research Technique Adopted:

The principal differences between case study and survey method lie in the
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questions each seek to answer» and in whether the study is concerned with 

one, a few, or many units. While survey method is suitable for hypotheses 

testing, case study is more relevant to hypotheses generation. And while 

it is possible to generalise from the results of survey, such generalisa

tion might be inappropriate from the results of case study.

Nevertheless, as Forcese and Richer (1973) have pointed out, the decision 

to employ a particular technique depends on one's special orientation. 

Forcese and Richer argued:

"Surely the choice of case study or survey depends not 
on any sense of the absolute merit of each, but on the 
purpose of the study... The choice cannot be portrayed 
as that between a right and a wrong selection" (p.107, 87).

Thus, in deciding on which technique to employ in this study we were 

influenced by a number of factors as argued by Forcese and Richer (1973) 

and by Ackoff and Pritzker (1951). The most prominent of these factors 

were:

(i) the objective of the research,

(ii) the benefit of the research to the Nigerian Civil Service.

(iii) the value of the research to the general understanding of the 

problems of the introduction of OR into organisations elsewhere.

(iv) the benefit that other potential users of the research results can 

derive,

(v) the influence of the research on the Nigerian Civil Service.

(vi) the time available to conduct the research,

(vii) the financial resources available for undertaking the research, and

(viii) the experience gained from the transportation study.

In the light of the foregoing argument, we were fully persuaded that the
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purposes of the study would be best served if we adopted the technique 

of survey method, hence survey method was employed in this study.

Objective of the Survey:

The limited global objective of this research was the introduction of OH 

into the civil service in Nigeria. It was our hope that from analysis 

of data amassed from the survey we would be able to make some explanatory 

statements with regards to the particular problems of the introduction 

of OR into the civil service in Nigeria, in other words draw some conclu

sions on the problems, and make some recommendations for finding solutions 

to the problems. Furthermore, it was our hope to be able to generalise 

our findings to civil service organisations in other developing countries, 

and to be able to advance some theories on the introduction of Operational 

Research (OR) into organisations elsewhere.

Although survey method is appropriate for hypotheses testing, it was our 

belief tnat in a relatively unresearched problem area such as the intro

duction of OH into developing countries, it would be more beneficial to 

the research consumers in the developing (and perhaps developed) countries, 

if a pragmatic problem-solving research-approach was adopted at this point 

in time, giving the existing state of knowledge about the subject. As 

argued by Mintzberg (197b), the testing of specific hypothesis rigorously 

and exhaustively in order to prove conslusively the existence or otherwise 

of some necessary and sufficient conditions for the introduction of OR 

such as was advocated by Ackoff and Pritzker (1951) would not be beneficial 

in a problem area where research is very much in its infancy.

Our mission in this study was to examine the situation with regards to 

essential factors which we believed to be of pragmatic significance and 

pertinence to the introduction of OR into an organisation in a developing
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country, the Nigerian Civil Service in this particular case. And to iden

tify the contributions which that understanding would make to knowledge 

both of the particular case and on the larger global problem of the intro

duction of OR into organisations elsewhere.

In essence this research has focused on the field in order to gain better 

understanding and hopefully to be able to develop some theories rather 

than for theory testing since there is little theory to test. L'e believe 

that it is in the field that we can gain the understanding and experience 

needed in order to develop the rich theories which we believe to be lack

ing in this rather underdeveloped area of Operational Research (OR). Just 

as i-lintzberg (1975) argued in the case of policy research, (and we believe 

the introduction of OR into an organisation is a policy decision), it is 

our view that for research on the processes of the introduction of OR to 

be most fruitful it would have to be undertaken in the real-world where 

the decisions are made and any theories should be abstractions from that 

real-live experience as argued by Poper (1974).

THE DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT:

There are basically three tools employed in survey data collection namely;

(i) Personal interview which is the oldest tool used in survey method, 

it involves administering a questionnaire to a respondent in a face 

to face situation in a convenient location,

(ii) Telephone (and other electro-mechanical device) interview, this

involves the administration of a questionnaire to a respondent over 

a telephone (or some electro-mechanical) device, and

(iii) ,‘fail interview, this generally involvus posting a quesetionnaire 

tu a respondent wno administers the questionnaire on himself and
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returns the completed questionnaire, in most cases by post, to the 

researcher.

Each of these three tools have their advantages and disadvantages in survey 

data collection. The particular tool uhich one employs depends on the 

nature of the survey uhich one is conducting. As Toll and Hawkins (1930) 

have argued, there is no particular tool uhich is universally the best 

for all survey data collection.

In this particular case, telephone interviews, although would have been 

unsuitable for other reasons, could not be seriously considered because 

telephone services were generally not widely available in Nigeria, and 

even where a telephone was available, it was most likely to be out of order.

Mail questionnaire which could by far have been the cheapest tool could 

not be employed because of the nature of the research. Operational Research 

being a relatively new subject, it was possible that respondents could 

have difficulties in understanding the purposes of the questions asked 

or appreciate the purposes of the survey as a whole. It would have been 

impossible to probe any responses more deeply. Perhaps more important, 

the responses to the questions relating to the knowledge which existed 

in the civil service about OR could have been grossly distorted.

The actual seniority of the respondents, an important factor in this 

research, could not have been accurately determined since it would have 

been difficult to know who actually completed the returned questionnaires. 

Furthermore, as argued by Kane (1933), in the absence of any face to face 

encouragement, busy senior administrators may have been more inclined to 

put the questionnaires aside particularly when the subject of the survey 

could seem rather remote. The consequence of such reaction would have 

been an unduly high non-response rate.



As "oser and Kalton (1975) argued, under these conditions the use of mail 

questionnaire would be inappropriate. Moser and Kalton argued:

"...the method [.nail questionnaire] can be considered 
only when the questions are sufficiently simply and straight 
forward to be understood with the help of the printed 
instructions and definitions... It is unsuitable where 
the objective and purpose take a good deal of explaining, 
where the respondent is being asked difficult questions 
or where it is desirable to probe deeply or get the respond
ent talking... where it is important that the views of one 
person only are obtained, uninfluenced by discussions with 
others; and where questions testing a person's knowledge 
are to be included." (p.260)

It was our belief that Operational Research being a less familiar field, 

the presence of a human observer can be an important factor in determining 

both the response rate and the quality of data collected. As Mitroff and 

Kilman (1973) have argued, there can hardly be any substitute to the 

presence of an interested observer in undertaking research in a rather 

difficult area. Mitroff and Kilman declared:

"I\io amount of quantitative sophistication or theoretical 
generation can substitute for the physical presence of a 
concerned, caring, human observer and the interaction that 
takes place between observer and observed." (p.97)

Overwhelmed by the strength of the foregoing arguments and mindful of the 

experience gained in the transportation study (Chapter Four), we considered

it essential for the researcher to be out there to listen to the prospective 

customers of OR and also to act as an interested and caring observer.

As argued by Mintzberg (1975) in respect of policy research, and by Rivett 

(1933) in the particular case of conducting OR investigations, it is vital 

for the researcher to be out there in the field, the natural work environ

ment, to listen and to observe. The particular point made by Rivett is 

worth underscoring, he declared:
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"...there is no substitute for personal observation 
on site. Isaac Newton said it all three hundred years 
ago. 'If instead of sending the observations of seamen 
to able mathematicians on the land the mathematicians 
would themselves go to sea, then this would signal more 
for the safety of men's lives on that element'... The 
second stage in our method is to listen."

Our conclusion based on these arguments was that, personal interview, 

although very costly was the most appropriate tool to be employed for data 

collection in this study. And that the data would be collected by the 

researcher himself, this enabled the author to observe first hand the con

ditions under which the administrators worked, to listen to their problems, 

and to demonstrate to them the interest of OR scientists in the problems 

which they grappled with in their jobs.

Interviewing:

In general interviews can take several forms, varying from unstructured 

(or informal) interview to highly structured (or highly formal) interview, 

depending on the purpose of the interview and the interview schedule 

employed. Research interviews are generally for information gathering 

in particular areas, it can take any form in the continuum between unstruc

tured interview and structured interview; and the interview schedule can 

similarly take any form in the continuum from open-ended questions to 

closed-ended questions.

Types of Interview:

In the continuum from unstructured to structured interviews which are 

commonly employed in surveys, four main types of interviews are discernible 

(Tull and Hawkins 19SD, Cox III 1979):

(i) Direct-structured interview.
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(ii) Indirect-structured interview,

(iii) Direct-unstructured interview, and

(iv) Indirect-unstructured interview.

The major difference between "direct" and "indirect" interview lies in 

whether the purposes of the research is made known to the respondent or 

not. As defined by Cox III (1973):

"A direct interview is one in which the respondent is 
informed of the purpose of the study. In an indirect 
interview the purpose is concealed." (p .183)

The difference between "structured" and "unstructured" interviews derives 

from the degree of freedom the interviewer has in modifying the interview 

schedule. As explained by Cox III (1978):

"A structured interview is completely standardized so 
that all respondents are asked the same question in 
the same fashion. In an unstructured interview the 
questioning process is adapted to fit the individual 
respondent." (p.1S3).

Nevertheless as argued by Tull and Hawkins (1980):

"both structure and directness represent continuums 
rather than discrete categories" (p.113).

Figurefi.1 shows the various interviewing strategies which are commonly 

employed in survey methods. The particular strategy which one adopts 

depends on the nature of the research, and one's orientation. For example, 

if one believed that if respondents were told the purpose of the study 

they niight be unwilling to answer the questions, or withhold vital infor

mation, or give misleading answers, then one might be inclined to conceal 

the purposes of the research from the respondents.
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In this particular study we had no reason to believe that if respondents 

were told the purposes of the research they would be unwilling to co-operate» 

ur withhold vital information, or give misleading answers? hence direct 

interviews were adopted.

On the question of "structure", we believed that OR being a relatively 

new subject, clearly defined and carefully worded questions organised in 

some particular order would be more appropriate for our purpose. Since 

the interview was conducted by the researcher personally, flexibility was 

built into the interview schedule such that, depending on the response 

to a particular question, the interviewer could omit certain other questions 

or probe some responses .-.ore deeply when necessary. As argued by Chisnall 

(1373),

"Flexibility is,...an important attribute of the inter
viewing process,..." (p.137).

-'.gainst the background already discussed, a "loosely" structured interview 

schedule or questionnaire was designed to be used for direct interviewing 

in a face to face situation as a means of collecting data during the study.

Figure 5.1 Interviewing Strategies

Is the .rjurpos3 of the Interview concealed from the Respondents?

Are all of the 
Respondents 
Treated in a 
Standardized 
Fashion?

m o ye s

I III

YES
Direct/ Indirect/
Structured Structured

II IV

U0 Direct/ Indirect/
Unstructured Unstructured

Adapted from Cox III (1379) p.1U3.
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The choice of the technique for data collection together with the selection 

of the interviewing strategy naturally influenced the process of the 

questionnaire design. The design of a questionnaire is a fairly complex 

issue, as underscored by Cox III (1973),

"the questionnaire is a promotional device as well as
a measurement device" (p.196).

Hence the particular questionnaire which was used in this study was the 

product of prolonged cogitation aimed at balancing the "promotional" aspects 

against the measurements which the instrument was primarily designed to 

make. It is appropriate to say here that the "promotional" aspects, if 

any, that existed in the questionnaire which was used in this study was 

purely incidental, that is, having interviewed a respondent about OR, one 

hoped that the respondent had naturally become better informed about OR.

In designing the questionnaire, factors such as the need to develop rapport 

easily with the respondent, to need to maintain his interest and co-operation 

throughout the duration of the interview, and the primary objective of 

soliciting the relevant information were carefully considered. In other 

words, questionnaire attractiveness, interviewing duration, and the ease 

with which the respondent could supply the information demanded were among 

the factors considered as suggested by Tull and Hawkins (1982) and Cox III 

(1973). For as Luck et al (1982) have argued the total purpose of a 

questionnaire is:

"to obtain the specific quantitative and qualitative
information with tolerable accuracy and completeness." (p.182).

The Questionnaire Design:
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Question Structures

In designing a questionnaire, two broad alternative question structures 

can be adopted in order to achieve one's objectives namely; open-ended 

questions, and closed-ended questions.

(i) Open-Ended Questions:

In open-ended questions, as argued by Luck et al (1982), and by Tull 

and Hawkins (1980), the questions are structured, but the responses 

are unstructured, that is, respondents are at liberty to supply what

ever information they consider to be pertinent and in whatever words 

they choose. Responses to open-ended questions are generally subject 

to probing where necessary.

The advantages of open-ended questions include the fact that they 

are less likely to put answers into mouths of respondents in that 

the respondent is not influenced by prestated set of response cate

gories, they tend to solicit a wider variety of responses thereby 

enriching the data collected in complex investigations, and the 

responses tend to capture more accurately the real views of the res

pondent. Tull and Hawkins (196Q) have argued that open-ended questions 

are

"particularly suitable for exploratory and problem- 
identification research" (p.272).

The disadvantages of open-ended questions include the fact that they 

tend to be inappropriate for self-administered questionnaires (e.g. 

mail questionnaire), they tend to measure respondent articulateness 

as argued by Dohrenwend (1965), they tend to be more liable to intro

duce interviewer effects as Collins (1970) have argued, and in general, 

the responses are more difficult to code or categorise for the purposes 

of analysis.
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In closed-ended questions, both the questions and the responses are 

structured, that is, the responses are selected from a number of 

response options presented to the respondent. In fact the chief dis

tinguishing feature of these type of questions lies in the response 

format. Cox III (1979) and Luck et al (1982) have argued that five 

types of closed-ended question structures are generally employed in 

survey techniques namely; dichotomous questions, multiple-choice 

questions, rating scales, Libert scales, and semantic differential 

scales. In these types of questions the respondent is often presented 

with some categories of response options from which to indicate his 

preference, that is, the respondent is neither free to supply whatever 

information he considers to be relevant nor is he free to use whatever 

words he chooses.

The advantages of closed-ended questions include the fact that the 

responses are standardized and hence tend to be much easier to code 

or categorise for the purposes of analysis, the questionnaires are 

much easier to administer, much easier to complete, and they are in 

general more suitaole for self-administered questionnaires (e.g. mail 

questionnaires).

The disadvantages of closed-ended questions include the fact they 

tend to inhibit the respondent in that he has no freedom to supply 

information which he may consider to be relevant, furthermore he is 

not free to use whatever words he chooses. Closed-ended questions 

generally cannot accomodate accurately individual views. As Hunt et al 

(1964) discovered while interviewing political elites in the U.S.A., 

France and Austria, respondents protested strongly against the res

trictions imposed by the response categories provided. Hunt et al 

reported:

(ii) Closed-Ended Questions:
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"There were complaints that such devices were 'too 
brutal', that they provided no opportunity for con
sidering 'nuances', or that respondents had 'personal 
positions' u/ith regard to politics that would not fit 
into the categories provided."

Other disadvantages of clcsed-ended questions include their inability 

to cope effectively with policy matters and problems of top manage

ment decision making as argued by Heany (1955), Mintzberg (1975), and 

by Sayles (1970).

Paramount in our minds during the design of the particular questionnaire 

which was used in this study was the need to ensure that the questions 

asked solicited the desired responses. Since we believed that OR was a 

relatively new subject with which senior administrators may not be familiar, 

the question structures were such that respondents were generally not inhi

bited in that they were at liberty to release information which they 

believed was pertinent and they had the freedom to express themselves in 

whatever words they chose. The question structures were such that they 

were able to capture the wide variety of views that one believed existed 

in such a complex organisation and on such a complex issue as the introduc

tion of OR - a new and relatively unknown activity. In addition, the question 

structures were such as would permit the real views of the respondents to 

be assessed. In essence, in the light of the foregoing arguments and in 

recognition of the particular complexities inherent in the study, open- 

ended question structures were employed in the questionnaire which was 

designed and used in this particular research.

The Significant Factors Covered by the Survey Questionnaire:

In trying to persuade the management of an organisation to introduce QR 

into its services, we believe that the decision i,lakers in the organisation 

as well as the OR scientists would require some basic information in order
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to enable them to make the right decisions. In designing the particular 

Questionnaire which was employed in this study we concentrated our enquiry 

on factors which we believed to have pragmatic significance and pertinence 

in the process of the introduction of Operational Research (OR) into 

organisations, the Nigerian Civil Service in this particular case. These 

factors which were originally the product of abstract reasoning on our 

part were later tested against the experiences of practising OR scientists 

and those of managers who employ OR services in their organisations.

These factors were covered in the actual questionnaire under five broad 

key headings namely; (see Appendix I for the questionnaire used in the 

study).

1 . Environment in which Operational Research would be practised.

2. Existing knowledge about Operational Research.

3. Previous consultancy experience.

4. Availability of computer.

5. Prefered mode of introducing Operational Research.

0. Problems in introducing Operational Research.

The Sample Demography:

Having selected survey techniques for the study, it was decided that the 

problems of the introduction of OR into the civil service in Nigeria would 

be studied in relation to all the civil service units in the federation, 

that is, the study universe would include the civil service units in the 

nineteen States in the federation as well as the Federal Civil Service 

Unit. In view of the enormous monetary costs involved and the constraints 

of time imposed oy the research schedule, a combination of purposive and 

judgment sample was employed to limit the sample size to the Federal Civil 

Service Unit and five State civil service units namely; Lagos State, Oyo 

State, Kwara State, Benue State, and Plateau State civil service units.
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The five States were selected to reflect the politics-cum-geographical 

configuration of Nigeria. (See Figure 5.2 for a map of Nigeria).

In each of the sample, the target population were senior civil servants 

and the study population were administrative officers preferably, A com

plete enumeration was taken in each sample with the permanent secretaries 

as the sample frame.

THE PROBLEnS OF GAINING ACCESS:

Particular attention would be given to the problems of gaining access to 

the respondents because of its implications for further research in this 

area.

Gaining access to the appropriate respondents in a sample often constitute 

a main problem in survey research. Becker and Meyers (1975) who interviewed 

some bureaucrats in the USA suggested walking "right into the bureaucrats' 

office" without prior notification. Denitch (1972) in his study of opinion 

leaders in six sectors of Yugoslav society discovered that senior civil 

servants were more difficult to access and that the largest number of com

plaints came from them. Oenitch remarked:

"There was considerable difference in access to the 
six sectors of the study. The most difficult and 
cautious were the higher civil servants who, as per
haps the world over, sean to cultivate a gray anony
mity combined with a reluctance to express any inde
pendence or original vieus".

Zuckeruan (1972) who interviewed forty-seven nobel laureates in science 

started by writing "lengthy letters explaining the nature of the investi

gations", but soon discovered that "the laureates themselves did not 

indulge in lengthy communications".



Figure 5.*i

NIGERIA : SHOWING STATE BOUNDARIES AND STATE CAPITALS
States where interviews were conducted are marked with an asterisk.
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Unlike Zuckerman, Rooinson (I960) in his attempt to gain access to the 

US Members of Congress simply sent a one-page letter to each of the selected 

Senators and Representatives briefly stating the purposes of the research, 

the sponsor and the possible duration of the interview. Nevertheless, 

Robinson reported considerable difficulties in gaining access to the 

American Congressmen. Jones (1930) had a similar experience with the 

Congressmen.

Hunt, Crane and 'Jahlke (1934) in their cross-cultural comparative research 

involving American, French, and Austrian politicians initially sent a 

letter to all the respondents on their list explaining the project and 

soliciting co-operation. In Austria, the letter alone was sufficient.

In France however, gaining access proved to be a tou^h problem. Hunt et al 

noted:

"In France, more than three hundred letters were sent 
to prospective respondents. Yet it still required the 
utmost ingenuity and effort to track down a portion of 
those sought and to pin them down to an interview once 
they were found"

Letters, follow-up visits and even "loitering in the vicinity of the Palais 

Sourbon" were necessary before access could be gained to the respondents. 

Experience among American Legislators was similar to that in France, inter

personal contacts, friends, and even "working the floor" of the house were 

employed to gain access to the respondents.

In general, among the key points to note in writing a letter seeking to 

gain access to interview specialized respondents, particularly elites are 

the following:

(i) Clearly state the purpose of the interview,
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(ii) Present a simple description of the project,

(iii) 'Briefly state the purposes of the research and the importance of 

its findings,

(iv) State the sponsors of the research, if any, and

(v) State the nationality of the interviewer.

Saining Access to Migerian Senior Civil Servants:

Influenced by the experiences of earlier researchers and bearing in mind 

our particular case, since although there is a considerable knowledge and 

accumulated wisdom in Western industrialised societies about the art of 

gaining access and interviewing in general and in particular elites, not 

much can be found in the literature about the strategy and tactics of gain

ing access to and interviewing senior civil servants in the developing 

countries and in Nigeria in particular.

for cur particular case, once the list was compiled, a one and quarter 

page letter was written to all the Heads of Service in the sample, a copy 

of the letter was also sent to aach permanent secretary in the sample.

The letter though general, was designed to be personal. It briefly stated:

(i) the nationality of the research student and the specific request 

being made,

(ii) the nature of the research,

(iii) the research to that point in time and the necessity for the request 

for the interview,

(iv) the nature of the interview requested and persons considered must 

appropriate as respondents,

(v) the importance of the research to the Nigerian civil service, and

(vi) the months when the interviews would take place.
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Two annexes also accompanied the letter. Annex 1 briefly described 

Operational Research, introduced the ORASA Group, University of L'arwick; 

and gave an outlined profile of the research supervisor who is also the 

signatory to the letter. Annex 2 gave outlines of some of the tentative 

conclusions of the research findings at that particular point in time. 

(See Appendix II).

The Follow-Up Letter:

As soon as a sizable number of replies accepting to co-operate were 

received, (by mid-.lay), an itinerary was drawn up. Specific letters were 

then written to all the permanent secretaries in each of the ministries 

from where a letter of co-operation had been received thanking them for 

their willingness to co-operate. The latter gave the particular date and 

time when the research student would call on the permanent secretary to 

conduct the interview. The duration of the researcher in the particular 

area was clearly stated.

IJith these arrangements completed, the author proceeded to Nigeria in the 

first week of June 1963 to conduct the interviews. The result of the inter

views is discussed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE CUSTOMER

Introduction:

In this chapter me discuss the results of the interviews conducted in the 

Nigerian Civil Service in order to increase our understanding of the admin

istrators, and the situation with regards to some essential factors which 

we believed to be pragmatically significant and pertinent to the introduc

tion of OR into the government. The questions were addressed to senior 

civil servants, the potential customers of OR scientists, in their natural 

work environment during a personal interview. A summary of findings is 

provided.

In the analysis which follows, the interview responses are discussed under 

nine sectional headings reflecting nine essential factors which we believed 

to be of pragmatic significance and pertinence to the introduction of OR 

into the civil service. Each section begins with introductory statements 

indicating why the particular factor was measured, followed by identifica

tion of the particular questions discused in that section. Analysis of 

the responses are then made in details with reference to particular questions 

asked. The section is brought to a close by discussions of the main conclu

sions which are drawn from the analysis of the responses.

SOME TACTICAL PROBLEMS:

Preceding the detailed analysis of the interviews some interesting tactical 

problems which one believes could be important in future research in this 

area would be briefly discussed.
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As stated in Chapter Five a letter of request to interview senior govern

ment officials in connection with the introduction of OR into the Nigerian 

Civil Service was sent to the Permanent Secretary in one hundred and sixty- 

four ministries in six Civil Service Units (C.S.U.) in Nigeria. At the 

time the author travelled to Nigeria to conduct the interviews replies 

indicating willingness to co-operate were received from approximately 

fifteen percent of the sample. Similar positive replies were later 

received from approximately nine percent of the sample but they arrived 

too late. Overall, approximately twenty-three percent of the sample 

wrote indicating their willingness to co-operate.

Table 6*1 shows the response rate. "Early Replies" are those received 

before the author travelled, "Late Replies" are those received after the 

author had travelled. Positive-"+Ve"- replies are those who indicated a 

willingness to co-operate, while negative-"-Ve"- replies are those who 

for some stated reasons could not grant the interview.

The Initial Response:

Table 6*1 The Response Rate

Civil Service

Number of 
Permanent 
Secretaries 
Written to

Early Ri 
Perct

♦Ve

aplies
ant

-Ve

Late Re 
Perce

♦Ve

plies
nt

-Ve

Tot.
Pere

♦Ve

al
ant

-Ve

FEDERAL 38 15-79 2-63 7-89 5-26 23-68 7-89

LAGOS STATE 19 5-26 - 5-26 - 10-52 -

0Y0 STATE 34 8-82 - 5-88 - 14-70 -

KWARA STATE 29 24-14 - 6-90 - 31 -04 -

BENUE STATE 26 23-08 - 11-54 3-85 34-62 3-85

PLATEAU STATE 18 5-56 - 16-67 - 22-23 -

Total 164 14-63 0-61 8-54 1 -83 23-17 2-44
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Starting from an uncertain position regarding the response to our request 

to interview senior civil servants bearing in mind the experience in the 

transport study (Chapter Four), the "remarkable high response" of 

approximately fifteen percent was considered a great achievement and a 

good omen. Hence the possibility of increasing the response rate was 

anticipated, as such an amplifying device was built into the research 

instrument.

In order to produce a multiplier effect on the response rate, the last 

question to be asked was whether there was anyone else that could be 

spoken to on the subject (See Appendix I, Q.7). In approximately ninety- 

seven percent of the interview the respondent suggested someone else and 

actually assisted in contacting the prospective respondent. So effective 

was this device that in all the C.S.U.s selected for data collection, 

more prospective respondents were available than could be interviewed 

within the allocated duration of the interviews.

This enabled the useful response rate to rise from the initial fifteen 

percent approximately to twenty-three percent approximately, covering in 

sum total nearly all the ministries one would find in a particular C.5.U.

Table 6*2 shows the number of ministries and Statutory Corporations in 

each C.S.U. where interviews were conducted and the number of senior civil 

servants interviewed in each case.

The Amplifier:
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Table 6-2 Number of Ministries and Corporations Visited in each C.S.U.

Civil Service

Number of 
Government 
Ministries 
Visited

Number of 
Statutory 
Corporations 
Visited

Number of 
Senior 
Officers 
Interviewed

FEDERAL 7 - 11

LAGOS STATE 2 - 5

0Y0 STATE 7 1 15

KLIARA STATE 7 1 12

BENUE STATE 8 1 10

PLATEAU STATE 4 - 6

Total 35 3 59

The First Letter of Request:

An important factor in the success of the amplifier mechanism is the 

letter of request written about three months earlier. In all the cases 

where one respondent refered the author to another prospective respondent 

in a different ministry, the prospective respondent soon confirmed that 

his ministry had received the letter of request and in some cases 

apologised for their inability to reply promptly. But now that the 

research student was standing right there before him there was no reason 

why the student must not be assisted, particularly when a sister ministry 

had already granted the student interview. After a brief delay to enable 

the prospective respondent to obtain clearance from the permanant secretary 

or other appropriate officials of the ministry, the interview was always 

granted.

In one particular case only, did it take three call backs spread over 

five days before the clearance was finally given to the official to grant 

the interview.
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Respondent Control:

An important advantage of personal interview is the high degree of control 

the interviewer has over the choice of respondents.

Although it was stated in Chapter Five that the target population were 

administrative officers, the letter of request only suggested nominating 

a senior official with experience of the ministry. As a result, in some 

ministries Grade Level zero nine (GL09) or Grade Level ten (GL10) officers 

were nominated from either the administrative or the professional cadre 

to be interviewed.

From the experience gained in interviewing the first seven respondents 

who included administrative and professional officers on Grade Level 

sixteen (GL16) down to Grade Level zero nine (GL09), it became clear to 

the author that the most useful data would be collected from interviewing:

(i) Officers on Grade Level fifteen (GL15) and above.

(ii) Officers in the administrative cadre,

(iii) professionals who were heads of their departments.

These principles guided the rest of the interviews although officers on 

other grades were interviewed where it was not possible at the time of 

call for the more senior officers to grant the interview.

Table 6*3 shows the seniority of the officers interviewed and the number 

interviewed in each of the C.S.U.s sampled.



Table 6*3 Seniority of Officers Interviewed According to Grade Level (GL).

Civil Service GL171 GL16 GL15 GL14 GL1 3
11/ 

GL 12 GL10 GL09

FEDERAL 1 3 3 - - 2 1 1

LAGOS STATE - - 2 1 - 1 - 1

0Y0 STATE 1 - 12 2 - - - -

KUARA STATE 2 - 7 1 1 1 - -

BENUE STATE 4 - 1 4 1 - - -

PLATEAU STATE 1 - 2 - - - 1 -

Total 9 3 26 10 2 4 2 2

1. Permanent Secretaries in all the C.S.Us are classified as Grade Level seventeen 
(GL17) Officers.

Difficulties in Making Appointments:

Since appointments were fixed in advance without prior approval by the 

prospective respondents (this was because of the distance and state of 

communication involved), it was anticipated that there could be problems. 

Because of the tight time constraints imposed on the survey particularly 

by the impending general election in Nigeria at the time, the interview 

schedule was designed such that call back was almost impossible. This is 

a point made much more difficult by the poor state of telephone communica

tion in Nigeria and by the traffic situation in most Nigerian urban centres.

In general, it was.our experience that although no prior approval was 

received from the prospective respondents before the date and time of 

their interviews were fixed, where the letter communicating the appointment 

reached the respondents at least two weeks before the author arrived,the 

interview was granted in approximately sixty percent of the cases.
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Use of Tape Recorder:

Note taking and tape recording were the two methods employed simultaneously 

during the interviews. No particular negative effect was observed as a 

result of the use of the tape recorder. On the contray before the small 

portable cassette recorder which was used was placed on the table, most 

respondents expressed the fear of being secretly recorded. "I hope you 

are not hiding a recorder under your suit" one respondent querried just 

before the cassette recorder was brought out of the interviewer's brief 

case.

In general the use of the tape recorder in particular proved to be 

beneficial. Respondents were observed to take the survey seriously, were 

thoughtful and tended to be more precise in their discussions. They 

talked without inhibitions such as would have occured if they had to 

pause for the interviewer to write all that was being said. Respondents 

in the most senior grades were particularly eloquent and showed total 

disregard to the presence of the cassette recorder.

Our experience is similar to that of Zuckerman (1972) who interviewed 

the nobel laureates in science. On the use of tape recorder during the 

interview, Zuckerman noted:

"The usual disadvantage of recording - its 
tendency to provoke anxiety and inarticulateness 
- were not experienced with most respondents".

The Exceptions:

UJhen the interviewer placed the cassette recorder on the table, respondents 

were always told before the start of the interview that if they objected 

to the use of the cassette recorder either for the whole length of the 

interview or for any part of the interview they can turn it off. It was
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explained to the respondent that the main reason for using the cassette 

uias to save his time.

Only one respondent objected to the recording of the interview either 

through the use of the cassette recorder or by note taking. He was later 

persuaded to allow note taking during the interview. The interview turned 

out to be interesting lasting for nearly two hours. No particularly diver

gent views were expressed by this respondent on any of the questions asked.

Similarly only one respondent was observed to be visibly nervous during 

the interview. Midway through the interview the respondent exclaimed:

"I hope you are not a C.I.A. agent". After attempts were made to calm 

him the interview was resumed but was later terminated prematurely by 

the respondent. It is not clear whether his uneasiness had had anything 

to do with the recording, since the author offered to turn off the record

ing, but the respondent objected.

The third noticeable incident during the interviewing was when a respondent 

turned off the cassette recorder in order to make the remark "in our 

society what matters is not right but the political might one can wield". 

This in any case is a view expressed in some ways by over eighty percent 

of the respondents.

Background Information:

This survey was conducted in the months of June and July 1983. Two 

important events taking place at the time are worth mentioning although 

none of them was observed to have any direct effect on the survey.

(i) The interviews were conducted at a time of intense political

campaigns in preparation for the general elections scheduled to
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take place in August and September 1983

(ii) Civil Servants in some of the Civil Service Units in the country

had not been paid their regular salaries for some months at the time 

of the interview.

Participations

On the whole thirty-five ministries and three government corporations 

participated in the survey. Fifty-nine senior civil servants were inter

viewed in all. Table 6*2 shows the breakdown of the number of ministries 

and government corporations that participated in each of the selected 

Civil Serice Units. Also indicated on the table is the number of senior 

civil servants interviewed in the respective Civil Service Units.

Table 6-3 shows the seniority of the officers interviewed according to 

their Grade Level (GL) and the number of each category of officers inter

viewed in each Civil Service Unit.

Figure 6-1 shows a generalised and simplified organisational structure 

of a typical ministry in any of the Civil Service Units covered by the 

survey.

The following are the Civil Service Units (C.S.U.) in which interviews 

were conducted during the survey.

(i) The Federal Civil Service,

(ii) Lagos State Civil Service,

(iii) Oyo State Civil Service,

(iv) Kwara State Civil Service,

(v) Benue State Civil Service, and

(vi) Plateau State Civil Service.



In addition to the interviews conducted in the main Civil Service, the 

author also visited the Migerian Institute for Social and Economic 

Research (NISER), the University of Ibadan Consultancy and the Nigerian 

Institute for Strategic and Policy Studies, in order to ask questions 

regarding their involvement in the application of scientific method in 

problem-solving in the Civil Service.
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Figure 6*1 A Generalised and Simplified Organisational Structure 
of a Typical Ministry in the Civil Service in Nigeria



ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVIEWS

Introduction:

The purpose of the interview was to increase our understanding of the admin

istrators, and the situation with regards to factors which we believed 

to be pragmatically significant and pertinent to the process of the intro

duction of Operational Research (OR) into the civil service in Nigeria, a 

developing country. In the analysis which follows the data collected during 

the interviews are discussed in the context of the purposes of the parti

cular questions asked, and in the light of the global objectives and pur

poses of the research.

In analysing the interview responses one has found it necessary to classify 

the data under nine essential factors which one has discerned from the data 

as having pragmatic significance and pertinence in the process of the intro

duction of OR into the civil service in Nigeria. As McGrath (1964) has 

argued:

"...the field study investigator imposes a "strong" 
structure after, rather than before, he collects 
his data..." (p.555)

In this case the interview responses are discussed under nine headings 

reflecting the nine essential factors which were discernible to the author 

to have pragmatic significance to the introduction of OR into the Nigerian 

Civil Service. Each section begins with introductory statements indicating 

why the particular factor was measured, followed by identification of the 

particular questions discussed in that section. Analysis of the responses 

to the Questions are then discussed in details with reference to the par

ticular questions asked. The section is brought to a close by discussions 

of the main conclusions which are drawn from the analysis of the responses.
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The interview responses are analysed under the following nine sectional 

headings which are based on the nine essential factors which the author 

has discerned from the data.

1. Uork for OR scientists to do in the civil service.

2. Availability of funds in the ministry to support OR investigations.

3. Decision making and power structure within the ministries in the 

civil service.

U. Availability of trained and experienced OR personnel within the 

civil service.

5. Existing knowledge in the civil service about Operational Research.

6. Existing experiences in the civil service in working with consult

ants in general.

7. Availability of computer or computer terminals in the ministries 

in the civil service.

8. Prefered mode for the introduction of OR into the government.

9. Problems perceived by senior civil servants as pertinent to the 

introduction of OR into the government. 1

1. Uork for OR Scientists to do in the Civil Service:

In this section we discuss problem areas where OR scientists working 

in government can seek to influence government activities by undertaking 

studies in problem areas which are of strategic importance to government. 

Although it is generally recognised that there is much work that OR 

scientists can do in government in developing countries (Ackoff 1968, 

Horse and Brown 1975), the actual work done in the government and the 

problems the administrators have have never been thoroughly investigated 

by OR scientists. It is therefore not surprising for example, that 

what one finds in the literature on OR applications in the developing 

countries tend not to truely reflect the problems which are of major
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concern to governments in the developing countries (see Chapter Two).

Based on extensive interviews conducted in the Nigerian civil service 

during which senior administrators described in details the work they 

do and the problems they experience, we shall now suggest problem areas 

in the government where we believe OR projects which can make substantial 

contributions to the quality of decision making in the civil service 

can be initiated.

It is worth emphasising that before particular projects can be arranged 

discussions with appropriate officials would be necessary. It is not 

within the scope of this research to arrange specific projects on which 

□R investigations may be conducted. Furthermore the turbulence in the 

environment would make such endeavour worthless before government was 

actually prepared to commission such studies and before OR scientists 

were available to undertake the studies.

In the analysis which follows real live problem areas which were of 

major concern to government and on which we believe OR contributions 

of substance can be made are suggested. As emphasised by Rivett (1984) 

and Ackoff (1974) worthwhile OR studies should be directed at the 

"muddles" or "messes" of real live problems. From the various sugges

tions made by respondents about areas where they would expect OR assist

ance in the civil service it is one's view that OR scientists who are 

to work in the civil service may have to be prepared to find their way 

through the "muddles" or "messes" of real life. Whereas it might be 

possible that some of the problems mentioned by the respondents may 

not be suitable for OR investigations, it is difficult to say which 

problems may not be suitable for OR investigations in the light of the 

history of OR. As Beer (1970) argued OR is:
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"...using science to solve problems in the conduct of 
affairs - whether at the tactical or the strategic 
level, whether the problems were about activities on 
the ground or policies in the head."

In undertaking OH in the civil service in a developing country such 

as Nigeria one must be weary of the techniques approach to doing OR, 

as Geer (1970) rightly warned "let us take care that scientific insight 

is not obfuscated by its own technique."

In the analysis which follows project ideas are discussed in nine minis

terial sectors in the civil service covering agriculture, water resources, 

transportaiton, education, finance, trade and industry, health, economic 

planning, and miscellaneous sectors. The project ideas suggested need 

to be followed up at the appropriate time; that is, when government 

and OR scientists are both ready to start actual OR investigations in 

the civil service.

Analysis of the Responses:

Although the interviews were conducted in the order contained in the 

questionnaire, the analysis in this section is based on the responses 

to questions G1 (a-d) and 02 (b-e) (See Appendix I for details of the 

questions asked). Based on the responses to these questions we suggest 

the following sectors of the civil service and discuss real live problems 

in the sectors on which we believe OR studies wnich could be of substance 

and significance to government can be undertaken.

(i) Agriculture:

Agriculture in Nigeria is still predominantly in the hoe and cutlass 

stage. Whereas this subsistence agricultural practice was suffi

cient in the past to sustain the population, rapid population 

growth, rural-urban migration by the young, and other environmental



factors have necessitated the massive importation of food in the 

last couple of years thereby placing heavy burdens on the nations 

foreign exchange. In order to combat this rather unhealthy situa

tion since the country is blessed uith good agricultural land (see 

F.Ü.A. 1356), successive governments since the 1970s have promoted 

various "green revolution" programmes the impact of which is yet 

to be felt within the nation.

Government being aware of the urgent need to produce more food 

locally has made agriculture one of its priority areas in its pro

grammes for national development. In order to accelerate research 

and development in the agricultural sector, government effort has 

been directed at five key areas namely; root crops, grains, tree 

crops, dairy and poultry, and fisheries farming. Government is 

interested in modernising farming in each of these areas.

Given the well known contribution of OR in agriculture (see Chapter 

Two), one believes that OR studies can be initiated in this sector 

covering a number of problem areas. In one's view there is an 

urgent need for a thorough scientific evaluation of government 

"green revolution" programmes so that the options which are available 

to government in order for it to achieve its objectives in the 

most efficient manner can be clearly spelt out before it thereby 

enabling government to make better decisions. This is a problem 

on which one believes OR scientists can make vital contributions 

in finding solutions. Other problem areas include effective ferti

lizer usage, effective use of available agricultural machinery, 

the introduction of high yield variety grains, improved cropping 

patterns, design and manufacture of improved agricultural imple

ments, farm management, storage systems, improving fishing tech
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niques, dairy and poultry production, selection of livestock to 

breed, distribution and marketing of agricultural products, and 

the evaluation of agro-allied industries.

(ii) Water Resources:

Water is an essential commodity yet it is a rear commodity in 

many developing countries, the development of mater resources 

being yet in its infancy. As argued by WionczeK (1962) the develop

ment of mater resources is closely linked to agricultural develop

ment. The same is true in industrialisation and in the improvement 

of the basic standard of living of people (Sikka 1973). A large 

percentage of diseases contracted by people in the developing 

countries have their origins in the use of contaminated mater.

The problem of making good quality mater readily available to the 

masses of the population for domestic, agricultural and industrial 

usage is one that governments at all levels in Nigeria take 

seriously. This is an area mhere one believes OR scientists can 

assist government. In the last couple of years numerous technolo

gies have been adopted by the various governments to solve the 

problem of making good quality mater readily available. Ue believe 

that OR scientists can assist in the evaluation of these technolo

gies so that government can be advised on the best options avail

able to it in solving this great problem.

Additional problem areas mhere OR studies mould be valued include 

determining the mater needs for specific population centres, urban 

areas and rural communities; financing mater projects, the collec

tion of essential data necessary for mater resources planning, and 

the local production of mater accessories such as mater pumps, 

pipes, tanks etc.
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(iii) Transportation:

Public transport is considered by many to be a basic necessity 

comparable to education, health services and housing but like 

most essential services in Nigeria it is a big problem area (see 

rtdenyi 1363, Hays 1359, Lijesinghe 1976). This is a sector uhere 

one believes UR can easily make its mark since even the smallest 

improvement uould be easily noticed oy government and the general 

public.

Particular problem areas where OR studies could be initiated include 

planning of public transport for specific towns, cities, and whole 

communities; management of public transport, daily travel patterns 

in particular cities, toons and communities; provision of parking 

spaces in cities and towns (see Oodson 1363), ous routing and sche- 

dulling, and inaintenance of public transport, for inter-urban 

transport project ideas see Chapter four.

(iv) Education;

This is a sector where government has made massive investments. 

Problem areas where OR assistance cculd be vital include funding 

of educational institutions, manpower planning, collection of data 

needed for educational planning, determination of number, size 

and mix of schools required to meet the needs of particular areas 

(o.g. local government area or wncle btate), planning of courses 

offered in technical colleges, and location of schools and alloca

tion of students to then.

A particular problem area which has been of major concern to educa

tion planners and administrators is that uf linking education to 

national developoient. Ule believe that UR scientists can assist
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in studying the linkages between education and national development 

and hence assist in the formulation of policies to bring this about. 

During the interviews, many administrators expressed their frustra

tion over the lack of significant development in the scientific, 

technological and social fields despite massive government invest

ments in education at all levels and in all fields. In one's view 

this is a problem area where government would be willing to receive 

OR assistance.

(v) Finance:

Particular problem areas which were of expressed concern to many 

administrators and professionals in the finance ministries include 

efficient collection of revenues, preparation of annual budgets, 

control of government expenditure, auditing of vouchers and receipts, 

and the operation of government treasuries.

In one particular State visited the treasury was like a market

place, contractors and all sorts of people thronged the treasury 

like mobs in order to collect whatever they were oweo by government. 

The deputy Accountant General in the State cited that as a case 

where he believed if OR could help it would be "greatly appreciated". 

He also mentioned the case of fraud which he said was very rampant 

and of great concern to the government, he questioned if OR people 

could not help to devise means of reducing the incidence of fraud 

in the service. These are problem areas where one believes OR 

studies can be initiated after careful discussions with the appro

priate officials.

(vi) Trade and Industry!

This is the arm of government charged with the responsibility for



developing programmes for industrial development of the country 

or State. It undertakes feasibility studies of industrial projects, 

give guidelines on the location of industries, manage government 

industrial projects, negotiate partnership for government industrial 

projects, organise trade fairs and exhibitions, and advise indus

trialists and investors on opportunities available (e.g. in the 

country or in the State).

The administrators in this sector are presently assisted mostly 

by economists, industrial engineers and marketing specialists.

'Je believe that there is scope here for OR assistance in this sec

tor. Particular problem areas where OR studies could be initiated 

include developing planning models, conducting feasibility studies, 

investigating the inoustrial potentials of whole areas, and some 

aspects of trade fairs and exhibitions which are organised regularly 

by governments.

(vii) Health:

This is a sector where OR contribution is generally well known 

(see Boldy 1931, Shuman et al 1975, Stimson and Stimson 1972, Luck 

et al 1971). OR applications in this vital sector is yet to be 

substantial in the developing countries (see Chapter Two). Je 

believe that health services like transportation, is a sector in 

the Nigerian civil service where OR studies can easily make impact 

on the government and on the general public.

Among the problem areas where OR studies could be organised are: 

the reduction of queue lengths in hospitals, clinics and other 

health institutions» the reduction of the through-put-time in hos

pitals, health manpower planning, allocation of government resources



among health institutions, general health services planning, loca

tion of health services, more effective use of epidimiological 

services, the collection of data for health services planning, and 

the development of effective health policies.

(viii) Economic Planning:

Work in this vital sector of the civil service is presently under

taken mostly by economists. In the light of the work done in this 

sector described to the author during the interviews, one can see 

areas where OR assistance can greatly enhance the quality of advice 

given to government from this sector. OR scientists can assist 

in developing planning models which may be used in the formulation 

of government policies and in mapping out government development 

programmes.

A particular problem area which was of major concern to planners 

and administrators in the planning ministries was that of getting 

accurate data, this being essential for planning. Since 1963 there 

has been no accurate population census in Migeria. This problem 

of conducting an accurate census is a particular area where a number 

of administrators expressed their readiness to receive OR assist

ance. Although census is a hot political issue in Nigeria, one 

believes that the technology to enable the country to undertake 

an accurate census already exists. In one's view, this is a problem 

area where OR scientists can offer substantial assistance. Planning 

without reliable data presents enormous problems as outlined by 

Stolper (1936) based on experience in Nigeria.

Other problem areas where one believes OR assistance could be vital 

include national manpower planning, computation of G'O'P, inflation
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rates, commodity prices etc? making government revenue forecasts, 

and devising strategies for the effective implementation of govern

ment development programmes. The wide yap which often exists between 

government development programmes and their implementation was 

a problem area in which many administrators expressed great concern. 

(See Rondinelli 1379, 197S, Rondinelli and Jones 1975). Ue believe 

that OR as an applied science can offer vital assistance in this 

major problem area.

(ix) Miscellaneous Sectors:

As mentioned elsewhere (see Annex 2, Appendix II), OR is a well- 

established and widely used activity in government departments 

in the United Kingdom and in the U.S.A., as well as in many other 

countries in the developed world. Many major OR studies have been 

undertaken in most ministries in the U.K. and in the U.S.A. (See 

Chapter Three). Lie believe that the range of problems for which 

OR could be usefully applied is no less in the Migerian Civil Service 

than in the U.K. or the U.S.A. and its potential value is no less.

From the analysis of work done in the ministries it is one's con

clusion that OR studies of some sort which could oe of significance 

to government can be arranged in virtually all the ministries in 

the civil service. Other sectors in the government where one 

believes OR assistance can oe arranged include defence, police 

affairs, judiciary and justice, lands, employment, establishment, 

housing, urban and town planning, mineral exploration, and the 

public corporations (e.y., telecommunications, post office, elec

tricity, airways, railways, ports and waterways, insurance, bank

ing etc.).
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2. Availability of Funds in the Ministries to Support OR Investigations:

In this section we examined the situation regarding availability of funds 

to support OR investigations. Uuestions mere asked against the background 

of the uncertainty about which mode would be most prefered by the adminis

trators for the introduction of OR into the government. For example, if 

the establishment of a corporation on the lines of the RAND corporation 

iri the U.S.A. or the extensive use of external OR consultants (¡lodes (ii) 

and (v), page A3, a«), were overwhelmingly prefered then the availability 

of funds in individual ministries to support OR investigations could be 

critical to the problem of the introduction of OR into the civil service.

In the analysis which follows views expressed in response to questions 

CJ1 (e-f) and U3(j) were taken into consideration. (See Appendix I for 

details of actual questions asked).

Analysis of Responses:

'Jhen respondents were asked if they have funds allocated for consultancy 

services (01(e)) approximately forty-nine percent claimed that funds 

were allocated for studies in connection with the work done in the ministry; 

approximately fifty-one percent admitted to having no such allocations 

but that "funds could be found" if there was the need to engage the 

services of any consultants.

When asked about the percentage of project costs which would be allocated 

to consultancy services (Q1(f)), the responses varied as follows:

(i) don't know - approximately forty percent.

(ii) about five percent of particular project cost - approximately six 

percent.

(iii) about five percent of annual vote is allocated to consultancy
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services - approximately thirty percent.

(iv) more than five percent cf annual vote is allocated to consultancy 

services - approximately tuenty-four percent.

Later on in the interview however when respondents in the ministries 

where consultants have not been used in the last couple of years were 

asked for reasons why consultants have not been used, the overwhelming 

response was "there is no fund to co.nmission research". In the light 

of their earlier admission that "funds could be found" for consultancy 

services where necessary, it is one's view that the real reason could 

be that the administrators in these ministries jere simply being evasive 

or at best being somewhat overconfident as might be seen from the follow

ing response by one very senior officials

"you yet someone to do research when you are at a dead 
end or have lack of knowledge, lack of skill to perform 
a given function, than you I o c k  for that skill... I 
know my basic needs, I have no need for consultants."

In conclusion, analysis of the responses to Questions asked in this sec

tion revealed in one's view that funds tc undertake specific studies 

may not be a primary constraint to undertaking Oi! studies in the civil 

service. Tha real problem could be that of identifying areas where Or’! 

studios could be of value in the ministries, as argued by ¡Baldwin (197o), 

this is a task which only trained On scientists can undertake effectively.

a. Decision making and .->ouer Structure within the ministries in the Civil 
Services

Understanding the decision making processes in the civil service is 

essential tc the successful introduction (and practice) of OiB into the 

government, (sec interview with !ir. Turner). In this section we attempted 

to find out who rakes the decisions, how are the decisions made, who are



the principal actors and what is the relationship between the civil 

service and the politician. In the analysis which follows the responses 

to questions Cjl(y-n) are taken into consideration, (see Appendix I for 

details of the particular questions asked).

Analysis of the Responses:

In response to questions in this section respondents .nostly reiterated 

well known decision making procedures in the civil service namel/S deci

sion making in the civil service is hiorarchial, officers may comment 

along the line ‘out the final decision on administrative matters are taken 

by the permanent secretary while the minister (or commissioner in the 

States) takes the final decision on policy matters. Depending on the 

gravity of the case some decisions may be taken by the President (or 

governor in the States), at the Executive Council, or in the Senate (or 

House of Assembly in the States), (see Longa 197s, 193ui, 1930ii).

On how and where day to day decisions are made (Q1(y-j)), the practice 

varied between ministries. In some ministries for example, the permanent 

secretary is advised oy a standing committee on certain issues, in par

ticular on important issues where the permanent secretary is required 

to advise the minister (or commissioner), a common practise was for the 

permanent secretary to hold a meeting with heads of divisions in order 

to take their views into consideration before advising the minister (or 

commissioner).

Asked on the one whose views will count the most in the ministry on par

ticular issues (Ql(m)), respondents differed widely in their views.

Some1 expressed the view that thore was no one single individual in the 

ministry with a veto power. "Its team uork, decision making is not a 

one 'nan affair" one responde.it explained. Jne director in a federal
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ministry likened the decision making situation to a cybernetic system.

"Its like a cybernetic system, objective agreement is what counts most" 

he emphasised. Some respondents were of the view that "the professional 

views count very sriously", they argued that the permanent secretary as 

an administrative officer depends on the professionals. Some of these 

respondents maintained that the views of the permanent secretary was 

final but that "he relies heavily on service chiefs" (i.e., directors and 

heads of departments). It is the view of some respondents that the 

minister (or commissioner) was the person with the last say on all matters 

in the ministry.

On the relationship between the permanent secretary and the minister 

(or commissioner), the response was generally a reiteration of uell known 

positions in the civil service (see Longe 1979, 19o0iii). The permanent 

secretary was generally regarded as the accounting officer of the ministry, 

he is the principal adviser to the minister (or commissioner), he is 

responsible for the day to day management of the ministry and, he works 

with the minister (or commissioner) to implement party policies as they 

apply to his particular ministry. The minister (or commissioner) was 

regarded as the chief executive of the ministry, he is the representative 

of the party in power and he is in the ministry to see to the implementa

tion of the party manifestos as it applies to the particular ministry.

The minister or commissioner is the ministry's link to the President 

(or Governor) and to the Executive Council.

It is one's conclusion based on the analysis of responses to questions 

asked in this section that except for minor routine decisions, decision 

making power basically rests with the permanent secretary and the minister 

(or commissioner) in a ministry. Under these circumstances, how OR is 

integrated into the existing structure of government is important and
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needs to be carefully considered during the introduction of OR into the 

civil service. In one's view it would not be sufficient to just train 

civil servants on how to undertake JR investigations or on how to use 

OR techniques, (see Luck 1979, Clayson 1960). One believes that the 

establishment of the OR function in the civil service such that it fits 

"neatly" into the existing decision making or power structure is a com

plicated ratter and merits careful evaluation, (see Radnor et al 1958, 

Rubensteiri 1960, Rubenstein et al 1957, Tansik et al 1S71, Kornhauser 

1962).

If the impact of OR is to be felt in the government, it is one's view 

that OR's position in the civil service has to be such as would allow 

it to directly influence the tactical, strategic and policy decisions 

which are made by government. The experience of OR scientists in the 

British and the American civil services, and in the public corporations 

in these countries lends credence to tnis point of view. Under the exist

ing structure in the civil service, it is one's view that OR would be 

most effective if the head of OR reports directly to the permanent secre

tary.

As argued by Rivett and Ackoff (1s6b), the OR Society U.X. (1966), and 

the panel appointed by the National Academy of Sciences (1975), for OR 

to be effective it must report at high levels in the organisation (e.g., 

one step below the chief executive or directly to him). In the parti

cular case of the Migerian civil service, it is one's conclusion from 

the analysis of the decision .naking process and the power structure in 

the ministries, that the permanent secretary as the principal adviser 

to the chief executive in a ministry is the most appropriate officer 

to whom the head of OR should report. This will ensure that government 

enjoys the full benefits of OR services in the civil service just as



argued by Rivett and Ackoff (1363) in the case of the reportiny level 

of OR in industrial organisations. Furthermore the suggested arrange

ment is relatively consistent with the level at which OR reported in govern 

ment during its pioneering days as reported by Haddington (1373).

A. Availability of Trained and experienced OR Personnel dithin the Civil 
Service:

The question of finding OR scientists of the right calibre and experience 

is one which was examined in this section. As recommended by the OR 

Society U.K. (1353) to the Fulton Committee on the Civil Service, the 

selection of the right calibre of OR staff is essential to the success 

of OR in government. Although it is generally believed that there is 

a pool of trained OR staff in Migeria, where they are and what they do 

is generally not well known. For example Adegbeyemi and Longe (1375) 

could not find any reasonable OR activity in industries in Nigeria.

Iri this section we attempted to find out if these were some trained OR 

scientists angaged in OR services in the government. The question of 

how staff, particularly senior staff are recruited into the civil service 

was also examined in this section. In the analysis which follows, the 

responses to questions Q1(o) and Q2(f,g) are considered, (see Appendix I 

for details of questions).

Analysis of Responses:

Jhen asked if there was any one in the ministry doing OR or trained in 

OR, tiie response was simply "none". To the question on how staff are 

recruited, respondents explained that junior staff (GL01 to GL06), ware 

directly recruited into the ministry while senior staff (GLG7 and above) 

were recruited by the Civil Service Commission. When respondents were 

further questioned about how the Commission yets to know their particular 

staff needs, it was explained that personnel needs were determined at 

the time of the annual budget. Request for new staff would have to
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be approved by the Establishment Division.

One's conclusion from the analysis of the responses to questions posed 

in this section is that there are a substantial number of Nigerians uho 

have oeen trained in On out uho might not be practising the science at 

least full-time, many are knoun to be in the universities as might be 

expected based on fickoff (1974). The absence of trained OR scientists 

in the civil service indicates that during the introduction of OR into 

the government, there could be a problem of lack of OR scientists with 

experience in civil service problem solving among indigenous trained 

Jf< scientists. As Sagastic (1972), Smith (1373), and 33ndyopadhyay and 

Uarae (1dou) have bitterly criticised, indigenous 00 scientists have 

not been able to demonstrate their ability to apply OR in real-live 

problem solving in the developing countries. Thus we could be in a situa

tion uhere the administrator as usll as the OR scientist are both learners, 

a rather shake/ ground in one's view for a pioneering OR activity.

In general a supply problem exists in one's vieu during the introduction 

of OR into the civil service. An added complexity being that of finding 

personnel of the right calibre to train in OR and uhere to train them.

As already pointed out (see Annex 2 Appendix II), DR staff need to be 

formally trained in the use of OR techniques and in the methodology of 

undertaking OR investigations, besides, they must have a suitable person

ality for the job. Some respondents tried to exploit this problem, for 

tnem the supply problem was a good defence against the introduction of 

DR into the government. Tnis could be seen from the query raised by 

one respondent when fie retorted:

"Go you have institutions in this country uhere people 
can be trained? .mother proolem is the right material 
to be trained, is not everybody that can be used."
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As has been already Mentioned (see Annex 2 Appendix II), if a substan

tial number of Nigerians who have been trained in DR can be identified 

and attracted into the government, they .night be able to play a vital 

part in solving the supply prcblen. Nevertheless as aryued oy Rivett 

and Ackoff (1 363), morse and Srown (1975), the QR Society U.K. (1953) 

and by the panel appointed by the .Jetional Academy of Sciences (1976), 

the recruitment of the right caiiore of OR staff is critical to the 

successful introduction of QR into an organisation. This is a problem 

uhich one believes merits careful examination (see Chapter Seven).

£xistina Knowledge in tne Civil Service About Operational Research:

Given that until a fact is known it can not oe effectively applied as 

argued oy Street (1950), we were interested in knowing hou much aware

ness existed in the civil service about QR. Je believed that this know

ledge will enhance our understanding of the problems of the introduction 

of QR into the government. In this section we explored through direct 

questioning tne degree of awarene-ss which existed in the civil service 

obout the subject of Operational Research (OR). In the analysis uhicn 

follows this awareness is discussed based on the responses to question 

(02(a-e). (see Appendix I for details of particular questions).

Analysis of Responses:

From the analysis of the responses to ths ieading question, Q2(a), one 

was parsuadec that OR was generally not widely known. Some respondents 

admitted total ignorance about OR, for example one respondent when asked 

to say what he knew aoout OR (02(a)) promptly replied: "I don’t know 

it at all", another asked to be educated: "I don't know, I want you to 

enlighten me".

Some respondents confused OR uitn activities such as Organisational
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Dynamics (0 & 0), w'crk study, o r some social research. For example, one 

respondent when asked about OR retorted: "Operational Research, I think 

they have a long way to go with this L'ork Study analysis..." Another 

replied:

"Operational Research, I have not carried out one myself, 
I think Operational Research is supposed to be that 
aspect of research where the researcher goes to stay in 
the organisation or in the community and see how parti
cular business which he is carrying out research on is 
being carried out, in fact he becomes a participant 
observer."

Some respondents, perhaps trying not to admit ignorance of the subject 

or oeiny over confident, supported their description of OR by claiming 

to know what OR is or by claiming to have learnt some techniques of CJR 

some years past even though thair description of OR left one in doubt 

about their awareness of OR. For example, one respondent declared:

"Operational Research as is so-called has to do with 
exploration of various ways that you enhance efficiency 
in tlie performance of one's job... I know much about 
it, I knew its scope, I know its usefulness..."

Another respondent claimed:

"Uell, it's a lony time that I have read this Operational 
Research, I think I read about Operational Research in 
1364, it's a long time ago, I only know that it's a way 
of finding how to improve the performances of duties, 
that's all I know about it as of now, improvement of 
performance of duties."

The questions relating to where OR mignt be applied in the ministry 

(Cj2(b-d)), were generally not asked. Flexibility of personal interview

ing and the flexibility built into tne interviewing instrument allowed 

the interviewer to skip questions uhich he felt were inappropriate
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following the response to a preceding question. iience in most cases 

respoiidents wore given a brief description of SJ.t and then asked if the/ 

could think of areas where OR might be usefully applied in their ministry 

(Cj2(e)).

Since the subject was relatively neu to most respondents, many were 

unable to say much uhiie sane simply kept silent. in . rder to maintain 

the respondent's enthusiasm and keep the interview going, soma examples 

of successful UR investigations uere oriefly described to respondents 

iii order to break the silence. One of the examples being always closely 

related to the work done in the particular ministry (see Chapter Two).

In all cases respondents were able to suggest some problem areas in their 

ministry or in the government at large where they believed 03 assistance 

could be of significance.

Analysed on a three point scale, the auareness which existed about OR 

in the civil service may os summarised as follows:

(i) OR dot ‘Jell i<noun: Respondents in this category either admitted 

(often before they were asked) that they did not know much about 

Operational Research or attempted vaguely to recall something 

learnt or heard sometime past uhich they considered to be 

Operational Research, others simply made intuitive guesses about 

what Operational Research is.

3y far the largest number of respondents belong to this class, 

approximately ninety-three percent of the respondents can be said 

to know little or nothing about OR.

(ii) UR Known: Respondents in this class clearly demonstrated a higher
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decree of awareness of the subject than the first class of res

pondents. These respondents recalled taking courses on which sone 

"DP! techniques" were taught, although generally they could not 

say confidently uhat OR is or of what particular benefits the 

techniques learnt have bean to than. Approximately seven percent 

of the respondents are in this category.

(iii) OR ¡Jell Known: These were respondents who did a particular course 

in Operational Research (OR), ¡'lanagenent Science (MS), or Systems 

Analysis (SA), and hold an academic qualification in it, or who 

were engaged in tne practise of OR, MS or SA. iJo such respondent 

was discovered during the interviews, that is they constituted 

zero percent of the respondents.

It is one's conclusion from the analysis of the existing knowledge about 

OR in the civil service that a problem of ignorance about OR exists.

One believes that for OR to be successfully introduced into the civil 

service soi.iethiny uould have to be done about this problem particularly 

as it affects the decision to introduce OR. In one's view, there is 

the need for some sort of OR education in the civil service particularly 

at the higher levels of government from where the decision to get OR 

started in the government nay have to cone.

B. Existing Experiences in the Civil Service in Working With Consultants 
in General:

In this section we tried to explore the experiences which existed in 

the civil service in working with consultants in general, either foreign 

or indigenous, .management consultants or engineering consultants 

(Q3(a-b)). OR being a consulting activity which generally demands 

active client participation, we were interested in knowing the extent 

to which civil servants were involved in studies undertaken for govern-
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ment by consultants (Q3(c)). Ue uere also interested in knowing whether 

the consultants were foreigners or Nigerians. UJe believed that this 

knowledge would enhance our understanding of the problems of the intro

duction of OR. As argued by Ackoff (1966) and P'iorse and Brown (1976) 

for a nation to succeed in solving its own problems it must train its 

own indigenous problem solvers. Other problems examined in this section 

included the process of recruiting consultants to undertake jobs in the 

civil service (Q3(f)). This being of particular interest because such 

understanding might be useful if the mode adopted for the introduction 

of OR into the civil service is some sort of corporation. The other 

problem area explored in this section was the situation regarding the 

implementation of the findings of consultants who have worked for govern

ment. This is a point of particular interest since implementation is 

what brings the benefits of studies to the client. Although the studies 

undertaken in the government might not be QR studies, the attitude of 

government in general to the implementation of studies undertaken in the 

civil service could be a pointer to what OR scientists working in govern

ment may expect. Analysis of the responses to the various questions 

asked in this section will now be presented, (see questions Q3(a-h), 

Appendix I for details of particular questions asked.)

Analysis of Responses:

Analysis of the responses to the questions in this section revealed that 

some measure of experience existed in the civil service in working with 

consultants in general. Consultancy services have been offered to govern

ment in the problem areas of engineering designs, feasibility studies, 

staff reorganisation, manpower utilization, demographic surveys and other 

data collection surveys.

Some ministries had a policy whereby one or two members of their staff
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were assigned to work with the consultants, to actively participate in 

the studies, in the writing of the report and in the implementation of 

the recommendations. As one respondent explained:

"One or two of our staff are attached to the consultants, 
and we ensure that they participate in the writing of the 
report, so that they can lead in the implementation. As 
a rule, there must be active participation of our staff 
in all consultancies undertaken for the ministry."

In spite of the above response it would be misleading to believe that 

a number of civil servants have now acquired the art of problem solving 

since in general expertise in the areas where consultancies were offered 

is seldom available in the government as Okoli (1982i) has revealed. In 

some other ministries the situation was different, in these cases "project 

briefs" were given to the consultants, no member of staff participated 

directly in the study, when the report was submitted, it was appraised 

in the ministry and recommendations were made to the government. As 

one respondent explained:

"once a project has been given to a consultant the 
ministry does not involve itself in it, the consultants 
are paid for the job, it's like subletting. It was given 
out because the ministry was unable to handle it, there 
is therefore no need for a member of staff to be with the 
consultants, b'hat the ministry does is to appraise the 
report and make final recommendations to the permanent 
secretary."

The consultancy services were generally undertaken by foreign consultants, 

local consultants (this include university based consultants, government 

research institutions, and indigenous consulting firms), and by civil 

service Tanagement Consulting Units (where they exist). Approximately 

fifty-two percent of the studies cited during the interviews were under

taken by foreign consultants, approximately twenty-nine percent by local 

consultants and approximately nineteen percent by the civil service
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¡•lanagernent Consulting Onits. The process of recruiting the consultants 

varied among the ministries, while some invited open tender, some kept 

a register of consultants, others simply invited quotations from known 

consulting firms when there was need for their services.

Jn the implementation of the studies, analysis of the responses indicated 

that approximately seventy-nine percent of the studies cited during the 

interviews were said to have been fully or partially implemented, approxi

mately six percent were not implemented due to lack of funds while 

approximately five percent failed to oe implemented due to reasons such 

as cnange of government or change of policy (examples of turbulence in 

the environment).

From the analysis of the responses in this section, it is one's conclusion 

that unliKe the situation in the Li^itish and the American civil service, 

there is paucity of experience in working with 03 scientists in the civil 

service in Nigeria. This implies that during the introduction of ¿JR into 

the government learning may proceed slowly. Some measure of experience 

in working with consultants in general nevertheiess exists in the civil 

service from which OR may indirectly profit. Although it would be mis

leading to relate the experience directly to participation in OR studies, 

it does however represent some degree of encouragement for OR work in 

the civil service when the activity gets started in the government. The 

minority of cases where government involvement in the studies was only 

limited to giving "project briefs" and appraisal of the completed reports 

do not augur well for government since it denies the civil service of 

valuable and in some cases rare experiences. For OR work especially it 

couid be unhelpful. As argued by Horse and Bacon (1967), active involve

ment by administrators couid expedite implementation. The points made 

by Horse and Bacon is worth underscoring, they declared:
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"A report is not a successful solution to an operational 
problem. The true success, the implementation of the 
recommendations, is much more likely if, in addition to 
the report, a feu/ members of the administrative staff 
have worked closely with the consulting team so that 
they understand the main outlines of the analysis and 
the reasons for the conclusions." (p.13).

The other point from the foregoing analysis which should be of concern 

to government is the high level of work being done by foreign consultants. 

In one's view, it is in the better interest of the nation that government 

should develop its own indigenous problem solving capabilities. A similar 

point was made by a panel appointed by the government in 1979 to look 

into this sort of problems (Qkoli1962i, 1982ii). The existing Management 

Consulting Units while making vital contributions in this direction are 

severely handicapped by a number of factors, prominent among which are 

the problems of staffing, organisation, and renumerations.

The existing Management Consulting Units in the civil service are gener

ally staffed with personnel who are not trained in the sciences, this 

severely limits their capabilities with regard to methodology and the 

range of problems which they can effectively tackle. They are in general 

administrative officers. This means that officers upon whom government 

has invested enormous resources in training to do consultancy work, sel

dom have the time to do such work. Some of the officers interviewed 

believed that the establishment of a special cadre for these group of 

administrative officers might help to ease the problem. The other limit

ing factor is the sheer frustration experienced by the staff due to what 

they saw as low remunerations paid to them compared to what their collea

gues in the private sector earns.

It is one's conclusion from the analysis of the responses to questions 

in this section that for government to successfully tackle the problems 

of development it must develop indigenous problem solving capabilities
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uithin the civ/il service. The problens confronting the government cannot 

be effectively and efficiently solving by depending on foreign expertise 

nor can it be satisfactorily solved by sheer ad hoc decision making.

As pointed out by Horse and Broun (1976), external help is not good 

enough, and as emphasised by the OR Society U.K. (1S68), the major policy 

and strategic problems which often confront governments need to be tackled 

by using scientific method. It is one's view that the introduction into 

the government, of Operational Research (OR), an interdisciplinary problem 

solving activity which is based on scientific method, is a solution to 

this problem.

As pointed out elsewhere (see Annex 2, Appendix II), we believe that 

the Nigerian Civil Service has the management sophistication which would 

enable them to make effective use of OR investigations. For example, 

all the respondents interviewed by the author during the study, had at 

least a first degree or equivalent, while approximately ninety percent 

had post graduate degrees or diplomas in addition. And without exception, 

every one of the respondents had undergone a number of intensive short 

courses of some sort organised in institutions locally or abroad. 'Je 

believe that the effective use of OR implies a degree of sophistication 

on the part of the administrators concerned and in their willingness to 

explore alternatives. In our vieu, the Nigerian senior administrator is 

no less willing to explore alternative solutions to a problem than his 

counterparts elsewhere nor is he any less sophisticated. Hence we are 

persuaded that the introduction of OR into the government would be an 

effective solution to the problem of developing problem solving capa

bilities within the government based on application of scientific method.

7. Availability of Computer or Computer Terminals in the .'linistries in the 
Civil Service:

Computer is an invaluable tool in OR studies, hence in this section we
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investigated the situation uith regards to computer availability in the 

civil service in general and in particular ministries. "Do you have a 

computer in this ministry?" (Qu(a)), uas the leading question addressed 

to all rspondents during the interviews. Where a computer uas available 

questions were asked about the means of accessing it (Q4(b,c)), avail

ability of computer staff (03(d)), how the computer is actually used in 

the ministry (04(e)), and the use of computers in consultancy studies 

undertaken for government (03(i)). The analysis which follows is based 

on the responses to questions Qa(a-e) and Q3(i). (See Appendix I for 

details of particular questions).

Analysis of Responses:

"There is no computer in this ministry" was the general response to the 

leading question in this section (0«(a)). in all the five State civil 

service units where interviews were conducted during this research, no 

computer or computer terminal was available. The federal Civil Service 

was the only place where a mainframe computer was available in the 

federal Office of Statistics and a mini-or micro-computer in the federal 

Ministry of National Planning. The computers were operated by computer 

staff and there were no terminals assigned to any office.

Although a large computer is an invaluable tool in OR studies, in one's 

view the absence of computer should not prevent the introduction of UR 

into the civil service. Even in the industrialised countries OR was 

being done before computers became available. As 3eer (1970) warned 

we should not "let our understanding vanish down the nearest data-drain 

to be lost in the viscera of a vast digital computer." What one believes 

may be necessary is for the OR group to have access to a large modern 

computer.
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In one's view the increasing use of micro-computers with the opportunities 

they introduce for application in non-routine situations has created a 

major nej field of application for OR. Therefore for the day to day use of 

the young OR group in the short term, mini-computers or even powerful 

micro-computers may be prefered to hand-hsld calcuiators. Besides private 

firms which provide computer services, computers are now available in a 

number of universities in Nigeria, so that the problem of computer avail

ability may not be as bad as it may appear at first particularly to some

one who was trained in the developed countries where computer and computer 

terminals are readily available.

6. Prefered .'lode for the Introduction of OR into the Government:

In this section we explored the mode prefered by the senior Nigerian 

public administrators for the introduction of OR into the civil service. 

Uften when the problems of the introduction of OR into organisations 

are discussed, the views and preferences of the administrators and mana

gers into whose organisations the introduction of OR is proposed tend 

to be ignored, (see OR Society u.K. 1950, morse and dacon 1957, Rivett 

and Ackoff 195o, national Acadeny of Sciences 1375, White 1975, Radnor 

et al ldbti, Rubenstein 195J).

Ue believe that in the introduction of OR into an organisation, in par

ticular the civil service in a developing country, it is essential to 

engage the senior administrators in discussions on the mode which is 

most likely to lead to success from their own point of view as the poten

tial customers of OR services. In introducing a new activity such as 

OR into organisations, particularly in developing countries we oelieve 

that one needs to proceed warily being careful not to impose a mode on 

the organisation, since little is known at present about the best mode 

for OR activity in government or in industry. One believes that the
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mode Py uhich OR is introduced into the civil service in a developing 

country could be a determining factor in whether the programme succeeds 

or fails.

In this research three possible approaches by which a government might 

introduce OR into its services were presented to fifty-nine senior 

Nigerian public administrators among whom were nine permanent secretaries. 

The approaches which were presented to the administrators will now be 

discussed and the responses analysed, (see Appendix I, Q5).

Modes/Question:

There are a number of possible ways by which a government can introduce 

Operational Research into its services, for example:

(i) A government may set up a department which will provide Operational 

Research Services to all ministries in the government,

(ii) A government may establish a corporation which will provide

Operational Research Services for government ministries only, and

(iii) A government may establish Operational Research groups in selected 

ministries to provide Operational Research Services.

Uhich of these approaches do you think is best for you?

Analysis of Responses:

Analysis of the responses to this question revealed that senior civil 

servants had strong preferences on the mode by uhich they believed 

government should introduce OR into the civil service. Some respondents 

believed that the establishment of a Central OR group would serve the 

purposes of government better. One such respondent argued:
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"I think a Central Operational Research Service would 
be better, because if you have a crop of scientists 
attached to various ministries they may be working at 
cross-purposes."

Strong cases were made for the establishment of a corporation by some 

respondents. One such respondent passionately made the following case:

"One would prefer a Bureau of Management Consultancy 
for the government, the reasons are, they can hire 
more competent experts, give neutral independent view, 
make practical recommendations, and prevent biases.
A group within the government may allow fear of the 
boss to affect its recommendations, and it .may not be 
able to see problems from the outside. One prefers a 
corporation."

There were respondents who believed that the location of OR groups in 

some selected ministries would be prefered by government. A respondent 

with this persuation argued:

"It is very difficult to say which approach is better, 
because you have to take many factors into consideration; 
if you have an omnibus organisation, such an organisation 
has to be well staffed with people of various disciplines 
serving such organisation. Whereas on the other side, 
if you base it in the ministry it means you will have to 
make such an organisation part of that particular ministry. 
So you can talk in terms of the advantages and disadvantages 
of each of them. One is likely to be less expensive than 
the other, but frankly speaking you may discover that 
government may not need to set up such organisation in all 
ministries, but honestly I don't think government needs to 
set up an omnibus organisation for the entire civil service, 
may be government can say, okay, which are the co-ordinating 
ministries in the entire service, and just set it up in 
such ministries."

There were respondents who prefered hybrid modes. One such respondent 

who prefered the combination of a corporation and the location of OR 

units in the ministries presented his argument thus:
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"I have a feeling that I will tend to combine two, 
in the sense that I will first choose this idea of 
Corporation, that is, if the Corporations are going 
to charge the ministries or departments for whom they 
do these researches. Then I will also at the same time 
support or buy the idea that some people trained some
how in Operational Research should be posted to some 
ministries, so that at least some basic data on the 
operations of the ministry could be collected and 
stored, because it is very cumbersome, even if there is 
Operational Research Corporation to be invited to solve 
a problem and sometimes some basic information are not 
just available to solve that problem. I feel that some 
people trained somehow in Operational Research methods 
should be posted to certain ministries..., iiinistry of 
b'orks, Housing, Agriculture, Health, Rural Development, 
and Co-operatives, that is why I talk of combination.
If you decide to set up Operational Research Units for 
each ministry, you may be spreading too thinly the 
resources you have for research. If you colate all the 
resources together in a place, make it a department of 
government, purely civil service affairs, the result, I 
am not castigating the civil service, the result may not 
come out as fast as you want. So the idea of Corporation 
is quite acceptable to me, but at the same time there 
should be some sort of combination, such that some people 
trained somehow in Operational Research should be attached 
to ministries so that information could grew, be stored 
and grow so that when the Corporation comes to do a job fer 
a ministry it has some basic information to rely upon, this 
is how I feel."

There were those who prefered a combination of all three approaches. 

One such respondent made the following case:

"I like to say, in practice you discover that it is a 
combination of all these which is most suitable, I am 
not saying that is the best, what is most suitable may 
not be the best, I am sure you know your administrative 
theory, the optimal point is not to be attainable. I 
say this because if you commission a few people to 
devote themselves to Operational Research, that is a 
parastatal. Unless of course they have intense exposure 
to the civil service system and don't intend to lose 
sight of what is expected of them, their perception of the 
civil service .nay not be used, it may not be in tune with 
reality. On the other hand, once you get ministry dotted 
with Operational Research experts, they get swalled up 
in the system."

For some respondents, the civil service was not yet ripe for OR. One 

such respondent gave the following cautious response:
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"I think the best approach for our kind of set up will 
be the location of these units within the various 
departments...but what I am saying is that at the 
present, at best on balance, what we have is just 
Operational Research in its pure rudiments, not the 
full fledged kind of thing that you will call confidently 
Operational Research... You take everything on balance, 
the time for full fledged Operational Research is probably 
not yet, it is not far off, but is certainly not yet..."

For some respondents there was no need for OR in government. A respondent 

who was of this disposition retorted:

"You get someone to do research when you are at a 
dead end or have lack of knowledge, lack of skill to 
perform a given function, then you look for that skill. 
I have too much around that needs to be done, too much 
of what I know needs to be done which I cannot do, 
basic rudimentary problems, net because I do not know 
the way to get the resources... I know my basic 
needs... I have no need for consultants, government 
does not need Operational Research."

A summary of the modes prefered by the respondents and the principal 

arguments adduced in support of them is as follows (see Table 6*4):

(i) "A Central OR Group with staff to locate in the ministries". This 

mode was prefered by approximately thirty-nine percent of the 

respondents. Approximately twenty-two percent of the most senior 

respondents favoured this node. The principal arguments advanced 

in favour of this mode were:

(a) the manpower problem tends to be more manageable,

(b) the cost of establishing the group could be less,

(c) the group could be used by government to serve other purposes,

(d) it prevents the scientists from working at cross-purposes.

(ii) "A government Corporation to serve both the public sector and the
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private sector, and have staff attached to ministries." This 

approach was favoured by approximately twenty percent of the res

pondents. Approximately eleven percent of the most senior respon

dents favoured this mode. Among the principal arguments adduced 

in favour of the approach were:

(a) it is most likely to achieve better and quicker results,

(b) it will be divorced from bureaucratic processes,

(c) it can give independent and unbiased assessment and recommen

dation,

(d) it will be able to hire more competent staff.

(iii) "OR groups located in selected ministries." This node of intro

ducing OR into the civil service was the choice of approximately 

thirty-six percent of the respondents. Approximately forty-five 

percent of the most senior respondents favoured this mode. Some 

of the strong arguments advanced in favour of this mode were:

(a) it will be free from bureaucratic processes,

(o) it is easily accessible,

(c) it can give quick response to call for assistance,

(d) it will be able to give better attention to the problems in 

the ministry.

(iv) "A combination of the three approaches." This suggestion was

supported by less than two percent of the respondents. Approximately 

eleven percent of the most senior respondents favoured this mode.

No proper argument was advanced in its favour except that "it may 

be the most suitable approach although niay be unattainable in 

practice."
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(v) "It's not yet time for OR to be introduced into the civil service." 

This argument was advanced by less than two percent of the respon

dents. None of the most senior respondents favoured this point of 

view. Although no strong arguments were put forward in support of 

this position, its proponents just had "the feeling that time was 

not yet ripe" for OR in the civil service.

(vi) "Government does not need OR". This position enjoyed the support 

of less than two percent of the respondents. Approximately eleven 

percent of the most senior respondents favoured this point of view. 

It was the view of the supporters of this position that they know 

what their needs are and as such they do not need OR assistance.

Table 6 -1 Prefered mode for the introduction of Operational Research 
into the civil service in Nigeria.

Responcents Permanent
in favour. Secretaries

M O D E in favour.
Percent Percent

(i) A Central OR Group with staff to
locate in ministries 39 22

(23) (2)

(ii) A government Corporation to serve
both the public sector and the
private sector, and have staff 20 11
attached to ministries (12) ( D

(iii) OR Groups located in selected
ministries 36 45

(21) (A)

(iv) A combination of the three
approaches < 2 11

( D ( D

(v) It's not yet time for OR to be
introduced into the civil service <2 •

( D (0 )

(vi) Government does not need OR < 2 11
( D

________________

Notes Actual number of respondents in favour of inode is shown in 
parenthesis.
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One's conclusion from these analysis is that respondents in general pre- 

fered OR groups lodged uithin the administrative structures of govern

ment namely; in the ministries, (see (i) and (iii) above). Uhile some 

respondents prefered the groups to be centrally administered, others, 

permanent secretaries in particular, prefered autonomous ministerial 

OR groups (see (i) and (iii), Table 6*«). In general, the "arche-types" 

found among Peruvian public administrators by Sagastic (1972), were in 

the minority (see (iv)-(vi), Table 3-4).

The preferences expressed by the Nigerian public administrators is in 

contrast to the suggestions put foruaro by the panel appointed by the 

National Academy of Science (1975) that governments in developing 

countries should start with a "prototype" OR group, or the suggestion 

put forward by Horse and Sacon (1957) that governments should start by 

using external OR consulting firms. As argued by Tomlinson (1930, 1974), 

mere serious work tends to be dene oy the OR groups located within the 

management structures of an organisation (or in-house OR groups), than 

by those occasionally called in fro.n the outside (external OR consulting 

firms).

In one's view the location of OR groups witnin the ministries and free 

from external control, in other words, OR groups accountable within the 

ministerial unit, offers more advantages to the users of OR services 

and to OR scientists working in the civil service. The location of OR 

groups in some selected ministries initially may enable government to 

reap the benefits of its investments quicker since OR may be able to 

make its mark on government sooner. OR scientists in particular minis

tries would be able to understand the problems of that particular minis

try r.iore readily and make the necessary infrastructural arrangements 

such as the collection of appropriate data. The scientist would be seen
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as staff of the ministry and not as "outsiders on a witch hunt", this 

will enable the scientists to interact more effectively with the staff 

and interest the staff in the assistance which OH can offer. This 

cordial relationship nay help to eliminate or at least minimise resist

ance and animosity which could develop when radical recommendations are 

made.

The advantage of this recommendation is borne out by the experiences 

of administrators and OH Scientists in the British and in the American 

civil service respectively. In both of these governments, OR groups 

are located within the ministerial units and are accountable within the 

ministries where thsy are located (sae Chapter Three). Administrators 

and OR Scientists in the British civil service rejected the recommanda

tions of the OR Society (1BSo) that the JR groups in the ministries 

should merge into one unit under one ministry (i.anagcment Services 

Department) on the grounds that they believed more useful work would 

be dona if tho OR scientists were lodged within the various ministries 

in the government, experience since the war years tend to have persuaded 

administrators as well as OR scientists in the civil service in the U.K. 

and in the U.3.A. that OR would be .more effectively done if there were 

so.',ip OR scientists located within the various administrative units in 

the government. The in-house group could liaise with large external 

OH consulting firms such as the RAiJD Corporation in the U.S.A. or with 

other relatively smaller external 00 consulting firms.

In general one believes that the location of OR groups in selected 

ministries and making them accountable within the ministries will gene

rate better understanding of the role of the scientists, give the scien

tists better insights into the problems of the particular ministry, 

enable the scientists to develop better work programmes, and encourage
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the OR scientists to specialise quickly. This question of specialisation 

is particularly important, modern OR activity spans almost every known 

area of human decision making problems (see International Abstracts O p e 

r a t i o n s  Research). It would be of a great advantage to government if 

indigenous OR Scientists could quickly develop expertise in important 

sectors such as agriculture, health services, transportation, education, 

housing, urban and rural development, economic planning and development, 

industrial development, finance, water resources, police affairs, defence, 

banking, and the public corporations.

In this regard it would be important for OR Scientists working in the 

civil service to have forums for interaction among themselves. This 

would create avenues for mutual co-operation and for intellectual 

exchanges. This can be achieved through holding regular meetings of 

OR scientists working in particular geographical locations or those work

ing on related problems. An additional avenue for interaction could 

be through publications which are designed to inform and to enliuhten 

both practitioners and administrators alike about OR activities in the 

civil service.

In general, this conclusion is in agreement with our earlier conclusion 

(see Annex 2, Appendix II), we believe that the best method of intro

ducing OR into the Nigerian Civil Service would be to establish small 

OR teams in some selected ministries in the government. Given the admin

istrative structure in the civil service, in one's view, effective results 

can only be obtained when specialist OR Units are lodged within the 

management teams and are seen as part of the overall management function 

of a department or ministry. In this way a basic requirement for success

ful OR activity which is the active support of senior administrators 

and the active cooperation of managers for whom original studies are
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undertaken might be easier to obtain.

9. Problems Perceived by Senior Civil Servants as Pertinent to the 
Introduction of OR into the Government:

The attitudes of senior civil servants to the introduction of OR into 

the civil service is very important ue believe. In this section ue 

sought to understand their attitudes by asking respbndents tb discuss 

what they saw as the problems in the introduction of OR into the civil 

service. It was an opportunity for respondents to express their fears, 

doubts, and feelings on the prospects for the introduction of OR into 

the govern,nent. The analysis which follows is based on the responses 

to question Q5 on the questionnaire. (See Appendix I, U6 for details 

of question).

Analysis of Responses:

The general attitude of respondents to the introduction of OR into the 

civil service was a mixture of eupnoria and cautious enthusiasm. For 

some it was good news, something long expected; others had their doubts, 

a "will it work here" sort of feeling. In general the attitude of the 

senior Nigerian public administrators is similar to that experienced 

by Ualsham (1576) and Satter and 'Jalsham (197S) among Kenyan public 

administrators. The "arche-types" found by Sagasti (1972) among Peruvian 

public administrators were the exception among the Nigerian public 

administrators (see section 8).

In relation to getting OR started in the civil service, a number of 

problem areas were discussed, prominent among which are the followings:

(i) lianpower: tiany respondents doubted if a reasonable number of

experienced scientists trained in QF! were available locally and 

wondered about where people could oe trained and who could be
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trained. One respondent queried

"Do you have institutions in this country where 
people can be trained? Another problem is the right 
material to be trained, is not everyone that can be 
used."

(ii) Funding: The problem of finding funds to enable Oil activity to 

get started in the government was raised by a large number of 

respondents. This fear was expressed by one respondent thus:

"Dell, as far as we are concerned in introducing 
such a service we want to be aware of the cost of 
such services. Uhere the cost appears to be on the 
high side, the government may not go for it."

(iii) Education of the civil service aoout OR: Since OR was generally 

not widely known, many respondents felt there was the need for 

government to be educated about OR. This would be important in 

getting OR started in the government as one respondent emphasised

"Government have not yet realised the value of 
Operational Research, it depends on individuals who 
appreciate it. Uhat is required is a thorough 
education of the public sector, so that government 
can budget for Operational Research."

(iv) Resistance by Conservative Officers: A number of respondents 

feared that conservatives, those who may have their positions 

challenged, and those who may lose by way of prestige when con

fronted by scientific method nay resist the introduction of OR 

into the civil service. This fear was epitomised by a respondent 

when he declared:

"Conservatives may resist the introduction of 
scientific services into government decision 
making. The 0 A H and Management Consulting 
services have not been well received. The needs 
are actually there, but people's minds are not
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prepared to receive scientific aids. Civil 
servants are timid, fearful and guided by rule."

(v) Lack of Data? The absence of data in the government is a problem 

which many respondents perceived could severely handicap OR 

activities in the civil service. This is a well known problem 

in developing countries (See Elshafei 1375, 3andyopadhyay 1930).

(vi) The fJeed to Effectively "Sell" the Idea of 03 to Government:

"Selling OR" has always been a problem to practitioners even under 

very favourable conditions, that is, in environments where OR is 

relatively well known (see oeer 1970, Ranyard 1906). The need 

to get the message clearly and successfully across to government 

is therefore more acute in the developing countries, environments 

where OR is relatively not widely known.

One "service chief" who was interviewed during this research 

lamented at the inability of experts with brilliant ideas to per

suade governments to give their ideas a chance. He complained 

that often the benefits were never properly explained to government. 

The need to convincingly "sell" the idea of OR to government was 

underscroed by a respondent when he emphasised:

"I think before we can introduce such a thing we 
are bound to create some awareness on the part of 
government, the need for it first, then if you sell 
that idea and it is bought, that is, convince them, 
then it means..."

(vii) Political llight: Over eighty percent of the respondents saw this 

as perhaps the most formidable obstacle very likely to be in the 

way of the use of scientific method in government decision making. 

Some respondents felt that because of deep rooted vested interests.
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the implementation of 02 studies ¡.lay prove difficult (see Ackoff 

1977). One respondent expressed the view that the true test of 

scientific method could be the "ability of Operational Research 

to break through the strong hold of politics" which another res- 

ondent claimed was "directing the affairs of the ministries", such 

that "any other condition, be it scientific, social, or economic 

was out of the way".

Analysis of the responses to questions in this section leads one to con

clude that while some respondents saw the problems discussed above as 

challenges to the introduction of OR and hence believed that they could 

be overcome, others saw the problems as obstacles which would make the 

introduction of OR into the government impossible. On the particular 

problem of political factors, ilitchell (1960) has in fact argued that 

Operational Research (OR) is sensitive to political considerations.

And a similar point was also made by Hr. Turner (see Chapter Three) in 

respect to the practice of OR in government.

In one's view what is needed is the "will" on the part of government 

to solve the various problems raised by the respondents. One believes 

that government has the power to solve the problems if it so wishes. 

Nevertheless since the problem of "will" is closely linked to the problems 

of government being fully persuaded of the values of OR, one's principal 

conclusion from analysis of the problems of the introduction of OR into 

the Nigerian Civil Service is that the real problem nay be that of per- 

suadino government about the usefulness of OR to oecision making in the 

civil service. In other words, there is a need for some form of OR educa

tion at the highest levels of decision making in the government. Once 

government is dully persuaded of OR, one believes that the problems of 

funding, manpower, general education of the civil service about OR, data
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collection, and even the dreaded problem of the abuse of political might 

would be easier to solve.

Summary of Findings Regarding the Essential Factors:

The analysis of the responses to questions on the situation with regards

to nine essential factors which we believed to be of pragmatic significance

and pertinence to the introduction of OR into the civil service in Nigeria

revealed that:

1. A number of OR projects which could be of significance to government 

can be identified in nearly all the ministries in the civil service.

2. (Ministries can find funds to commission OR investigations into aspects 

of their work if the officials could be persuaded of the values of such 

investigations.

3. Except for tactical decisions, the major strategic and policy decisions 

in the ministries tend to be made at the levels of permanent secretaries 

and ministers (or commissioners in the States).

4. The supply of trained and experienced OR personnel of high calibre, an 

essential prerequisite for successful OR, could oe a problem during the 

introduction of OR into the civil service.

5. OR is generally new to the civil service. A problem of ignorance regard

ing UR exists in the government about which something must be done in 

order to expedite the process of getting OR started in the government.

6. It is essential for government to develop scientifically based indigenous 

problem solving capabilities within the civil service in order for it
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to be able to effectively and efficiently tackle the major strategic 

and policy problems confronting the nation. One believes that the intro

duction of OR is a solution to this problem.

7. Computers mere not commonly available in the civil service, only in the 

Federal Office of Statistics uas there a computer in the Federal govern

ment; in the States there were no computers in the government.

3. On the mode for the introduction of OR into the government, civil

servants generally prefered OR groups lodged within individual ministries 

in the government.

5. Civil servants were generally enthusiastic about the introduction of 

OR into the government, although it was largely feared that funding, 

manpower, opposition from conservative officers, and the abuse of political 

power could pose serious threats to the use of scientific method in the 

government. There was also widespread recognition that government needs 

to be more fully educated about OR.
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C H A P T E R  SEVEN

THE P O T E N T I A L  SUPPLY

The Background:

Even though no attempts were made in this research to determine and assign 

weights of statistical as well as pragmatic significance to any of the 

factors which are generally believed to be pragmatically significant to 

the introduction of OR into an organisation, it is certain that some 

factors are more relevant than others. One such factor which we could not 

resist paying particular attention to was the question of staffing - the 

selection of scientists for OR training, or for OR work in the civil 

service.

As recommended by the Operational Research Society, United Kingdom (1968) 

to the Fulton Committee on the Civil Service, the selection of the right 

calibre of scientists is essential to the success of OR in the civil 

service. The Society recommended:

"Operational research needs to be done well or 
not at all, and it is correspondingly important 
to recruit staff of the right calibre."

It's almost well known that the typical civil service when confronted 

with a problem such as finding staff for a new activity in the service 

employs criteria which may not necessarily be the most efficient and most 

effective in selecting personnel for the activity. For example, a typical 

criterion for selecting staff for training for a new activity is length 

of service; another is the sheer wish of a particularly favoured staff 

to transfer to the new service, in which case a frustrated staff or worse 

still an inefficient and ineffective staff may see the creation of the 

new activity as an avenue for escape.
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The problem of staffing becomes more complicated when one is thinking 

about an activity such as Operational Research about which little is yet 

known in the civil service in Nigeria. OR is a scientific activity, 

traditionally it is more successfully undertaken by scientists working 

in the company of professionals from other non scientific disciplines.

Finding staff for such activity from within a civil service where there 

already existed a core of scientists such as is the case in most 

industrialised countries may not pose serious problems. But in a civil 

service such as in Nigeria where scientists are located in some highly 

specialised sections of particular ministries, (unless of course one 

adopts the wider definition of the civil service such as provided in the 

1970 Constitution for example), finding staff of the right calibre from 

within the service could present serious problems, particularly because 

the success of OR in the civil service depends to a reasonable degree 

on the staff charged with the practice of OR in the civil service.

Even if one takes a wider view, that is to say scientists would be 

recruited from the general adult population of Nigeria the problem would 

not be resolved, for as Streat (1950) questioned, every good scientist 

may not succeed as an OR practitioner. Streat asked:

"Is any good scientist qualified to succeed in 
operational research or does it call for 
qualities other than pure scientific attainments?
If so, what qualities?" (p.133)

Confronted with this problem, a number of questions arose in our minds: 

Are OR scientists a distinct group of professionals? If so, what 

characteristics most significantly delineates them? How can such 

characteristics be scientifically measured? How does one distinguish 

a potential OR scientist from the average adult, and more importantly.
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from any other scientist? These and other related questions drove us 

into isolating the problem of the potential supply of OR scientists for 

rigorous investigations in the interest of the successful introduction 

of OR into the civil service and public corporations.

Our first inclination vas to turn to advertisements for OR personnel in 

order to find out the factors which were perceived as the most signifi

cantly distinguishable characteristics of OR scientists by employers of 

OR scientists. What light we got from the advertisements and what followed 

on from there are the subjects discussed in the following sections of 

this chapter.

SELECTION OF OR SCIENTISTS

A study of advertisements for OR scientists shows that they are often 

couched in such broad generalities that they are of little use in evaluat

ing candidates for OR appointments. A careful study of one hundred and 

forty advertisements for OR scientists put out by a number of employers 

over a period of twenty-eight months indicated that employers were 

basically interested in five principal requirements when identical phrases 

were grouped together. These were:

(i) A good first degree in a numerate discipline. This was demanded 

in approximately seventy-three percent of the advertisements.

(ii) Formal qualifications in Operational Research, or Management Science. 

Approximately forty-three percent of the advertisements contained 

this demand.

(iii) Well developed communications and interpersonal skills. In

approximately forty-one percent of the advertisements this was 

demanded.
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(iv) Ability to apply creative, critical and practical approach to problem 

solving. This was a condition for appointment in approximately 

thirty-four percent of the advertisements.

(v) At least one year experience in OR/CIS. This demand was contained 

in approximately seventy-seven percent of the advertisements.

These requirements failed to specify the particular ways in which the 

prospective OR scientist could be distinguished from the general adult 

population, members of other scientific disciplines, and members of other 

professional groups. As guidelines they do not increase one's power to 

select Operational Research Scientists in the most effective and most 

efficient manner.

In fact the advertisements leave one with the impression that recruitment 

officers are unsure of the characteristics which are really responsible 

for success in OR. Hence young OR scientists are allowed to experiment 

for about a year or more wherever they can be initially accepted after 

which the recruitment officer can then use their performance over that 

period to test for their suitability or otherwise for the particular 

appointment (a case of risk aversion? See (v) above).

The other factor which is highly emphasised in selection procedures is 

numerate ability or general intelligence (see (i) above). This is rather 

unfortunate because it does not tell us much since most people who go 

into OR are relatively intelligent anyway. Furthermore as Blum and Naylor 

(1968) pointed out, it is generally recognised that most people fail in 

their job not because they are technically incompetent but because they 

may not possess the right personality for the job. Blum and Naylor 

declared:
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"...it has been unequivocally determined that 
in many occupations the people with the highest 
scores on an intelligence test are not necessarily 
the most successful employees..." (p.101)

Gaudet and Carli (1957) who administered questionnaires on a number of 

top executives in order to gather data on executives whom the top executives 

had fired estimated that four out of five executives fail due to personality 

problems ("personality lacks") than for lack of technical competence 

("knowledge lacks").

Blackett (1950) expressing a view on the most important qualification 

required in an OR worker listed among other things the ability to take 

a broad view of a problem, some knowledge of statistical methods, a high 

degree of general intelligence, and enthusiasm. But concluded

"...above all, the right personality is vital..."
(p.15).

Similarly Tippett (1950) expressing an opinion in response to a question 

on what training an OR person should receive suggested technological 

training with elements of statistics and scientific method, but remarked 

in closing

"...the chief requirement being the mental outlook 
- the personal qualities - which will count for 
more than half of his qualifications" (p.79)

That a successful OR worker requires something more than his pure 

scientific training has long been the subject of speculation. The point 

made by Streat (1950) in this respect is worth underscoring:

"Is any good scientist qualified to succeed in 
operational research or does it call for qualities 
other than pure scientific attainments? If so, 
what sort of qualities? Is there anything 
essential to true operational research in the
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partnership of different sciences? Those 
questions were prompted by my own strong feeling 
that there was something more than pure scientific 
qualifications in the men who had most succeeded 
in contributing to efficiency by operational 
research." (p.133)

Although it is generally recognised that a right personality is essential 

to the successful practice of OR, the personality profile of OR workers 

has never been scientifically determined. We believe that for the job 

of introducing OR into the developing countries to be properly done, it 

is important and necessary that only the right calibre of people should 

be enlisted.

The foregoing paragraphs highlighted the need for a scientific way of 

meeting the demand and supply of OR scientists, particularly in the process 

of the introduction of OR into the developing countries. There is clearly 

a need for a better understanding of the qualities which distinguish the 

OR scientist from other members of the scientific community, other pro

fessional groups, and in particular from the general adult population.

One needs to be able to describe in more precise terms the calibre of 

people in OR and those with the highest probability of succeeding in OR 

in relation to the average adult, and members of other occupations.

To assist in this process we propose, using an instrument which is based 

on scientific foundation and one which is widely used world-wide for 

personality studies, to construct a personality profile of OR scientists 

and, to suggest how this additional information might be used to enhance 

the effective and efficient selection of persons for OR work. In order 

to do this, the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF), a 

psychometric instrument for measuring the sixteen primary source traits 

which the instrument designer believes to be the underlying structures 

of personality was employed to study the traits which most significantly
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distinguish OR scientists from the general adult population. (See C ^ ell, 

Eber and Tatsouka, 1970).

Before proceeding to the construction of the 1 6PF profile, a brief dis

cussion about personality and personality assessment in general would 

be in order.

DEFINITION OF PERSONALITY:

There is no universally agreed definition of personality among personality 

scientists. Sarason (1966) pointed out that

"the existing definitions of personality could 
fill a volume" (p.13)

Often personality is defined in terms of the problems being studied. 

Hall and Lindzey (1957) reviewed personality theories and concluded

"...no substansive definition of personality 
can be applied with any generality" (p.9)

Similarly, Pervin (1980) concluded his review of personality theories 

by observing that

"there is no one right or wrong definition of 
personality" (p.5).

Webster Universal Dictionary defined personality as:

"Sum of mental and moral qualities which make 
up the distinctive character of an individual: 
characteristic combination of such qualities 
found in a single individual".

Allport (1961) declared that

"personality is the dynamic organisation within 
the individual of those psychophysical systems 
that determine his characteristic behaviour and 
thought" (p.28).
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Hilgard (1962) said

"...the term personality is used to mean the 
configuration of individual characteristics and 
ways of behaving which determines an individual's 
unique adjustments to his environment. We stress 
particularly those personal traits that affect the 
individual's getting along with other people and 
with himself. Hence personality includes any 
characteristics that are important in the indi
vidual's personal adjustment, in his maintenance 
of self-respect." (p.447).

For McClelland (1951) personality is

"the most adequate conceptualization of a person's 
behaviour in all its detail that a scientist can 
give at a moment in time" (p.69).

Guilford (1959) defined personality as a person's "unique pattern of 

traits" and he defined a trait as

"any relatively enduring way in which a person 
differs from others" (p.5,6).

For Eysenck (1953)

"personality is the more or less stable and 
enduring organisation of a person's character, 
temperament, intellect and physique which 
determines his unique adjustment to the environ
ment" (p.2).

Sarason (1966) simply took a philosophical view of personality. He 

declared:

"We shall consider personality as an area of 
investigation rather than as an entity, real or 
hypothetical." (p.15)

C^tell (1950) declared:

"Personality is that which permits a prediction 
of what a person will do in a given situation" 
(p.2-3).

Pervin (1980) said

"personality represents those characteristics 
of the person or of people generally that account 
for consistent patterns of response to situations" 
(p.B)
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ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES:

A number of techniques exist for the assessment of personality. The 

assessment devices are often related to the particular theory and defini

tion of personality adduced by the designers. Hence Hall and Lindzey 

(1957) were able to say

"u/e submit that personality is defined by the 
particular empirical concepts which are a part 
of the theory of personality employed by the 
observer" (p.9)

And Pervin (1980) wrote:

"a definition of personality reflects the kinds 
of problems to be studied and reflects the 
methods to be used in studying these problems"
(p.5)

A large number of test devices for the assessment of personality are 

regularly reviewed in Buros' Mental Measurement Yearbooks. Most of the 

instruments are used for psychopathology and with normal (non- 

psychiatrically disturbed) subjects. Some instruments such as the 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) were primarily intended 

for the assessment of psychopathology. Some instruments such as the 

Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (1BPF) are based on quantitative 

techniques, in particular multivariate factor analysis. In general there 

is some correlation in the scores measured by the various personality 

assessment devices available to test users.

The following tests are among the most widely used instruments in person

ality assessment. Indicated in parentheses are the number of scores 

measured by the particular instrument. The Minnesota Multiphasic 

Personality Inventory (14 scores), the California Personality Inventory 

(18 scores), Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (15 scores), Guilford- 

Zimmerman Temperament Survey (10 scores), Gordon Personal Profile and 

Gordon Personal Inventory (4 scores each) and, the Sixteen Personality
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Factor Questionnaire (22 scores, 16 primary and 6 secondary), (Buros 

1978).

As mentioned earlier, the problems investigated by a personality scientist 

and the instrument he designs for the assessment of personality are a 

reflection of his definition of personality. For our purpose, Cefcell's 

definitions "personality is that which permits a prediction of what a 

person will do in a given situation", the problems he investigated - the 

discovery of "the number and nature of a minimally sufficient set of 

factors from which essentially all of human behavior may be predicted" 

(Walsh 1978, p.1081), his emphasis on the "whole person" and, the method

ology employed seemed to have more relevance than most other approaches 

to personality assessment. Hence in our study of the traits which account 

for success in OR, the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire was used.

THE SIXTEEN PERSONALITY FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE (16PF):

The Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF) is a psychometric 

instrument designed by Câtell for measuring the sixteen primary source 

traits which C ^ e l l  has determined scientifically as being the underlying 

structures of personality. (More primary source traits have now been 

recognised by C^tell, Catell and Delhees, 1973). The 16PF questionnaire 

covers a large dimension of personality as Adcock (1965) acknowledged 

in his review of the instrument:

"No other test covers such a wide range of 
personality dimensions and never before have 
the dimensions been so meticulously 
determined" (p.197).

The comprehensiveness of Cs£ell's research was also underscored by Pervin 

(1980):
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"The research has touched on every one of the 
dimensions uie have outlined as relevant to 
personality theory - structure, process, 
growth and development, psychopathology, and 
change" (p.269).

Bolton (1S7B) concluded his review of the Sixteen Personality Factor 

Questionnaire by noting that:

"No other personality measuring instrument has 
a more substantial scientific foundation. Nor 
has any instrument undergone a more thorough 
examination by critics." (p.1G3G).

A large number of reviews of the 16PF have been undertaken since its 

introduction in 1949. While some recommend the instrument others do not 

for example, Walsh (1978) at the end of his review of the 16PF came to 

the following conclusion:

"It is impossible to recommend the 16PF in an 
unqualified manner for any use, from the most 
basic research to the most pragmatically 
oriented applications." (p.1G33).

In spite of disagreements among reviewers, the 16PF is one of the most 

widely used instruments for personality assessment. It has been used 

in large cultural studies, the reliability and validity of the test is 

well documented, profiles of samples from a wide variety of occupational, 

clinical and cultural populations are available. (C^tell, Eber and 

Tatsuoka 1970, «arson and O'Dell 1976, ,<rug 1961 ),. 8uros(1978) recorded 

1515 citations, applications and reviews of the 16PF. The 16PF was one 

of the battery of tests administered by Belbin (1981) in his study of 

personality mix essential for successful management teams.

The primary source traits measured by the 16PF questionnaire are listed 

in terse forms in Table 7*1. The special names given to the traits by 

Cattell are shown in parentheses.
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The Cross-Cultural Validity of 16PF Tests And the Universality of the 
Personality Traits:

The influence of culture and national differences on attitudes, values, 

and personality is well known and generally recognised in particular by 

industrial and personality psychologists and by management scientists.

For example significant differences in attitudes have been shown to exist 

among managers from different cultural backgrounds and in different coun

tries. (Uieinshall 1977, Hofstede 1930).

In the realm of the Sixteen Personality Factors which are measured by the 

16PF Questionnaire, significant and systematic differences have been shown 

to exist among different sex groups (Cattell 1943), social groups (Cattell 

1957), national groups (Jalota 1957), national sub-cultural groups (Meredith 

1955, fleredith and Meredith 1956), persons with different value and belief 

systems (Morris 1955, Butt 1966), and among different age groups (Sealy 

and Cattell 1966). As an instrument for the assessment of personality the 

16PF is highly sensitive to cultural and national differences as pointed 

out by Cattell et al (1970).

But as an instrument which is based on scientific foundations, the 16PF 

"have substantial scientific universality" as argued by Cattell et al (1970, 

p.14). The 16PF has been demonstrated to measure essentially the same per

sonality traits in the cultures where it has been tested. As argued by 

Cattell et al (1970), a number of factors have been "demonstrated to retain 

their conceptual validities as unitary source traits in other cultures" 

(p.14). In essence, the basic underlying structures of personality which 

are measured by the 16PF can be identified and measured in persons from 

all cultures but items which measure particular personality factors need 

to be carefully determined in each culture.

For example* in most cultures into which the 16PF have been translated.
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the personality trait B - intelligence - could not be accurately measured 

because translators have had difficulties in effectively translating the 

relevant items into their particular languages. (Cattell et al 1970). 

Nevertheless, standardisations (or Norms) of the 16PF are now available 

in a number of different countries. For example, the 16PF is now in use 

in India, Finland, Brazil, France and Czechoslovakia. (See Cattell et al 

1970 for details)

In the particular case of Nigeria, it is known that a number of senior 

Nigerian civil servants and others who have attended the Henley ¡Management 

College in the last couple of years have taken the 1SPF test. Discussions 

with staff at the College suggest that no apparent significant differences 

have been observed in the scores by these Nigerians compared with persons 

from other countries.

In general, for practical purposes, it is the recommendations of the test 

designer (Cattell et al 197C), that before using the 16PF for serious work 

among persons of different cultures and nationality it is advisable to con

struct specific standardisations (or Norms) which are based on the parti

cular population. Uhere the questionnaires have been translated into 

another language or where new items have been adopted, it is strongly 

recommended that factor checks should be carried out before the instrument 

comes into use. Besides this necessary precautions, the cross-cultural 

validity of the 15PF Test and the universality of the personality traits 

measured by the test is well documented. (Cattell et al 1970).
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Criticisms of Psychometric Instruments:

Like all measuring instruments, psychometric instruments in general and 

in particular the 16PF has its short comings. A common criticism of 

questionnaires generally is that they are susceptible to distortion and 

deliberate faking. The particular criticism of the 16PF is that the 

instrument is based on the mathematical techniques of multivariate factor 

analysis which some argue is a method of data reduction but which Cattell 

holds to as being able to reveal the basic dimensions or underlying 

structures of personality. (Overall 1964, Mischel 1968). Some psycho

logists have queried the mathematical complexity of the method. (Holtzman 

1962, Luborsky 1953) and some others have quibbled about their inability 

to replicate Cattell's trait factors. (Eysenck 1977, Guilford 1975,

Howarth 1972).

Table 7*1 The primary source traits covered by the Sixteen Personality 
Factor Questionnaire.

Low Sten Score 
(Sten of 1, 2, 3)

High Sten Score 
(Sten of 8, 9, 10)

Reserved, detached, aloof, 
stiff
(Sizothymia)

- A - Outgoing, warmhearted, 
easygoing, participating 
(Affectothymia).

Dull, low intelligence 
(Lower scholastic mental 
capacity)

- 8 - Bright, high intelligence 
(Higher scholastic mental 
capacity)

Affected by feelings, emotionally 
less stable, easily upset, 
changeable 
(Lower ego strength)

- C - Emotionally stable, mature, 
faces reality, calm 
(High ego strength)

Humble, mild, easily led, 
docile, accommodating 
(Submissiveness)

- E - Assertive, aggressive, 
competitive, stubborn 
(Dominance)

Sober, taciturn, serious 
(Desurgency)

- F - Happy-go-lucky, enthusiastic 
(Surgency)

Expedient, disregards rules 
(Weaker superego strength)

- G - Conscientious, persistent, 
moralistic, staid 
(Stronger superego strength)
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Table 7*1 (continued)

Shy, timid, threat-sensitive 
(Threctia)

- H - Venturesome, uninhibited,
socially bold
(Parmia)

Tough-minded, self-reliant,
realistic
(Harria)

- I - Tender-minded, sensitive, 
clinging, overprotected 
(Premsia)

Trusting, accepting conditions 
(Alaxia)

- L - Suspicious, hard to fool 
(Protension)

Practical, "down-to-earth"
concerns
(Praxernia)

- I*l - Imaginative, bohemian, absent-
minded
(Autia)

Forthright, Unpretentious, 
genuine but socially clumsy 
(Artlessness)

- N - Astute, polished, socially 
aware
(Shrewdness)

Self-assured, placid, secure, 
complacent, serene 
(Untroubled adequacy)

- 0 - Apprehensive, self-reproaching, 
insecure, worrying, troubled 
(Guilt proneness)

Conservative, respecting 
traditional ideas 
(Conservativism of temperament)

- Q,- Experimenting, liberal, 
free-thinking 
(Radicalism)

Group dependent, a "joiner" 
and sound follower 
(Group adherence)

- q2 - Self-sufficient, resourceful, 
prefers own decisions, 
(Self-sufficiency)

Undisciplined self-conflict, 
lax, follows own urges, 
careless of social rules 
(Low self-sentiment integration)

- V Controlled, exacting will 
power, socially precise, 
compulsive, following self- 
image
(High strength of self
sentiment)

Relaxed, tranquil, torpid, 
unfrustrated, composed 
(Low ergic tension)

* qa - Tense, frustrated, driven,
overwrought
(High ergic tension)
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THE SIXTEEN PERSONALITY FACTOR QUESTIONNAIRE PROFILE OF BRITISH OR 
SCIENTISTS:

In order to prepare the author for this phase of the research he was given 

an intensive training in the general administration and interpretation 

of psychology tests. This was necessary in order to ensure that the 

tests were properly administered to the respondents and that the construc

tion and interpretation of the profile were carefully done.

The Tests Administered:

In constructing the 16PF personality profile of British OR scientist,

Form A and Form B of the questionnaires were administered to all the 

respondents. This is in line with the test designers recommendation that:

"in research situations and in all cases where 
maximum precision is needed, it is suggested 
that, wherever possible, at least two forms be 
used (e.g. A + B or C + D)". (Cattell, Eber 
and Tatsouka 1970, p.9).

Form A and Form B were particularly advocated for use with elite 

respondents such as OR scientists.

Participation:

The questionnaires (Form A and Form B) were administered to fifty-six 

OR scientists in the U.K.^ The respondents were OR scientists who volun

tarily offered to take the tests following appeal for volunteers to par

ticipate in the study. The appeal was made through regional OR Groups, 

large OR Groups, a regional OR conference, a national OR Conference and, 

an international OR Conference. (See Appendix III for the letters used in 

the appeal to enlist respondents). 1

1. An attempt to internationalisa the study did not materialise because Form As which
were administered to five respondents at an international conference in Vienna, Austria 
could not be used for reasons stated in the text.
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The sample consisted of fifty male OR scientists and six female OR 

scientists with an age mean and standard deviation of 35*82 and 11*12.

It included academics as well as practitioners, the mean and standard 

deviation of the number of years spent in OR are 8*55 and 6*35. The 

sample included one-man-band OR scientists as well as OR scientists having 

responsibility over large numbers of staff. The mean and standard 

deviation of the number of staff reporting to the respondents are 7*23 

and 19*05. (See Table 7*2a and 7*2b for summary of participation).

Table 7*2a Participation in the study of the 16PF profile of British 
OR Scientists: number of usable response.

Male Female

Number of respondents who completed Form A and Form 8 50 6

Number of respondents who completed Form A only 5 -

Total Useable Response 50 6

Table 7*2b Participation in the study of the 16PF profile of British 
OR Scientists: Age, experience and responsibility of 
respondents.

Standard
Mean Deviation

Age of respondents 35*82 11*12

Number of years in OR 8*55 6*35

Number of staff reporting to respondent 7*23 19*05

Scoring:

The test results were manually scored using the scoring stencils provided 

for that purpose. In order to evaluate and interpret the "raw scores", 

they have to be converted to "Standard ten (Sten) Units" using an appro

priate norm.
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Since the tests were conducted in the U.K., the norm used in converting 

the raw scores to Sten units was the "British General Population Male + 

Female: Form A + Form B." (Saville 197k!).

Figure 7*1 is a plot showing the 16PF test profile of OR scientists based 

on the norms for the British general adult population. Shown alongside 

the plot are the mean scores and standard deviations in sten units.

Significant Personality Differences Between the British General Adult 
Population and OR Scientists:

In order to identify the personality factors which distinguishes OR 

scientists from the general adult population, the raw score means and 

standard deviations of OR scientists were compared with the raw score 

means and standard deviations of the general population in a two-tailed 

Student's t-test. (See Table 7*3).

The test results showed that in relation to the British general adult 

population, OR scientists are distinguishable at the five percent level 

of significance or above on nine of the sixteen personality factors.

OR scientists tended to possess more intelligence (B, P < 0*001), emotional 

stability (C, p <0*001),and dominance (E, p < 0*001), show less conformity 

(G, p <0*001),and sensitivity (I, p <0*002) .possess more imagination 

(M, p <0*001), show less shrewdness (N, p <  0*001)and insecurity (0, p <  0*001) 

and possess more radicalism (Q^, p <0*001 \ tend to be less tense (QA,p<0.02).
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Figure 7*1 16PF Test Profile of British OR Scientists 
(Based on British General Population Norm)
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16PF TEST PROFILE AS A PREDICTOR:

A primary objective of the personality study was the desire to provide a 

more satisfactory instrument which is based on scientific method and which 

can be used in the selection of OR scientists. With this perspective 

in view we now discuss how the 16PF, an instrument based on scientific 

foundation can assist in the selection of OR scientists.

An important and basic assumption in profile-matching for determining an 

individual's suitability to enter a particular occupation is that the mean 

profile of people who have stayed long in the particular occupation and 

who are generally believed to be satisfying the demands of that occupation 

and who are also believed to have adjusted to the particular demands of 

that occupation represent in a sense an "ideal" pattern for selecting new 

entrants into that particular occupation. (Cattell, Eber and Tatsuoka 

1970). That is not to say of course, that the people presently engaged 

in the particular occupation whose mean profile is used as a guide present 

the best profile for effectiveness in the particular occupation. The 

profile is in error, only to the extent that the biases and prejudices, 

and limitations of the prevailing methods of recruitment into the particular 

occupation failed to attract "better" individuals into that occupation.

There are basically two major approaches to profile-matching (Cattell,

Eber and Tatsuoka 197U).

(i) Type Placement Method. Under this method, which is based on discrimi

nant techniques, the profile of the prospective entrant to the 

particular occupation is matched on the sixteen personality factors 

to test for the entrants "belongingness" to, or "adjustment" in the 

particular occupation; in other words, is the candidate a "member" 

of that group?
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(ii) The Effectiveness Method. In this method, which is based on linear

(or multiple) regression techniques, the sten scores of the candidate 

on the sixteen personality factors are multiplied by appropriate 

loadings or weights on each of the sixteen personality factors in 

order to test for the probability of sucess in the particular occupa

tion.

In the following sections, Type Placement Method is used to describe an 

approach to profile comparison. By comparing an individual's 16PF profile 

with that of the "standard", the individual's belongingness or otherwise 

to the group can be tested objectively. This comparison can be done using 

coefficient of pattern similarity, rp (Cattell 1949). Pattern analysis is 

a complicated problem in profile comparison and there are a number of 

methods suggested for tackling the problem (Guión 1965). Mosel and Roberts 

(1954) after comparing several methods concluded that

"Cattell's (1949) coefficient of pattern 
similarity, rp , agreed best with commonsense 
judgements" (Guión 1965, p.175).

This method of profile comparison would be discussed in the following 

sections.

Another method of comparing 16PF profiles is that presented by Krug (1981). 

In Krug's approach, the second-order scores derived from the 16PF primary 

scores are calculated on the four factors: extraversión, anxiety, tough 

poise, and independence. The scores on these four second-order factors 

are then converted into a four-digit pattern code using some rules which 

are provided. The pattern code is then compared with a corresponding one 

from among the 81 patterns provided by Krug in order to get the interpre

tation of the particular profile.

According to Krug, the set of 81 pattern codes provided
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"represents a reasonably exhaustive sample 
of most variations in 16PF profiles one is 
likely to encounter in practice." (p.22).

Since the 1BPF profile of OR scientists is not among the occupational 

profiles provided in Krug the method is not directly relevant to the 

purposes of this research. We shall now discuss profile comparison based 

on Type Placement Method using pattern similarity coefficient, rp .

Comparison of 16PF Profiles:

Pattern similarity coefficient rp , presents mathematico-statistical 

properties useful for grouping people into types, and for making a number 

of comparisons of personality profiles such as individual-to-individual 

comparison, individual-to-group comparison, and group-to-group comparison. 

(Cattell 1949, Horn 1961, Cattell and coutter 1966).

As Cattell et al (1970) pointed out:

"...for many situations, the pattern similarity 
coefficient is the best thing available; for, 
in general, a person can be considered well 
adjusted to a job in proportion to his resemblance 
to those in it" (p.144)

Individual-to-Group Comparison of 16PF Profile:

Pattern similarity coefficient rp , is perhaps the most widely used 

technique in adjustment placement of candidates into occupations. It 

allows the personality profile of the individual to be compared with the 

mean profile of the occupation.

By computing the individual's pattern similarity coefficient, tests can 

be conducted to determine how significantly the individual's profile 

resembles that of the group. An important advantage of this approach is 

that it tests for the adjustment of the "whole" person rather than for
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his similarity on a few factors of personality

The pattern similarity coefficient is calculated in an individual-to-group 

comparison by using the formula (Cattell et al 1970, p.141):

rp = (4K + Z D 2 ) - £ d 2

(4K + Z D 2 ) + Z d2

where:

d = difference in sten score on each factor between the individual's 

score and the group mean,

D = difference between the group mean sten score on each factor and 

the general population mean, 5*5,

K = Median of the chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal 

to the number of personality factors measured (sixteen in the 16PF)

The pattern similarity coefficient rp , takes values varying from +1 to 

-1 with "0" indicating no resemblance. The significance of rp can be 

evaluated using Horn's table (Horn 1961).

In interpreting rp values, it should be understood that the higher the 

value, the stronger the resemblance.

Group-to-Group Comparison of 16PF Profile:

Later on in this chapter, the profiles of five occupations which have some 

affinity with OR would be compared on a factor by factor basis using 

Student's t-test. As useful as such a comparison is, it has the dis

advantage that it tends to portray a "mechanistic" picture of the occupa

tion's profile in that it emphasises similarities and differences on
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particular factors rather than on the occupation's profile as a whole 

unit. An interesting comparison is the group-to-group comparison. In 

this case the occupation's profile is treated as a homogeneous group, 

that is, the mean profile can be thought of as the profile of an "ideal'* 

person representing the particular occupation.

In a group-to-group comparison, rp is calculated using the formula 

(Cattell et al 1970, p.311)j

rp = 4K - IlH-d.2

4K ♦ Z W .d .2
J j

where:

K = median of the chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal 

to the number of factors measured (sixteen in the 16PF)

UJj = Weight or loading on personality factor j. given in Table 7*4

dj = difference in factor j between the mean profiles of the occupations.

Based on this formula the following rp values were computed in the 

comparison of the profiles of the five occupations each with the profile 

of OR scientists. (i)

(i) OR Scientists Versus Accountants (England and Scotland)

r = -0-055 (NS)1
P

(ii) OR Scientists Versus Business Executives

r = -0-114 (NS)
P

(iii) OR Scientists Versus Research Scientists

rp * -0-024 (NS)

1. NS naan* Not Significantly related using Horn's table aa in Cattail at al (1970).
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(iv) OR Scientists Versus Sales Managers

r = -0-038 (NS)
P

(v) OR Scientists Versus Social Workers

r = -0-049 (NS)
P

These results show that even at the ten percent level on Horns table, 

the profession or occupation of Operational Research bears no significant 

resemblance to any of these five occupations. In other words, OR is clearly 

on the basis of the 16PF test profile a distinct and homogeneous psycho

logically selected group. (See t-test results of profile comparisons later).

Male Versus Female OR Scientists: 16PF Profile Comparison}

Although the data available on female OR scientists is small in number, 

since the population of female OR scientists is generally small, we wish 

to make use of the data available to us if only to encourage further 

research in the area.

The pattern similarity coefficient rp , computed for the female members 

of the OR profession suggests that as a group the females significantly 

resemble the males at beyond the five percent level of significance on 

Horn's table of significance.1

Male OR Scientists Versus Female OR Scientists

rp = 0-345 (p < 0-05)

1. This is good, for example the resemblance between femele Employment Counsellors end 
mele Employment Counsellors Is significant at only about ten percent, rp • 0*2*. 
(Cattail at el 1970 p.312).
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Table 7*4 Weights for use in making comparisons among occupational 
groups.

PRIMARY SOURCE TRAIT

A B C E F G H I L M N 0 Q1 °2 °3 Q,

1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 4 1 1 2 2 4 3

Sourcer Cattell et al (1970) p.312.

ASSESSMENT OF PERSONS FOR OR WORK BASED ON THEIR 16PF PROFILES:

By using discriminant analysis (as in Type Placement Method) and linear 

(or multiple) regression techniques (as in the Effectiveness Method) 

and by combining the discriminant function with the linear regression 

model, the sixteen personality factor test profile of a prospective OR 

scientist can be used to assess respectively:

(i) The probability of the candidate's membership or belongingness to 

the community of OR scientists,

(ii) The probability of the candidate's effectiveness or success as an 

OR scientist and,

(iii) The joint probability of membership and effectiveness in Operational 

Research.

Obtaining the data, -criteria of effectiveness or success in OR-, 

necessary for calculating the factor weights or loadings for the linear 

(or multiple) regression model, and for constructing the effectiveness 

specification equations is a matter for further research. When the data 

becomes available the models proposed by Cattell et al (1970) and Rulon 

et al 1967, can be used to build a particular model for making these 

predictions in respect of candidates entering the OR profession.
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For the purposes of selecting OR scientists which is the main thrust of 

this study, the pattern similarity coefficient rp , computed using the 

individual-to-group comparison equation is useful, as an aid to decision 

making, and to guide in the selection of a candidate for OR work taking 

into consideration all relevant variables in the selection process.

In order to do this, the pattern similarity coefficient rp , of the pros

pective candidate should be computed so as to test the degree to which 

the candidate's 16PF test profile significantly bears resemblance to that 

of OR scientists. We believe that this additional information is critical 

and essential to the effective and efficient selection of OR scientists.

16FF PROFILE OF BRITISH OR SCIENTISTS BASED ON AMERICAN 
GENERAL POPULATION:

A large number of 16PF profiles are published in the "Handbook for the 

16PF" (Cattell, Eber and Tatsuoka 1970) and in "Interpreting 16PF profile 

patterns" (Krug 1901). These profiles were based on the American general 

population norm and on a standard age of thirty years. Since a profile 

based on a particular norm cannot be meaningfully compared with that which 

is based on a different norm, a profile of British OR scientists was first 

constructed based on the American general population as a prelude to com

paring the profile with those of some selected occupational groups.

16PF Profile of British OR Scientists Based on American General Population 
Norm:

In order to compare the 16PF profile of British OR Scientists with the 

American population, the raw scores of each respondent was age corrected 

to thirty years before the norms for the American general population was 

entered into in order to obtain the sten scores. The age correction was 

effected by applying the quadratic age correction equation and the age
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to thirty years before the norms for the American general population was 

entered into in order to obtain the sten scores. The age correction was 

effected by applying the quadratic age correction equation and the age
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correction coefficients (b1, b2) for general adult males and females 

respectively as recommended in the "Tabular Supplement" (IPAT 1976).

figure 7*2 is a plot showing the 16PF test Profile of British OR Scientists 

based on the norm for American general population. Male + Female, Form A 

+• Form B, and based on age thirty years. The mean sten scores and standard 

deviations for each personality factor is shown alongside the plot.

Significant Personality Differences between British OR Scientists and 
the American General Adult Population:

In order to portray the personality factors on which British OR Scientists 

are delineated at the five percent level of significance or above from the 

American population, a two tailed Student's t-test was applied to the raw 

score means and standard deviations of the two populations (see Table 7*5).

The test results showed that British OR Scientists were distinguishable from 

the American population on the same factors as with the British population; 

the exceptions being on the personality factors A, C, L, and Q4; these are 

the personality factors on which the British OR Scientists were not 

significantly different from the American population. This result is in 

line with the main findings of Saville (1972).

Student's T-test comparison between the 16PF test profile of British OR 

scientists based on the British general population norm and the 16PF test 

profile based on the American general population norm showed no significant 

difference on any one of the sixteen personality factors at the five 

percent level of significance or above.
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COMPARISON OF 1BPF PROFILE OF BRITISH OR SCIENTISTS WITH FIVE OTHER 
OCCUPATIONS:

In order to establish the distinction in personality profile between OR 

scientists and occupations with whom OR has some affinity, the 16PF test 

profile of OR scientists is compared on a two-tailed Student's t-test 

with the 16PF test profile of five occupations chosen from among the 

scientific professions, the decision making professions, and the problem 

solving professions.

Table 7-6 shows the full details of the two-tailed t-test comparisons of 

the personality profiles. The occupations are listed in alphabetical 

order and not in order of the professional groups refered to in the fore

going paragraph.

Figures 7*3 to 7-7 show plots of the profiles of the occupations indi

vidually superimposed in broken line upon the profile of OR scientists 

which is in unbroken line. The means and standard deviations in sten 

units are shown alongside the plots in each case.

Since the objective of the personality study is to suggest a more efficient 

and a more effective way of selecting scientists for the introduction of 

OR into the developing countries in particular and into the OR profession 

in general, our primary interest in comparing the profiles of the occupa

tions is to unravel what clearly delineates the groups. Of particular 

interest also are the similarities between the profiles. In the discussions 

which follow however, emphasis would be placed on what significantly dis

tinguishes the occupations.

The grouping of the occupations is as follows:
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(i) Scientific Professions 

(a) Research Scientists

(ii) Decision-making professions

(a) Business Executives

(b) Sales Managers

(iii) Problem Solving Professions

(a) Accountants (England and Scotland)

(b) Social Workers

The personality profiles compared in this discussion are those of the male 

members of the occupations only. For this reason the norm applied in 

constructing the 1BPF profile of OR scientists for the purpose of this 

comparison is the American general population male, Form A + Form B.

Figure 7*8 shows a plot of the profile of male OR scientists based on age 

thirty years and on the American general population male, Form A + Form B. 

The means and standard deviations of the sten scores are shown alongside 

the plot.

In order to encourage further research in constructing a 16PF profile of 

female OR scientists we present here the profile of the female members of 

our sample. The number available (six female OR scientists) for construct

ing this profile is far too small for any objective statement to be made.

Figure 7*9 shows a plot of the 16PF test profile of female OR scientists. 

The mean sten scores and the standard deviations are shown alongside the 

plot. Figure 7*10 shows a plot of the profile of female OR scientists in 

broken line superimposed on the profile of male OR scientists which is in 

unbroken line. The means and standard deviations are shown alongside the 

plots.
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Figure 7*3 16PF Test Profiles of British OR Scientists1
and Accountants, England and Scotland2
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Figure 7*4 16PF Test Profile of British OR Scientists1
and American Business Executives^
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Figure 7-7 16PF Test Profile of British OR Scientists
and American Social Workers^
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1. OR Scientists - Unbroken line. (Male, 50)
2. Social Workers - Broken line, (male, 81).
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Figure 7*9 16PF Test Profile of British OR Scientists - Female
(Based on American General Population Norm-Female)
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Figure 7*10 16PF Test Profile of British OR Scientists, Male
and Female^ (Based on American General Population Norm).
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Significant Personality Differences Between British OR Scientists and 
Five Occupations: T-test comparisons of 16PF Test Profiles*

The similarities and differences in the 16PF test profiles of the five 

occupations compared with that of British OR scientists will now be dis

cussed on each of the sixteen personality factors measured by the 16PF 

test. For each of the factors the level of significance and the direction 

of the difference is presented in Table 7*6.

FACTOR A. Reserved Versus Outgoing

At the five percent level of significance or above, OR scientists diverge 

significantly from all the five occupations on this trait. OR scientists 

and in particular research scientists tend to be reserved relative to the 

four other occupations.

Research scientists are among the lowest ranking occupations on Factor A 

while social workers and business executives are among the highest ranking 

occupations.

FACTOR B. Low Intelligence Versus High Intelligence

In relation to all the occupations only research scientists tend to possess 

higher intelligence than OR scientists (p <0-001).

FACTOR C. Emotionally less stable versus Emotionally stable 

OR scientists tend not to be as emotionally stable in relation to research 

scientists. With the other four occupations OR scientists are not 

significantly dichotomised.
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FACTOR E. Humble Versus Assertive

OR scientists tend to be more assertive in relation to three of

the five occupations. With the other two occupations OR scientists

are not significantly distinguishable - research scientists and sales managers.

FACTOR F. Sober Versus Happy-go-Lucky

OR scientists tend to be less sober in relation to research scientists »

and accountants (England and Scotland). With the other three occupations 

OR scientists are not significantly delineated.

FACTOR G. Expedient Versus Conscientious

OR Scientists are not identifiable from research scientists on this factor. 

In relation to the remaining four occupations OR scientists tend to be 

more expedient while the four occupations tend to be more conscientious.

FACTOR H. Shy Versus Venturesome

OR scientists are not distinguishable from accountants (England and 

Scotland). Relatively, OR scientists tend not to be as venturesome as 

the other four occupations.

FACTOR I. Tough-minded Versus Tender-minded

OR scientists are not significantly different from accountants and business 

executives. Research scientists and social workers tend to be more tough- 

minded in relation to OR scientists while sales managers tend to be more 

tender-minded.

FACTOR L. Trusting Versus Suspicious

OR scientists are not significantly different from just only the
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sales managers on this trait. In relation to the four other occupations 

OR scientists tend to be less trusting.

FACTOR M. Practical Versus Imaginative

OR scientists tend to be more imaginative than all the occupations.

FACTOR N. Forthright Versus Astute

OR scientists tend not to be as astute as four of the occupations only. 

With -the research scientists OR scientists are however not 

significantly different.

FACTOR 0. Self-assured Versus Apprehensive

OR scientists differ significantly from research scientists and accountants 

on this factors with the other three occupations OR scientists are not 

significantly different. OR scientists tend not to be as self-assured 

as research scientists! although not as apprehensive as accountants.

FACTOR . Conservative Versus Experimenting

In relation to all the five occupations OR scientists tend to be more 

experimenting.

FACTOR Q2. Group dependent Versus Self-sufficient

OR scientists are not significantly dichotomised from two of the five 

o c c u p a t i o n s ;  with the other three occupations OR scientists are 

significantly delineated. OR scientists tend to be self-sufficient in 

relation to sales managers, social workers and business executives.
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FACTOR Q^. Undisciplined Self-conflict Versus Controlled 

OR scientists are distinguishable from business executives and research 

scientists; with the three other occupations OR scientists are not 

significantly different. OR scientists tend not to have as much control 

over their emotions and general behaviours in relation to research 

scientists and business executives.

FACTOR Q^. Relaxed Versus Tense

On this personality factor OR scientists are distinguishable from two of 

the five occupations. Research scientists and social workers tend to be 

less tense in relation to OR scientists; others are indistinguishable.

SUMMARY OF THE PERSONALITY PROFILE OF OR SCIENTISTS:

Although the uniqueness of using 16PF personality profiles in the selection 

of candidates for any work lies in the realisation that the "whole person" 

rather than some traits is being considered in the selection, it is 

desirable in interviewing situations to be aware of the particular features 

of the personality profile which most significantly distinguishes the 

group of particular interest from the rest of the population and other 

related professions. In assessing the degree of resemblance of an indi

vidual's profile to those in a particular profession, the pattern 

similarity coefficient rp , offers reliable data upon which judgement can 

be based.

A summary of the principal features of the personality profile of OR 

scientists in relation to the general adult population and the occupations 

whose profiles have been compared with OR scientists in this thesis is 

presented on all the sixteen factors covered by the 16PF test in Table 7*7.
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In general the profile of OR scientists is that of a profession relatively 

high on intelligence (B+), a prerequisite for any high level performances 

reasonably strongly assertive and stubborn (E+),a quality necessary for 

carrying the profession through those times when new and seemingly untried 

methods or solutions have to be implemented, this quality is supported by 

the strong tendency to break rules easily (G-). A high degree of 

scepticism and being hard to fool (L+) seem to be a major reason for the 

success of DR scientists in problem solving coupled with being highly 

imaginatively creative and unconventional (M+). A strong willingness to 

experiment with problem solutions (Q^+) and high self-sufficiency (Qj*) 

are all qualities essential for successful high level problem solving 

and desirable in a profession dedicated to creating change.

Whereas some of these properties may appear similar to phrases found in 

advertisements for OR scientists, it is doubtful how much of the richness 

of these primary source traits is captured by the prevailing methods of 

recruitment. UJe believe that the use of the sixteen personality factor 

test profile will enhance the selection of scientists more endowed with 

these essential personality traits.

OR Scientists Versus Research Scientists: A 16PF Profile Comparison:

Sincere OR scientists are generally recruited from the scientific community, 

the particular personality characteristics which essentially distinguishes 

OR scientists from the rest of the scientific community are worth 

identifying in order to assist in the effective recruitment of OR scientists

The 16PF test profile of OR scientists compared with that of research 

scientists shows that OR scientists are distinguishable on e l e v e n  of the 

sixteen personality factors at above the five percent level of signifi

cance on Student's t-test. The pattern similarity coefficient, rp ,
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to that of OR scientists is r = -0*024.
P

These two tests results suggest that OR scientists are a distinct and 

homogenous psychologically selected group within the scientific community. 

Specifically« in relation to research scientists OR scientists tend to 

be happy-go-lucky, suspicious, more imaginative and experimenting and, 

less reserved, emotionally stable, venturesome, tender-minded, self-assured 

and self-controlled.

Table 7*8 shows a summary of the factors delineating the two groups.

computed in a comparison of the 16PF test profile of research scientists
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Table 7*7 Key features of OR scientists on the 16PF test in relation
to the general adult population and five selected professions.

PRIMARY
SOURCE
TRAIT

MOST OF THE FIVE PROFESSIONS . 
(RELATIVE TO GENERAL POPULATION)

OR SCIENTISTS 
(RELATIVE TO GEN. POP.)

A Tend to be strongly outgoing and 
participating. Research 
scientists tend to be strongly 
reserved.

Tend not to be 
significantly different 
from the average adult.

B Tend to be high on intelligence. 
Research scientists tend to be 
very much higher than the average 
adult and most professions.

Tend to be very much 
higher than the average 
adult and most 
professions.

C Tend not to be significantly 
different from the average adult. 
Research scientists though, tend 
to be fairly emotionally stable.

Tend not to be 
significantly different 
from the average adult.

E Tend to be fairly assertive and 
competitive. Research scientists 
tend to be strongly assertive and 
stubborn.

Tend to be strongly 
assertive and stubborn 
in relation to the 
average adult and most 
professions

F Tend not to be significantly 
different from the average adult. 
Research scientists and to a 
lesser extent Accountants, tend 
to be sober and serious.

Tend not to be 
significantly different 
from the average adult.

G Tend to be mildly conscientious, 
and rule bound. Research 
scientists tend to be strongly 
expedient and break rules easily.

Tend to be strongly 
expedient and break 
rules easily.

H Tend to be fairly uninhibited 
and venturesome. Accountants to 
a very much lesser extent.

Tend not to be 
significantly different 
from the average adult.

I Tend not to be significantly 
different from the average adult. 
Research scientists and social 
workers tend to be strongly 
tender-minded and sensitive.
Sales managers tend to be 
strongly tough-minded and self- 
reliant.

Tend not to be 
significantly different 
from the average adult.

L Tend not to be significantly 
different from the average adult. 
Research scientists and social 
workers however tend to be mildly 
trusting and free from jealous 
tendencies relatively speaking.

Tend to be very much 
more sceptical, hard 
to fool and suspicious.

1. Tha mean stan score for the general adult population la 5*5
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Table 7*7 (continued)

I*l Tend to be mildly imaginatively 
creative.

tend to be highly 
imaginatively creative 
and unconventional.

N Tend to be somewhat socially 
aware.

Tend to be mildly 
unpretentious.

□ Tend to be polarised between 
tending to be mildly self- 
reproaching and tending to be 
mildly self-assured. Research 
scientists tend to be strongly 
more self-assured.

Tend to be mildly 
self assured.

°1 Tend to be fairly experimenting 
and free-thinking. Accountants 
relatively more so.

Tend to be highly 
experimenting and 
free-thinking.

Q2 Tend to be fairly accustomed to 
going their own way. Sales 
Managers and Social Workers tend 
somewhat to go with the group.

Tend to be fairly 
accustomed to going 
their own way.

°3 Tend not to be significantly 
different from the average adult. 
Research scientists tend to be 
fairly more self-controlled.

Tend not to be 
significantly different 
from the average adult.

Tend not to be significantly 
different from the average adult. 
Social Workers tend to be mildly 
more relaxed.

Tend not to be 
significantly different 
from the average adult.
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Table 7*8 Summary of 16PF test profile comparison between OR scientists
and research scientists.

PRIMARY
SOURCE
TRAIT

OR SCIENTISTS 
IN RELATION TO 
RESEARCH SCIENTISTS RESEARCH SCIENTISTS

T-test 
LEVEL OF 
SIGNIFICANCE

A less reserved reserved p < 0*001

B less intelligent high intelligence P<0.001

C less emotionally 
stable

emotionally stable p < 0*001

E N S 1 assertive -

F happy-go-lucky sober p < 0*001

G NS expedient -

H less venturesome venturesome p < 0*001

I less tender-minded tender-minded p < 0*001

L suspicious trusting p < 0*001

M more imaginative imaginative p < 0*001

N NS forthright -

0 less self-assured self-assured p < 0*001

Q1 more experimenting experimenting p < 0*001

Q2 NS self-sufficient -

°3 less self-controlled self-controlled p < 0*001

less relaxed relaxed P <  0.05

1. NS naans Not Significant.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction:

In this chapter a summary of the research is presented, and a general theory 

on the introduction of Operational Research into organisations is discussed. 

Based on the general theory some conclusions are drawn on the particular 

problems of the introduction of Operational Research into the Nigerian 

Civil Service, and some recommendations are made on how the problems might 

be solved. A suggestion is made on area for further research on the problems 

of OR in developing countries.

THE RESEARCH SUMMARY

This research was concerned with the problems of the introduction of 

Operational Research into developing countries. The particular area 

investigated was the problems of the introduction of OR into the Civil 

Service in Nigeria. The purpose of the research was to increase our under

standing of the administrators, and their problems, and the situation with 

regards to factors which are basic and pragmatically significant to the 

introduction of OR into an organisation.

In the preliminary stages of the research, a comprehensive literature survey 

was conducted on OR in developing countries. The literature revealed the 

application of OR approaches in a large number of problem areas throughout 

the developing countries. But there was little evidence of implementation 

or management involvement in the studies. A list and a summary of problem 

areas where OR approaches were applied in water resources, agriculture, 

health and social welfare, industry, sectoral and national planning and, 

transportation was provided showing analytical and quantitative models 

developed and the country or region where the study was conducted.
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On the particular problems of the Introduction of OR into organisations, 

paucity of literature was revealed by the survey. A summary of some of 

the approaches suggested for getting OR started was presented. A review 

of OR in government services in the developed countries was undertaken in 

order to gain useful insights into the specific problems of getting OR set 

up in the civil service. The review included an interview with a senior 

OR Scientist in the British Civil Service. A summary of the various modes 

which can be adopted in the introduction of OR in a civil service was provided.

With that completed the introduction of OR into some sectors of the civil 

service in Nigeria was thought of in order to provide a specific case in 

which the problems of setting up OR can be studied. The Nigerian Railways 

Corporation (NRC) was chosen for this purpose. In order to initiate the 

dialogue necessary for identifying projects perceived by the management 

as significant and on which OR assistance can be arranged, a list of projects 

related to problem areas in rail transportation was prepared and sent to 

officials of the appropriate Federal ministry. This was to get the dialogue 

started as a prelude to the discussion on the introduction of OR into NRC.

The lack of effective response suggested that more fundamental work was 

necessary before the question of the introduction of OR into specific minis

tries and public corporations could be considered.

Following that realisation the research efforts were directed onto trying 

to increase our understanding of the administrators, their work, their 

problems, and the situation with regards to factors which are basic and 

pragmatically significant to the introduction of OR into an organisation.

This was done by conducting extensive Interviews among senior civil servants 

in Nigeria covering the Federal Civil Service and the civil service in five 

States. The interviews showed that OR was not well known in the Civil
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Service« that civil servants had preferences in the mode of introducing 

OR into the Civil Service, that OR projects of some sort could be arranged 

in nearly all the ministries and public corporations, and that there could 

be problems with finding staff of the right calibre and experience in the 

introduction of OR into the civil service. In order to assist in finding 

solutions to the problems of staffing in particular, a psychometric instru

ment which is based on scientific foundation was used to increase our under

standing of the traits which account for success in OR. Although some 

cautions would re required in using the particular test instrument in 

Nigeria, we believe that understanding the personality factors which are 

essential for successful OR work is an important contribution to knowledge 

and to the particular problems of the selection of staff for OR work in 

the Nigerian Civil Service.

The main conclusions of the research will now be examined first by dis

cussions on a general theory on the introduction of OR into organisations.

A GENERAL THEORY ON THE INTRODUCTION OF OPERATIONAL RESEARCH (OR) INTO 
ORGANISATIONS:

The primary purpose of this study was to increase our understanding on 

the problems of the introduction of Operational Research (OR) into develop

ing countries. Our particular interest being in the introduction of OR 

into the civil service in Nigeria. Ue believe that this research has bridged 

some important gaps in our knowledge regarding the problems of the intro

duction of OR into organisations done in a planned and systematic manner.

This study represents the first attempt based on scientific method to under

stand the administrators, their work and their problems in connection with 

the introduction of OR into the civil service in Nigeria. This unique 

study we believe has made original contributions vital to our understanding 

of the problems of the introduction of OR into organisations in general.
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In fact, based on analysis of data collected during the study, a general 

theory on the introduction of Operational Research into organisations can 

now be discussed.

As asserted by tfintzberg (1975)

"A theory may be defined simply as a coherent system 
of propositions that purports to explain a phenomenon."

In this section we discuss factors which we believe explain the introduc

tion of OR into organisations. Often theories emerge from problem solving 

as argued by Poper (197a ), and as discussed in Chapter Five theories do 

emanate from the results of surveys undertaken to increase one's under

standing of a phenomenon. In a developing field such as the problems of 

a planned and systematic introduction of OR into organisations deep under

standing can at best be gained only from studying the problems in the real 

world where the decisions are made on whether to introduce OR or not to 

introduce OR into particular organisations.

Analysis of data collected on factors which one believed to be pragmati

cally significant and pertinent to the introduction of OR into an organisa

tion during face to face interviews conducted in the Nigerian Civil Service 

has led one to the conclusion that certain factors are central to the 

successful introduction of OR into any organisation. One believes that 

the introduction of OR into an organisation is a policy decision, and in 

one's view the response of the decision makers in an organisation to the 

issue of whether to introduce OR into the organisation or not depends on 

five essential factors namelyl

1. AWARENESS - the degree of awareness and understanding which exists about 

Operational Research at the highest levels (and to lesser extents at
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other levels) of decision making in an organisation. Implicit in this 

factor is the ability and willingness of the decision makers in the 

organisation to apply the results of scientific investigation to decision 

making problems in the organisation.

2. APPLICABILITY - the range of decision making problems in an organisation 

which are amenable to scientific method of enquiry.

3. MODALITY - the status which the decision makers in an organisation are 

willing to accord to Operational Research in tha management structure 

of the organisation.

A. AVAILABILITY - the availability of OR scientists of the right calibre 

and experience who can successfully tackle the decision making problems 

which confront the decision makers in the organisation.

5. FINANCEA3ILITY - the willingness and ability of an organisation to pay 

the price of acquiring the best available expertise (personnel and 

otherwise) needed in order to effectively tackle the decision making 

problems which confront the organisation.

SOME CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE INTRODUCTION OF OR INTO THE NIGERIAN CIVIL
SERVICE;

Considered in the light of the general theory on the introduction of

Operational Research into organisations which was discussed in the fore

going section, the following conclusions have been drawn on the particular

problems of the introduction of OR into the civil service in Nigeria.

1. OR AWARENESS:

The research revealed that there was overwhelming evidence of ignorance 

concerning OR among senior civil servants. In our view something must
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be done about this problem in order that OR might have a real chance 

of being introduced into the civil service. Ue believe that some basic 

understanding of OR at the very high levels of government is essential 

to the successful introduction of OR into the civil service. The sort 

of experiment undertaken by Luck (1979) in Indonesia would not be an 

effective solution in our view.

Operational Research is a revolutionary activity, without strong backing 

at the high levels of government it could be a fruitless exercise, if 

not impossible to effectively practice. Officers could withhold data 

or refuse to implement the results, just to mention these two problem 

areas. For OR to be effectively and successfully introduced into the 

civil service we believe would require a definite decision at very high 

levels of government similar to the decisions taken by the British govern

ment to use OR both during the war and after the war. This will ensure 

that OR has the necessary backing vital to its effectiveness in the 

civil service, that questions such as the role and function of OR in 

government, and the organisational structure of OR are well thought out, 

and that OR scientists working in government have a planned career path 

to follow as is the case in the British Civil Service for example.

Merely recruiting OR scientists into the government or just developing 

OR skills in government officials as Luck (1973) experimented or as 

suggested by Clayson (1990) could lead to frustration on the part of 

OR scientists working in government, and destroy the moral and motivation 

which are necessary for success in a pioneering activity.

From analysis of the situation regarding this factor, it is a conclusion 

of this study that for OR to be effectively and successfully started and 

sustained in the civil service in Nigeria, some sort of OR education 

would be necessary at the very high levels of government in order to
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increase the awareness and understanding which exists among the top 

policy makers in the government about Operational Research, and about 

its values to government in problem solving and in policy formulation.

2. APPLICABILITY:

Operational Research is a well-established and widely used activity in 

government departments in the U.K. and in the U.S.A., as well as in many 

other countries in the developed worlds. Major OR studies have been 

undertaken in most ministries in the U.K. The range of problems for 

which OR can be usefully applied is no less in the civil service in 

Nigeria than in the U.K. or in the U.S.A. and we believe its potential 

is no less. In fact as Morse and Brown (1976) have pointed out the 

problem in the introduction of OR into the developing countries is not 

with what OR will do. Morse and Brown noted:

"It seems reasonable to conclude that there is no
lack of places where an OR Group can work."

From the description of work done in the ministries in the civil service 

in Nigeria, a wide range of potential OR application areas can be dis

cerned. Our studies showed that in nearly all government ministries 

and public corporations, OR projects of some sort which would be per

ceived by administrators as being of significance to the government can 

be identified. Ue conclude that a number of the policy issues, strategic 

problems, and tactical matters which confront the Nigerian government 

are amenable to scientific method of investigation. In other words 

Operational Research is applicable to the general range of problems which 

the Nigerian civil service grapples with, and the quality of decision 

making could definitely improve with the introduction of Operational 

Research into the civil service. It is our belief that the Nigerian 

government would profit from the use of Operational Research in its 

civil service.
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3. MODALITY

There was convincing evidence that senior civil servants had strong pre

ferences on the approach which government should adopt during the intro

duction of OR into the civil service. For example, our research find

ings suggested that the establishment of RAND-type corporations to under

take OR for government was not an approach most favoured by senior civil 

servants. Evidence from the research showed that OR groups located in 

the ministerial units was the most prefered approach among senior civil 

servants, in particular among permanent secretaries. u.'hile some senior 

officers would like such groups to be centrally administered, some others, 

permanent secretaries in particular believed that centralised control 

would introduce bureaucratic processes which could undermine the effi

ciency and effectiveness of OR activities in government. Some of these 

officers would prefer "own" groups or autonomous ministerial OR groups. 

This is a departure from the recommendations of the panel appointed by 

the National Academy of Sciences (19’6) that a central OR group (or a 

prototype OR group) is '•’he most suitable during the introduction of OR 

into governments in developing countries. In fact, it is in line uith 

the traditional approach to OR in government as examplified by the U.K. 

Civil Service and the American Civil Service.

be believe that there is some relationship between the status of OR in 

the management structure of an organisation and the kind of problems 

which OR is called upon to investigate. The question of the status of 

OR in the top management structure of an organisation is vital, we believe 

that this is one of the five essential factors which are responsible 

for the successful introduction and functioning of OR in an organisation. 

As the OR Society U.K. (1968) asserted in respect of the status of OR 

in the British Civil Service, low level OR undermines the benefits of 

OR in the government. Rivett and Ackoff (1963) have argued that to place
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□R low in the management structure of an organisation was to rob the 

organisation of the benefits of having OR in the organisation. The par

ticular points made by Rivett and Ackoff in this respect is worth under

scoring; they argued:

"One of the greatest potential uses of OR in a company 
is at the top strategy-making level. Consequently, the 
OR man must have access to the directors (top managers) 
of the company concerned... To do anything else is to 
deny yourself the full dividends coming from using OR 
in your company... The advantage of such a setting in 
the company structure is that it gives a firm basis for 
the OR activity. It is well rooted in the structure of 
the company, it is forced into the front line of decision 
making and hence its work will have an immediate usefulness." 
(p .3 2 ) .

Given that there are policy issues, strategic problems, and tactical 

matters in the government on which OR investigations can significantly 

contribute to improvements in the quality of decisions which government 

makes, it is our conclusion that in the introduction of OR into the 

civil service, the status of OR must be sufficiently high in the manage

ment structure of government in order that OR would be in a position to 

freely study these problems. Ue believe that in doing so government 

would derive maximum benefits from OR activities in the civil service.

A. AVAILABILITY:

Although the problems of having persons with the right personality type 

in specific occupations has long been recognised (Blum and Naylor 196b, 

Gaudet and Carli 1957), and in particular for OR work (Blackett 1950, 

Streat 1950, Tippett 1950), the personality profile of OR scientists 

has never been determined in a scientific fashion. Ue believe that in 

starting OR in organisations, having OR staff of the right calibre and 

experience is essential and vital in order that the exercise may have 

a real chance of success. The importance of starting with qualified
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staff was emphasised by Rivett and Ackoff (1963), the OR Society U.K. 

(1963), and by Morse and Brown (1976).

In this research we have determined using a psychometric instrument 

which is based on scientific foundation and which is the product of over 

thirty-five years of scientific research (Walsh 1S73), the traits which 

are essential to successful OR work. This unique study, which is the 

first of its kind, has filled an important gap in our knowledge about 

OR scientists.

Our research findings showed that OR Scientists are a distinct and identi

fiable group of workers within the scientific community, among occupa

tional groups, and within the general population. The 16PF test profile 

of OR scientists showed that they are a homogenous and psychologically 

selected group of persons. In our view, this understanding will assist 

in the selection cf serving officers in particular for training in OR 

during the introduction of OR into an organisation.

Our studies have shown that availability of OR staff of the right calibre 

and experience in Nigeria could be a problem during the introduction 

of OR into the civil service in Nigeria. We are aware that a substantial 

number of Nigerians have trained in Operational Research in the last 

couple of years, if they could be identified, they might be able to 

ease the problem. But we believe that most of these OR scientists may 

be lacking in experience in real live problem solving since many of them 

were not known to be engaged in full-time practice of Operational 

Research. As Sagastic (1972), Smith (1973), and Bandyopadhyay and Varde 

(1980) have each criticised, OR scientists from the developing countries 

who have trained abroad often lacked experience in real live problem 

solving, particularly in solving problems of the kind which public
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Our conclusion is that during the introduction of OR into the civil 

service in Nigeria, availability of indigenous OR Scientists of the 

right calibre and experience would be a problem. In order to assist 

in solving this problem the personality traits which are essential for 

OR work have been identified using a psychometric instrument so that 

appropriate serving officers could be recruited for OR training.

5. FINANCEA8ILITY:

Evidence from the research showed that individual ministries in the 

Nigerian Civil Service could find funds to permit studies of some kinds 

to be undertaken for them. This might be seen from the consultancy 

studies commissioned by government ministries and public corporations.

On the particular case of the introduction of OR into the civil service, 

the impression we got from the interview responses was that government 

would be willing to budget for OR, if it was persuaded of its value.

In other words subject to certain conditions being satisfied finance- 

ability might not be a problem. Our conclusion on this factor is that 

the situation regarding it can only be satisfactorily resolved when 

there is more understanding among the policy makers in the government 

about the values of OR to the government.

SOME RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE INTRODUCTION OF OPERATIONAL RESEARCH INTO THE 
NIGERIAN CIVIL SERVICE:

Based on the conclusions discussed in the foregoing section, we make the 

following recommendations on the introduction of Operatonal Research into 

the civil service in Nigeria.

1. OR Education for the Dost Senior Decision Makers:

OR is an "assistance" given to one confronted with the problems of

administrators and managers in the developing countries grapple with.
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decision making. For a decision r.iaker to benefit most from the assist

ance. it is essential for him to have reasonable confidence in the 

assistance. This means that it is necessary for the decision maker 

to have some basic understanding of what OR is, what it does and who 

does it, its value to government in policy formulation, analysis of 

strategies and resolution of tactical problems, and how OR can be intro

duced into the civil service.

As pointed out by Streat (1950) in connection with the introduction 

of OR into British industries, unless there is this understanding the 

assistance may be worthless. Streat declared:

"It seems to me a pregnant and dramatic truism that 
until a fact is understood it has no dynamic impact 
on human affairs. The moment it is understood it 
begins forthwith to affect life and conduct in a 
vivid and vital fashion." (p.9).

In view of the prevailing problem of ignorance about OR, something has 

to be done in order for the introduction of Operational Research into 

the civil service to mature. In our view, the most senior decision 

makers - political leaders, civil servants, and managers of government 

corporations - should be given some form of OR education in order to 

enhance their understanding of OR, what it does, how it is done, who 

does i^ how it can assist them, and how to set up OR in the government.

OR education for decision makers in this category is a complex matter.

It is not just a matter of giving them an academic introduction to OR 

through say formal academic courses such as i'IBA or Diploma/M.Sc. in 

OR for example, since the intention is not to make them OR workers.

In fact as pointed out by Jackson (1959) top executives do not have 

the disposition for activities such as Operational Research. Similarly
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the use of literature for this purpose is inappropriate since busy 

executives are less likely to have time to study and digest the contents 

of such materials. Word of mouth or personal involvement could have 

served the purpose to some extent if OR was already being done in the 

government. But since we are dealing with a situation where little 

or no OR is being done, OR education through word of mouth or personal 

involvement cannot be an effective solution to the problems of getting 

OR started in the Civil Service.

We believe that for OR to be effectively introduced into the Civil 

Service it would require a definite decision by government. This will 

ensure that the function of OR, its position in the structure of govern

ment and other related questions are carefully examined. To just recruit 

OR scientists into the government uithout giving due thought to these 

and other related questions could lead to frustrations on the part of 

OR scientists or hinder their effectiveness.

The kind of OR education we recommend is that which will provide the 

basis for the decision maker to act and assist in developing in him 

the "will" necessary in order to take the decision to introduce OR into 

government. It could take the form of seminars to which ministers, 

commissioners, permanent secretaries, and general managers of public 

corporations are invited. Such seminars would include experienced OR 

practitioners of distinction and a few notable OR scholars. This will 

bring together all the key elements vital to getting OR started and 

essential to successful OR practice in the civil service and in public 

corporations. As ¡torse and Brown (197S) pointed out, in order to get 

OR started it is important that OR users and OR practitioners know about 

the existence of each other, ¡torse and Brown noted:
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"Two elements have to be brought together for the 
process to be started: an administrator who wants 
to use OR and a capable or potentially capable, OR 
director who wants to develop a group. Both kinds 
of people need to know about OR and about each 
others’ existence."

There are problems involved in the implementation of this recommendation. 

Three which are particularly central to the successful implementation 

of the recommendation are the problems of finding sponsorship for the 

seminars, the problems of developing appropriate programmes for the 

seminars since often seminars on OR tend to dwell on "mathematics" 

rather than on problem solving, and the problems of how to persuade 

the top policy makers in the government - ministers, commissioners, 

permanent secretaries, and managers of public corporations - to attend 

the seminars, rinding solutions to these and other problems is beyond 

the scope of these research.

2. Staffing: Collecting a Team Composed of the Right Calibre of Personnel*

A common problem when starting OR in an organisation is that of staffing. 

Collecting a team which is composed of the right calibre of staff is 

vital to the successful introduction of OR. In general an OR team would 

include physical scientists, engineers, mathematicians, economists, 

behavioural scientists, social scientists, computer scientists and pro

grammers, and staff with indepth knowledge of the organisation - an 

experienced administrative officer for example. An important precondition 

in OR team formation is the ability of the staff to work together as 

a team. A common suggestion on staffing when introducing OR into an 

organisation is to start with a small number of scientists (between 

three and six) and allow the team to grow. (Rivett and Ackoff 1963,

Morse and Brown 1976).

Although no OR scientist was discovered in the Civil Service in Nigeria
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during our investigation it is generally believed that in Nigeria there 

exists a pool of trained OR scientists with various disciplinary back- • 

grounds from which one can draw in order to form an initial OR team.

The main problem there is that most of these OR scientists have little 

or no experience in real live problem solving.

Our recommendation is that for an initial period of say three years, 

experienced foreign OR scientists should be employed to work with indi

genous trained OR scientists. The experienced foreign OR scientist 

will have three basic roles namely5

(i) to undertake OR in the government,

(ii) to pass on his experience to qualified but relatively inexperienced 

Nigerian OR scientists, and

(iii) to provide on the job training for experienced but non OR trained 

staff.

In order to assist in the recruitment, particularly internal recruitment 

of experienced staff of the right calibre for training in OR, we have 

identified the personality traits which are responsible for success 

in OR using a psychometric instrument - the Sixteen Personality Factor 

Questionnaire (16PF). The research showed that a suitable candidate 

for OR work would in addition to having scientific training be someone 

with a high degree of general intelligence, be reasonably strongly 

assertive and stubborn, one who may easily disregard organisational 

rules, practices, traditions and conventional ways of doing things, and 

one who is suspicious and hard to fool. Such candidate would be one 

who is highly imaginatively creative, interested in intellectual matters 

and have a strong willingness to try new solutions to problems, and be 

highly independent-minded but not necessarily dominant in his relation

ship with others.



These are qualities the research has revealed as essential for successful 

high level problem solving, for carrying the OR scientist through those 

times when new and seemingly untried methods and solutions have to be 

implemented, and in a scientist dedicated to creating change.

Having staff of the right calibre is essential to successful OR as pointed 

out by the OR Society U.K. (1960) in their Memorandum to the Fulton 

Committee on the Civil Service. The Society noted: "Operational research 

needs to be well done or not at all, and it is correspondingly important 

to recruit staff of the right calibre and experience." As Streat (1350) 

questioned, every good scientist nay not succeed in OR. Streat queried:

"Is any good scientist qualified to succeed in 
operational researcn or does it call for qualities 
other than pure scientific attainments? If so, 
what sort of qualities?" (p.133).

Ue believe that the use of appropriate testing instruments would greatly 

enhance the selection of individuals with the right personality trait 

for OR work. As 31um and Naylor (1256) pointed out, it is generally 

recognised that most people fail in their job not because they are 

intellectually incompetent but because they may not possess the right 

personality for the particular job. 21um and Naylor declared:

"...it has been unequivocally determined that in many 
occupations the people with the highest scores on an 
intelligence test are not necessarily the most success
ful employees..." (p.1G1).

Gaudet and Carli (1957) similarly showed that many people fail in their 

jobs due to personality problems. In the practice of OR, having a per

sonality suitable for the job is vital to success as pointed out by 

31ackett (135U) and Tippett (1550) respectively. In order to assist



in the recruitment of candidates with the necessary personality require

ments for OR work, a Sixteen Personality profile of OR scientists was 

constructed during this research. Although the use of this instrument 

(the 16PF) would be a vital aid in the selection of persons for OR work, 

we feel that its use in Nigeria should proceed with caution until appro

priate norms are available.

SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:

The problems of the introduction of Operational Research into organisations 

in general and in particular in the developing countries is an under

developed area of Operational Research, but it is a daunting area of research. 

It calls for dedication and courage. One of the worst handicaps of this 

research was that the problem was investigated far away from its environ

ment in Nigeria. One looks forward to the day that research of this kind 

would be undertaken in the developing countries.

A particularly important area in which research results could dramatically 

affect in a positive direction the processes of the introduction of OR 

into the developing countries, especially Nigeria, will now be suggested 

so as to encourage daring OR scientists and other interested researchers 

to come and help us in the developing countries.

The Training of OR Scientists in Developing Countries, Especially in Nigeria: 

This is a research that one believes is urgently needed. As argued by 

Sagasti (1972), Smith (1973), and by 9andyopadhyay and Varde (1980), OR 

scientists from the developing countries who have been trained in the 

developed countries (perhaps like most other professionals trained in the 

developed countries) do have difficulties in applying their knowledge 

readily and effectively to problems in the developing countries. In this 

enquiry the researcher should among other questions seek to find answers
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to how OR scientists from the developing countries can detrained in order 

for them to be able to tackle the problems of development facing the 

developing countries. In other words, how can the teaching of OR particu

larly in institutions in the developing countries, be made relevant to 

solving the problems of development facing the developing countries?

The research should investigate how scientists in the developing countries 

through training in Operational Research can be mobilized in a crusade 

for national development such as suggested by Ackoff (1963) and prevent 

the universities from becoming a haven into which trained OR scientists 

can escape and from there transmit their "irrelevant knowledge" to others 

as feared by Ackoff (1974).

The study will attempt to develop a programme which will firmly link OR 

training done particularly in the developing countries to problem solving 

in the real world in which governments, industries, and businesses function. 

One believes that a well designed training programme for OR scientists 

in the developing countries is an important step in the process of the 

introduction of OR into the developing countries especially Nigeria.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

How soon the Nigerian Civil Service acquires OR expertise and employs the 

expertise in government policy, strategic, and tactical decision making 

depends to a large extent on how soon the recommendations of this research 

are duly implemented.

Ue conclude by noting that the introduction of Operational Research into 

the civil service in Nigeria is a vision which we sincerely hope will come 

to pass. In the words of an old prophet we declare that:
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"...the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at 
the end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, 
wait for it; because it will surely come, it will not 
tarry." (Habakkuk 2:3).
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A P P E N D I X  I

INTRODUCING OPERATIONAL RESEARCH INTO THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR INTERVIEWING SENIOR CIVIL SERVANTS IN NIGERIA

INTRODUCTION

My name Is Adamu Idama. I am the research student from the School of  

Industrial and Business Studies of the University o f  Warwick, Enaland. Thank 

you for grantlnn me this Interview. We are currently studying the problems 

o f  Introducing OPERATIONAL RESEARCH (OR) into the developino countries. We 

are examining the particu lar case of the introduction o* OR in the Public 

Service in Nigeria. We have requested this particular interview with you so 

that we can understand what your responsib ilit ies are and what value 

Operational Research would be to you. We assure you that views expressed 

during this interview are held in confidence.
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ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH OPERATIONAL RESEARCH WOULD BE PRACTISED

Q.1 a) In order that I can fu l ly  understand and appreciate your

responsib il it ies , can you give me a b r ie f  description o f  the main 

work done 1n this ministry?

b) What w in  you consider to be the key factors on which the success 

o f  your ministry w ill be judged?

i )  By your colleanues in other ministries.

11) By the general public.

c) Are studies in connection with the work o f the ministry 

in it iated  in the ministry?

d) Do you have particular set times when studies must be initiated?

e ) Do you have funds allocated for consultancy services in 

connection with your studies.

f )  About what percentage o f  the project cost would you say is 

allocated to consultancy services?

g) Are decisions in connection with the activ it ies  of the ministry 

usually taken by the permanent secretary?

( I f  NO go to 1)
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h) How does he normally take the decisions, that 1s, for example, 

would he depend on recoimendatlons from an o f f ic e r  in the 

ministry, or would he take the decision in a standing comittee  

existing in the ministry?

1) Where are such decisions taken?

j )  How are they taken, that i s ,  for example, by a standing committee 

or by other means.

k) See-va&tMHed-Otfefe'

l )  See^»titeeb*«kz9he»U

m) Considering the planning and the execution of a particular  

project, whose views would count the most in the ministry?

n) In taking decisions in connection with the activ it ies  of the 

ministry, what is  the position o* the permanent secretary 1n 

relation to the minister?

o) Does the ministry recruit s t a f f  d irectly  to meet its  needs?

EXISTING KNOWLEDGE ABOUT OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Q.2 a) Can you te l l  me what you know about Operational Research?

( I f  OR is  UNKNOWN go to e ) )
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b) Can you suggest any areas where OR night be applied In the 

ministry?

( I f  NO go to d ) )

c) What areas are these?

d) Are there any particular d i f f ic u lt ie s  In Identifying areas where 

OR may be applied?

e) Operational Research 1s the application o f the methods of science 

to aid decision making. OR 1s applicable to a wide range of 

problems. In practice i t  is found to be most useful 1n dealing 

with problems that have some measure of uncertainty, or where 

the sheer complexity o f  the problem means that a detailed 

research 1s necessary.

Given what has been said, and what you have told me about the 

main work o f  this ministry, can you think of areas where OR 

might be usefu lly  applied?

f )  Do you have anyone doing OR 1n the ministry?

( I f  NO go to Q.3)

g) How was he trained?
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PREVIOUS CONSULTANCY EXPERIENCE

Q.3 a) Have any consultancy projects been done durino your time in this 

ministry?

( I f  NO go to j ) )

b) What kind o f  work was it?

c ) What was your involvement in the project?

d) Was the consultancy undertaken by a team o*  c iv i l  servants?

( I f  YES go to g ) )

e )  Who were the consultants?

f )  How were they recruited?

g) Was the result implemented?

h) What were the d i f f icu lt ie s  in implementino the results?

1) Was a computer used on the project?

(Go to 0.4)

j )  Is there any particular reason why consultants have not been used?
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AVAILABILITY OF COMPUTER

Q.4 a) Do you have a computer 1n the ministry?

( I f  NO go to 0.5)

b) Do you have direct access to the computer?

( I f  NO go to e ) )

c) By what means, that i s ,  for example, do you have a terminal 

assigned to your office?

( I f  NO go to e ) )

d) Do you have s t a f f  to operate i t  for you?

e) How do you use the computer?

PREFERRED MODE OF INTRODUCING OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Q.5 a) There are a number o f  possible ways by which a government can 

introduce Operational Research Into its  service, fo r  example:

1) A government may set up a department which w il l  

provide Operational Research service to a l l  the 

ministries in the government.
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11) A government may establish a corporation which w il l  

provide Operational Research services for  

government ministries only, and

111) A government may establish Operational Research

groups 1n selected ministries to provide Operational 

Research services.

Which o f these approaches do you think is  best for you?

PROBLEMS IN INTRODUCING OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

Q.6 a) Introducing a new service into an existinn organisation sometimes 

presents problems. Do you see any d i f f ic u lt ie s  with introducing 

Operational Research 1n the government?

FURTHER LEADING

Q.7 Is there anyone else you suggest I should talk to on this subject?

FINAL REMARKS

Thank you very much. We would be very pleased to hear from you 1f we can 

be o f  further assistance to you 1n any way. That 1s the end o f  the Interview.
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U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  W A R W I C KSCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND 
BUSINESS STUDIES

ROLFE C. TOMLINSON 
PROFESSOR OF SYSTEMS 
AND OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

COVENTRY C V 4  7AL

TELEPHONE COVENTRY 102031 24011

14th March 1983

A P P E N D I X  II

Dear S ir

I am writing to ask i f  you could arranqe for one o f  my Nigerian research 
students, Idama Adamu, to have an interview with a senior o f f ic ia l  in your 
department.

Idama's research is concerned with the problems of introducing Operational 
Research (see Annex 1) into developing countries and in particular Nigeria. 
I t  is c lea r  that governments in Europe and North America have gained a 
great deal -  both in terms o f  financial saving and policy formulation - 
from the application of Operational Research,~and Idama is  trying to 
understand whether similar advantages could accrue in Nigeria and what 
would be needed to allow this to happen. A related question is to find cut 
why the considerable numoer o f  overseas graduates who qua li fy  in OR each 
year do not seem to practice the subject on their return hone.

Idama has extensively studied the practical use to which OR has been put by 
government bodies in the UK and the US, and has develooed some ideas as to 
its  potential value in the Nigerian public service. He has now reached the 
point where he needs direct contact with the aooropriate o f f ic ia ls  to test 
out these ideas. Following such interviews he would hope to be able to 
identify some problems to which OR could immediately be applied.

Idama has also examined the problems of establishing an OR team in a new 
area and is  developing ideas as to the relative effectiveness o f  different  
ways o f doing this. It  is c lear  that effectiveness ceoends on the sk i l l  
and experience o f  the administrative s t a f f  concerned, as well as on the 
training and experience o f the investigational s ta f f  themselves and of the 
organisational relationship between them.

The interview would be using a structured questionnaire which we are 
preparing and which needs to be administered in person. Whereas i t  would 
be most valuable to us i f  you could give the necessary time yourself, we 
think i t  rea l is t ic  to ask i f  you could nominate a senior o f f ic ia l  with 
experience o f  your department, and who has had contact with internal 
investigators or consultants (not necessarily in OR). Because the research 
is practically  oriented, I would nope that the information that Idana would 
obtain from such interviews, and any suggestions that he may be able to 
make as a result o f  them, may be of direct value to your deoartr'ent, as well 
as being an important element in his PhD thesis.

In addition to the annex already referred to, which gives you some 
information about our group at Uarvick University, I also enclose a summary 
discussion paper wnich indicates the ground that Idama has so far covered 
in his research.

cont
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Our plan 1s fo r  Idama to obtain this imoortant additional information at 
the end o f  May or early 1n June. I would be grateful 1f you could arrange 
fo r  an appropriate senior o f f ic ia l  to see him during this period. It  
would g reat ly  assist  1n planning h1s v i s i t  i f  you could suggest a 
convenient time.

Thank you fo r  considering this request, which I hope may lead to 
Information o f  value to your department. I f  I ,  or my colleagues, can 
help 1n any way we would be glad to do so.

Yours f a i th fu l ly

Rolfe Tomlinson

Enclosures: Annex I -  Operational Research at Warwick 
Annex II  -  Summary of Conclusions to Date



ANNEX I

Operational Research

The use o f  the sc ien t if ic  approach to help solve problems o f  decision 

making and policy formulation'. It  draws on a l l  branches o f knowledge 

and makes extensive use o f  'models' -  which can be written statements, 

mathematical equations or computer formulations -  to explore the 

consequences o f  a lternative actions.

'Systems Analys1s'1s sometimes used 1n exactly the same sense as 

Operational Research (OR). At Warwick University the word ORASA is 

used to cover them both.

The ORASA Group -  Warwick University

The group 1s situated 1n the School o f  Industrial and Business Studies 

and teaches on undergraduate courses as well as being responsible for an 

MSc course in Management Science and Operational Research. It is one of 

a small number of grouos recognised by the Science and Engineering 

Research Council fo r  studentship and research awards in OR. Its research 

interests include strategic planning, decision suooort systems, 

management and control problems in the public service, stock management 

and the methodology o f  OR.

Professor Rolfe Tomlinson

Professor Tomlinson was for many years Director of Coerational Research 

at the National Coal Board, in charge of a team of 100 graduates covering 

every aspect of the Board's Operations. He was then Chairman o f the
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Management and Technology Area at the International Institute o f  Applied 

Systems Analysis fo r  three years. He came to Warwick 1n 1980 as 

Professor o f  Systems and Operational Research.

Professor Tomlinson 1s a past-president o f  the UK OR Society and o f  the 

European Association o f  OR Societies, and has wide International experience 

1n Europe (East and West), North America, Malaysia and Singapore, and

Australia .

Annex 2

Introducing OR Into Government Activities In Developing Countries 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS TO DATE

1. OR 1s a well-established and widely used activ ity 1n government 

departments 1n the United Kingdom and 1n the US, as well as 1n 

many other countries 1n the developed world.

2. Although consultants are widely used in the construction of 

mathematical models used 1n OR, effective results are only 

obtained when spec ia list  OR units are lodged within the management 

teams and are seen as part of the overall management function o f a 

department.

3. The e ffective  use o f  OR Implies a degree of sophistication on the 

part o f  the administrators concerned and in their willingness to 

explore alternatives. I t  does not, however, require any direct 

knowledge of OR methodology or of computer operations.

4. Major OR studies have been undertaken 1n most Ministries 1n the 

UK. There are substantial teams 1n the Treasury, the Deoartment of 

Health, Oefence, the Home Office, and smaller but significant teams 

1n many other departments.

5. The Increasing use of micro-computers with the opportunities they 

Introduce for application 1n non-routine situations has created a 

major new f ie ld  of application fo r  operational researcn.

6. There are many ways by which an operational research group may be 

started. Basic requirements are the support o f  a senior administrator
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and the active cooperation of managers fo r  whom the original studies 

are undertaken. From the OR side 1t requires a leadership o f  

someone with experience o f  applying OR 1n practical situations as 

well as having an understanding o f the way 1n which the department 

operates.

7. OR s t a f f  need to be formally trained 1n the use o f operational 

research techniques and 1n the methodology of undertaking OR 

Investigations. In personality they need to be able to mix with and 

be accepted by management personnel.

8. The range o f  problems fo r  which OR could be usefully applied 1s no 

less 1n the Nigerian C1v11 Service than in the UK or the US and Its  

potential value 1s no less . A wide range of potential applications 

have been Identified , but discussions with appropriate experts are 

necessary before the real value can be gauged.

9. The Nigerian C1v11 Service has the management sophistication which 

would enable them to make effective use of Investigations.

10. The best method o f  Introducing OR Into the Nigerian Civil Service 

would be to establish small teams 1n selected Ministries.

11. Particular care needs to be paid to the recruitment o f appropriate 

s t a f f  and to ensure that they are given a suitable working 

environment. There are a substantial number o f  Nigerian students 

who have been trained In operational research who are not pursuing

the subject, at lea s t  on a fu ll-tim e basis. I f  they could be 

Identified , they might be able to play a substantial part.

Idama Adanu 

March 1983
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SCHOOL or INDUSTRIAL AND 
BUSINESS STUDIES

ROLFE C. TOMLINSON 
PROFESSOR OF SYSTEMS 
AND OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

COVENTRY CV4 7AL
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  W A R W I C K

TELEPHONE COVENTRY (0203| 24011

APPENDIX III
21st February 1983

To All Members o f  Midlands OR Society

Dear OR Society Member

The purpose o f  this le t te r  1s to Invite you to Warwick University on 
March 16th to take part 1n a personality test fo r  experienced OR workers.
The date has been chosen because 1t was o r ig in a l ly  fixed fo r  a Midland OR 
Society meeting and I hope that some members w i l l  have kept the date free  
1n their diary.

There are two reasons fo r  wishing to undertake these tests which are part 
of a research programme being undertaken by one o f  my PhO students,
Idama Adamu, who 1s studying the problems o f  Introducing OR Into developing 
countries. One o f  the topics he has considered 1n the course o f  h1s 
research 1s the personality o f  the OR worker. A study o f  recent 
advertisements has confirmed the very strong emphasis that 1s given to 
certain personality requirements when recruiting OR s ta f f .  However, so fa r  
as we can find out these requirements have not been researched 1n any 
formal manner. He therefore wishes to undertake some personality tests of  
OR workers 1n the UK so that eventually the Information obtained might be 
useful 1n h1s home country. This leads me to the second reason fo r  our 
proposal, namely that we do not currently have such Information for  
ourselves and this could be o f  value and Interest 1n planning the future of  
our profession.

We have Identified  a test (PF16) that has been used extensively for  
examining the differences between d ifferent professional classes and this 
seems to measure the qua lit ies  trad it ionally  associated with OR. Idama 
has had some In it ia l  training 1n the administration o f psychological tests  
and a professional psychologist within our School has agreed to supervise 
the Interpretation o f  the tests , which w ill  take 1J -  2 hours. Individual 
results would, o f course, not be revealed.

The problem 1s to obtain the cooperation o f a su ffic ient number o f  OR 
workers to provide a satisfactory sample. I t  1s obviously Impracticable 
to conduct a l l  the tests on a one to one basis (they need to be supervised) 
and we are therefore looking for ways o f getting volunteers together: hence 
this Invitation. The tests w ill  start  at 4.30 p.m. 1n Room 2.81 (2nd Floor, 
Statistics Department), Social Studies Building and we hope that you could 
join us for a cup o f  tea 1n the entrance hall to the FME Building (part of  
the Social Studies Building) from 4.00 onwards. I f  you can come, please 
complete the attached s l ip  and we w i l l  send you a University Site map.

Undertaking these tests Is quite an Interesting experience and would 
certainly provide scope fo r  discussion a fte r  the event. I hope that I 
might see you then.

With best wishes.

Rolfe Tomlinson



University o f  Warwick 

School o f  Industrial and Business Studies

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD OR WORKER?

At every UR conference there are protracted discussions as to what 
qu a lit ie s  are desirab le  fo r  a good OR worker. Surprisingly, given the 
nature o f  our profession, no-one has seriously set out to measure th is .
This handout 1s an Invitation to OR practitioners to provide some 
Information.

I f  you read the OR job  advertisements you w i l l  find that enormous 
emphasis 1s put on a variety o f  managerial and social s k i l l s  (technical 
s k i l l s  seem to be taken fo r  granted ). Are OR professionals, then, rea l ly  
more l ik e  nanagers than sc ien t is ts ,  or do we come In some Intermediary 
position? Can we say anything more precise about OR practitioners than 
the rather vague statements that apnear 1n the advertisements or are  
expounded 1n the bar during a conference? There ex ist  a number o f  
personality tests that have been tried out on a wide range o f professions,  
giving what Is  known as a typical p ro f i le  fo r  each profession. Nobody 
see’ is to have done this for OR and we fee l that the gap should be f i l l e d .

I t  nay be Interestina to Indicate how we got Into this. A Nigerian  
research student at Warwick 1s examining the problems o f Introducing OR 
into developing countries, and Nigeria In particu lar. But 1f you do this  
you must consider supply as well as demand. The subject can only develoo 
i f  there are recple available  who can develop I t .  I f  you are start ing  
rore or  less from scratch, you have to take the problen o f  training very 
seriously and consider how to se lect the appropriate people for tra in ing ;  
se lf -se le c t ion  1s not necessarily the best procedure. So Idana Adanu 
started to ask how he could Identify  people 1n his own country with the 
appropriate characteristics and looked to UK experience fo r  guidance. 
l.Nat he has found has been a series o f wise remarks, based on experience, 
but nothlno that was remotely factual or s c ien t i f ic .  There Is a gap In 
rur knowledge and I f  we f i l l  1t I t  w i l l  not only be useful to Idana and 
Mc.-.rla, but a lso , hopefully, to ourselves.

The way t * » t  we hope to start f i l l i n g  the rap 1s by getting a su ff ic ien t  
number o f OR practitioners to undertake a well-known personality test  
(PF16), which has been used extensively fo r  examining the differences  
between d if feren t  professional classes and where the pro fi les  f o r  these 
classes 1s well-known. Idana has had In it ia l  training In the administration  
of such te s ts ,  and a professional psychologist within the School o f  
Industrial and Business Studies at Warwick has agreed to supervise the 
analysis o f  the tes ts .  Confidentiality o f  Individual test scores would, 
o f  course, be maintained. Equally there would be a feedback o f  results to  
the Individuals concerned.

The tes ts ,  which take about 1$ hours, nred to be taken In I  group under 
supervision. Idana w i l l  do this supervision 1n person and w ill  then be 
able to answer any questions about his research. We hope that you nay be 
able to cooperate.

Rolfe Tomlinson
March 19832i»9..



WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD OR WORKER?

This note 1s an Invitation to OR workers attending the Operational Research 
Society Conference to assist  1n providing some Information concerning the 
personal characteristics o f  a good OR worker -  Information which has not 
been collected before and which could be o f  value 1n developing the 
profession 1n the future. We hope that many professionals w ill  be 
prepared to give a l i t t l e  time 1n this cause.

I f  you read the OR job advertisements you w il l  find that enormous emphasis 
1s put on a variety o f managerial and social s k i l l s  (technical sk i l ls  seem 
to be taken fo r  granted). Are OR professionals, then, really  more like  
managers than sc ientists , or do we come 1n some Intermediary position?
Can we say anything more precise about OR practitioners than the rather 
vague statements that appear 1n the advertisements or are expounded 1n the 
bar during a conference? There exist a number o f  personality tests that 
have been t r ied  out on a wide ranoe o f  professions, glvlno what 1s known 
as a typical p ro f i le  for each profession. Nobody seems to have done this 
fo r  OR and we feel that the gap should be f i l l e d .

The way that we hope to start f l l U n n  the gap 1s by getting a sufficient  
number o f  OR practitioners to undertake a well-known personality test  
(PF16), which has been used extensively fo r  examining the differences  
between d if fe ren t  professional classes and where the 'p ro fl le s  fo r  these 
classes 1s well-known. One o f  my research students has had In it ia l  
training 1n the administration o f  such tests and a Drofessional psychologist 
within the School of Industrial and Business Studies at Warwick University 
has agreed to supervise the analysis o f  the tests. Confidentiality of  
Individuals' test scores would, o f  course, be s t r ic t ly  maintained. The 
tests , which la s t  about 1} hours, need to be taken 1n a group under 
supervision. Thus, 1n order to obtain the numbers necessary to provide a 
good average p ro f i le ,  they need to be conducted at a time when a number of  
OR workersare  meeting together. Hence the request at this conference.

The tests w i l l  be held from 4.00 -  5.30 pn on Wednesday, 28th SeDtember.
The rooms 1n which they w ill  take place w ill  be notified durfnn the 
Conference. I hope that you w i l l  be able to help us 1n this way. I f  so, 
could you complete the s l ip  below and hand 1t 1n at the Conference Desk 
when you a rr ive .

Rolfe Tomlinson
June 1983

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD OR WORKER -  Personality Tests

I w ill take part 1n the personality test fo r  OR workers to be held on 
28th September from 4.00 -  5.30 pm.

Name: ..................................................................................................................

Organisation: ...................................................................................................
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